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Critics are saying…
“DuBois created a great balance between romance,
action, and drama. The complex narrative kept me
reading and, in the end, I wanted more. Thankfully
there are other books already out in this series to
satisfy my desire to find out what happens to the
star-crossed lovers. I implore others to read this
book; it is a short and fun read!”

-Readers' Favorite Reviews
“DuBois creates stunning visuals with mind-blowing
action sequences centering around a love affair for
the ages. Sarah is simply captivating in the role of
the lover willing to sacrifice everything to save
others. DuBois has successfully created a female
lead she is able to mold and shape into a woman of
strength and enviable courage across time periods
and ever-changing settings. I am amazed at the
manner in which the author is able to incorporate
elements of fantasy into the historical romance
genre. Two genres that sound worlds apart are
brought together seamlessly in Infinity: Quest for the
Holy Grail.”

-Literary Titan

DEDICATION
For my Grandma Elizabeth, a woman who can hunt for
meat, grow her own vegetables, fish, sew, and build her
own furniture. When the zombies come I want you on
my squad.
Love always,
Catalina
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In a time long ago, the universe was ruled by
the gods. These timeless beings of infinite
power governed the planets in peace and
harmony until the birth of Eris, the wicked
goddess of discord. Eris’s quest for perpetual
chaos brought war among humans and
vengeful feuds among immortals. The gods
believed that only love could change a heart so
dark. Mighty Zeus, desperate to save the
realm and his corrupt daughter, sought a
marriage for Eris. As a final act of treachery,
Eris agreed to wed, but only if she could claim
her cousin’s betrothed, a mortal king named
Matthaios. Though deeply in love, Matthaios
and Sara put the survival of mankind first.
Sara tearfully agreed to break off her
engagement if Eris vowed to love Matthaios
and be kind to him. Eris broke her promise
soon after the wedding. She was unfaithful,
dishonest, and cruel. Soon the king’s heart
wandered back to the only woman he had
ever loved, the goddess Sara. For their affair,
Eris cursed Matthaios and Sara to endure an
infinity of mortal lifetimes and to be star
crossed lovers in every one of them...
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Prologue:
The Black Death
The Britain Isle, 550 A.D.
atthew Galahad was just fifteen when the
plague swept over his village like an icy
blanket of death. The infected were covered in
black pustules crying out for God, a priest, a physician,
anyone who could save them. The walking dead aimlessly
wandered the streets and there was nothing Matthew
could do to comfort them. As a member of the royal
family who governed these lands, it was Matthew’s sworn
duty to protect and defend his people, but how could he
fight an invisible foe?
Matthew’s parents, the Duke and Duchess of Kernow,
ordered the bodies of the dead to be burned in a desperate
attempt to contain the epidemic. So many had fallen that
the skies were black with billowing smoke. There were
flaming pyres as far as the eye could see. Matthew had
never felt so broken and powerless as he watched this
nightmare from the parapet of his castle. Mourners were
keening as fire consumed the bodies of their loved ones.
Their anguished cries could be heard for miles.

M
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“The troop is ready, my lord,” said Percival, a servant,
and friend of Matthew. “If you don’t leave now you will
miss the tournament.”
“I don’t feel right competing in some game while my
people suffer and die,” Matthew protested.
Percival gave him a supportive hand on the shoulder.
“We will overcome the Black Death, as we have before.
The survivors will need strength, leadership, and financial
support, all things you cannot provide if you are dead.”
As the moans of the dying echoed and resounded
through the land Matthew spoke with his head lowered, “I
should be doing something.”
Percival assured him, “the physicians and nurses you
sent for have arrived, as have the priests. The sick are
being cared for. The dying are receiving comfort and last
rights.”
“That isn’t enough!” Matthew shouted in
aggravation. “I’m going down to the village to assist.”
Percival blocked his path. “Your mother and father
forbid it.”
“I don’t care! Hiding while others face unimaginable
horrors is not the way of the knight! This is not honorable!
Step aside!”
Percival stood his ground, knowing this was the one
order he could not obey. “My lord, I know that you want
to save them, but you are neither a man of medicine nor a
man of the cloth. You have done all you can.”
“I have not seen my parents in days.”
“I assure you, they are in the castle.”
“If that was true, we would have crossed paths.”
“They have been busy managing the apocalypse, my
lord.”
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Matthew fumed, nearly driven mad by the tortured
wails of his subjects. “What would you have me do, run
off to the tournament and engage in a pretend battle for a
trophy? Am I just supposed to pretend that all is well,
jousting with other knights like some indifferent,
narcissistic, jackass in a can!”
“This tournament is more than a game. It’s about
proving your worth to the people you will rule one day.
Compete with honor and show the world what I already
know, that you were born to lead.”
Matthew nodded forlornly and followed Percival
downstairs. There were horses packed and ready for an
arduous journey. There were two oxen strapped to a cart
full of swords, lances, and armor, but no trace of his
parents.
Matthew whipped around with a worried look. He felt
a knot in his stomach as he hoped and prayed that his
parents were not among the victims burning in the village.
“I won’t leave until I know they’re alright,” Matthew
insisted.
Percival jogged into the castle to find Matthew’s
parents. Matthew glanced up and spotted the Duke and
Duchess waving at him from the balcony.
Matthew breathed a sigh of relief and called up to
them, “Mother, Father, aren’t you coming to the
tournament?”
“Of course, my dear boy,” his mother replied. “When
the last of the physicians arrive to contain the plague, we
will follow you to the tournament.”
His father assured him, “do you believe that we would
miss your first competition for anything in the world? Go
fight with honor, my son. We will be watching.”
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Matthew smiled for the first time since this nightmare
began. He returned to his steed, slipped his foot into the
stirrup and flung himself onto the saddle. Matthew
waived to his parents, spurred his horse forward, and rode
away with a caravan.
Blood spattered the white handkerchief the duchess
coughed into. The duke pulled down his sleeve to conceal
a black boil on his hand. The Duchess began to weep as
her son’s image melted into the horizon, knowing that it
was the last time she would ever see him. The Duke tried
to comfort her, but could not soften the blow. The last
words spoken to their son were a lie…
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Chapter 1:
A Knight’s Tale

P

hillip’s blue eyes blinked open with the rising sun.
Confused and sleepy, King Phillip gazed around
the chamber that beautiful morning. There sat his
bride, the love of his life. Her breathtaking figure was
wrapped loosely in a sheet as she sat behind her easel
sketching his glorious likeness.
“Don’t move,” said the queen.
“But I must relieve myself, Cornelia,” Phillip whined
childishly with a pouty lip.
Now it was the queen’s turn to pout, “alright.”
Though Phillip was practically bursting, he did not
rise from her bed, still tousled from last night’s love fest.
“How long have you been drawing me?”
“For around two hours,” she admitted. Her dainty
fingertips were blackened with charcoal.
“When will you be finished?”
“Perhaps another hour.” She clutched her sheet and
walked over to him smiling happily, knowing that Phillip
would sooner strain his bladder than let her down in any
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way. She leaned over to place a lingering kiss upon his
lips, sweet and meaningful.
She took up her charcoal and traced lines on the
bedsheet around his body to mark his position. “Go
Phillip.”
“Are you sure? I will hold it,” he offered.
“I know,” she mused, “and that’s the very reason I
don’t want you to.”
Phillip practically ran to the chamber pot to relieve
himself. Cornelia could not help but giggle at the
“Ahhhhhh” that escaped his beautiful lips.
Realizing her peculiar situation, she began to laugh at
herself. What kind of queen finds joy in the simplest of her
king’s functions? I must be either completely insane or
deliriously in love, but it is the private things that no one
else sees or even cares about that make me love him the
most. Those occasional belches and soft snores, the
sprints to the chamber pot, are what make him my
husband; and while all of Kernow has their king I will
always have my Phillip…
King Phillip returned to her, his adorable face
scrunched in wonder as he tried to figure out what was so
funny. Cornelia kissed his lips and assured him, “it’s
nothing, Phillip.”
She gingerly touched his handsome face, accidentally
transferring a little charcoal to his cheek. The midnight
dust glowed in contrast to his creamy white skin. He
grinned devilishly and stole another kiss from her plump
wet lips before returning to his pose.
Cornelia returned to her easel, the two of them
floating in comfortable silence as she etched line after
delicate line on the page. She smiled softly as the
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magnificent form of her cinnamon haired king emerged.
Soon she was finished and beckoned him over. Phillip
smiled and embraced her from behind wrapping his arms
around her middle.
“It’s an incredible likeness,” he spoke as he placed
sweet kisses on the side of her face. “You are amazing,
Cornelia.”
She spun in his strong arms and gazed up at him.
“You could have married any lady in the world, yet you
chose a barren woman for your bride. Why?”
“Because I truly love you, and I truly hate children.”
She laughed aloud and smacked him on the chest.
“You are shameless.”
“I am honest,” he chuckled and pulled her closer. “I
have seven brothers and sisters. One of them can have the
burden of bearing a rugrat for the throne of Kernow. Why
should I have to do everything?”
“Because you are the king, that is why. Doing
everything is only part of the job description.”
“Well, I draw the line at children. I hate children. I
plan to announce my successor before the council today.
My nephew, Matthew Galahad, will carry on my legacy
and become the next king of Kernow.”
Phillip grinned stupidly and hefted her sheet-draped
body into his arms. Cornelia’s legs instinctively wrapped
around his back and her hands encircled his neck. They
kissed slowly savoring every moment as he carried her to
the bed and laid her body on the cool sheets. Sporadic
moans and half sentences escaped them with every tender
and passionate caress.
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On a bright summer day, the aroma of sweet
cinnamon bread and roasted meat swirled throughout a
roaring stadium. Ladies and gentlemen, young and old,
noble and common, waved flags bearing the crests and
colors of their favorite knights. Armor-clad contenders
from all over Europe had arrived to joust, fight, and
compete for a chest of gold. Every knight sought to bring
fame, honor, and glory back to his kingdom.
It was a glorious event, but Matthew’s mind was
elsewhere. He kept scanning the faces in the crowd,
looking for his mother and father. He tapped his foot
impatiently, waiting for them to arrive. He could not
remember the last time he had slept adequately. He kept
reliving the horrors of the plague. Every time Matthew
closed his eyes he saw flames engulfing grotesquely
disfigured corpses. He could smell rotting flesh burning
on the pyres.
He was drawn from his living nightmare when the
crowd erupted in a thunderous roar of applause, unlike
any he had ever witnessed.
Princess Morgan of Camelot ceased gossiping with
her ladies in waiting. She rose slowly and peered down at
the stadium’s dirt floor.
Matthew watched from the sideline with Percival,
who was serving as his squire. A knight in robes of gold
galloped at full speed with an aimed lance. He speared a
hanging decorative ring with ease, then he confidently
trotted over to Morgan. Ecstatic screaming maidens threw
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handkerchiefs and trinkets on the arena floor, just praying
that theirs would be the token this stately knight festooned
his armor with.
“Who on earth is that,” Matthew questioned.
“No idea,” Percival admitted.
They stared with puzzled looks on their handsome
faces.
The mounted contender flipped up the face mask of
his helmet, baring eyes of the deepest blue and dirty
blonde hair. Percival and Matthew sank as they realized
what the crowd already knew. This knight with the golden
cape was none other than Prince Edgar, the youngest
uncle of Matthew.
Edgar spoke charmingly as he directed his voice up
toward the stadium box, “it is my understanding that
whoever wins today’s sword competition is blessed with
the honor of escorting King Uther’s daughter to this
evening’s banquet.”
Morgan willed her voice not to tremor and her
breathing to steady, “tis my lord.”
“Then I shall try with all my might to win.” With a
final wink at Morgan, the celebrity of a knight trotted
toward the armory tents.
A strange and uneasy feeling began to burn in the pit
of Percival’s stomach. He sighed as he fiddled with the
plain gold ring he had purchased for Morgan. Even having
spent every coin in his pouch, the ring he bought would
not be half as lavish as any trinket her doting Prince could
furnish her with. Percival grew overwhelmed with a
sudden rush of embarrassment and inadequacy.
Matthew gaped at the ring in Percival’s massive palm.
“Were you thinking about proposing?”
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“Oh… of course not,” Percival stammered. “She’s a
princess. She deserves better than me.”
Matthew reminded him, “you two had something
special.”
Percival shook his head no. “What we had was a
mistake and nothing more. I was out for a hunt when I
came upon an injured woman in the forest. She had no
memory of what happened, no memory of who she was. I
nursed her back to health and she continued to live with
me. She decided that she didn’t want to know about her
past. She wanted no part of the life that resulted in her
being attacked and left for dead in the woods.”
“She wanted a new life with you,” Matthew
concluded.
Percival nodded, “I traveled all the way to Camelot to
find her a ring. It was there that I saw the flyer of the
missing princess tacked to a tree.”
“You shouldn’t have sent her back to Camelot,”
Matthew stubbornly insisted. “You shouldn’t have
pushed her away.”
“She is a princess, and I am nothing,” Percival said in
his own defense. “What did you expect to happen?”
“I expected for my noblest and bravest friend to fight.
Morgan was willing to give up everything for you.”
“That’s just it, my lord, she shouldn’t have to.”
Percival’s head lowered. His shoulders slumped forward
in defeat as he walked away with his unworthy gift.
Prince Edgar swept the competition, even defeating
Camelot’s champion, Sir Mordred. Now Sir Matthew
Galahad was facing off with the ironclad knight.
Matthew fought with all his might, but brute strength
would only get him so far. Swordsmanship took a great
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deal of skill and strategy. Edgar was an expert
swordsman, who came at the rookie knight with
everything. The senior champion taunted the newcomer
as he landed every well-executed strike on Matthew’s
armor.
Prince Edgar yelled as he swung and lunged, “what is
so bloody special about you!” bang of the sword. “What
makes you worthy to be the next king of Kernow!” a wellexecuted block and then a brutal strike to Matthew’s
shoulder. “You can’t even defend yourself! Let alone a
kingdom!”
Percival was about to storm the field and intervene
when a hand grabbed his wrist. He whipped around to find
the stormy gray eyes and raven hair of Princess Morgan
Pendragon.
She cautioned him, “Matthew is no longer a child in
your charge. He is a knight. You will disgrace Matthew
before all of Europe and King Phillip will have you killed
for announcing to the world that the next king of Kernow
needed to be saved by a squire.”
“Edgar will kill Matthew!” Percival shouted.
“Phillip will never allow it to go that far.” Morgan
returned to the royal stadium box before someone
witnessed her fraternizing with a man below her station.
She wasn’t ashamed, just afraid that Percival might be
punished.
Edgar countered Matthew’s attacks and kicked him
to the ground. He raised a sword over Matthew, ready to
deliver the deathblow. A thunderous clang sounded
throughout the arena as King Phillip’s sword blocked
Edgar’s from impaling Matthew.
“You win!” King Phillip yelled at his youngest
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brother. “This is a competition, practice, not war! Even if
it was battle, have you not noticed that you are wearing
the same colors!”
Phillip helped Matthew up. “Are you alright?”
Breathless and aching all over, Matthew simply
nodded.
“Drink some water and have the surgeon examine
your shoulder,” the king ordered.
“Yes Sire,” Matthew replied.
Prince Edgar taunted Matthew smugly, “giving up so
soon? Useless and cowardly.”
Before King Phillip could speak a word, Matthew’s
large hands had snatched Edgar by his chest armor. It took
at least four knights to pry him off.
King Phillip shouted at his furious knights, “save it
for tomorrow’s joust! You’re on the same side!”
“He’s quite the nobleman,” Edgar laughed
sarcastically at the outburst he had coaxed Matthew into
having.
King Phillip raised Edgar’s metal-gloved hand and
announced him the victor. The crowd went wild, waving
banners of gold, throwing roses at Prince Edgar’s feet.
The victor took a bow and sauntered off the field.
Edgar grit his teeth, shaking with fury as he walked to
his tent. His phenomenal victory was short-lived. All of
Britain was lauding his name, except for the one person
he truly needed to impress. King Phillip didn’t seem to
care about Edgar’s landslide win.
Edgar was fuming. Steam was rising off him. As soon
as he was in his equipment tent, away from the eyes of a
myriad of worshipers, he cursed, thrashed, and tore the
place apart.
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“You embarrassed me,” Phillip growled as he
appeared at the entrance. “You embarrassed me at the
tournament, and now I find you throwing a tantrum like a
petulant child!”
“Apologies Sire, but I don’t understand what’s
happening,” Edgar said in his own defense. “First you
wed a woman who cannot bear children and then you
choose our brother’s runt for your heir instead of me.”
King Phillip placed a hand on each of Edgar’s
shoulders. “You are great at so many things, Edgar, but
you are terrible with money.” The brothers laughed at the
blatant truth as only King Phillip could tell it. “From
gambling debts to bedding the wrong dames, how many
scrapes have I bailed you out of?”
“I had a troubled youth, but I have changed.”
“Then prove it,” Phillip offered. “Return to court, not
just as my brother, but as my most trusted advisor.”
Edgar agreed, “it would be my greatest honor.”

Matthew winced in pain as he sat on the cot. The
surgeon had bandaged his aching shoulder and informed
him that he was a little banged up but there shouldn’t be
any permanent damage. The doctor administered a pain
remedy and left him to rest for a spell.
Matthew wanted so badly to win the first-place trophy
for his father and prove to his Uncle Phillip that he had
chosen the right heir. He sank at the thought of his defeat.
“I’m sorry I failed you, Sire,” Matthew spoke
solemnly as King Phillip entered the surgeon’s tent. “You
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and the others have brought many first place trophies
home to Kernow. I only yearned to add to your glorious
bounty.”
“I have taken first place many times, as have your
father, and Edgar.” Phillip smiled at his benevolent and
loyal nephew. “But those victories took training and time.
Even I did not place at my first tournament, but you have.
You fought magnificently.”
“Thank you,” Matthew nodded respectfully.
“If you are feeling up to it, you have lots of visitors,”
Phillip informed him, peeling up the cloth door of the
roomy tent.
A grin lit Matthew’s face as Percival and the golden
caped knights of Kernow began to file in with mugs of ale
chanting and cheering, “For he’s a jolly good fellow! For
he’s a jolly good fellow! For he’s a jolly good
fellooooowww! Which nobody can deny!”
Matthew accepted a congratulatory brew and
celebrated with King Phillip and the knights. They
clinked their large metal mugs, drinking and singing offkey.
“Am I interrupting?” Queen Cornelia laughed as she
entered the tent.
The men straightened up at once and hid their beers.
“Your Majesty.”
“My lady”
“Your Grace”
“You were all incredible today,” Cornelia chimed.
“There’s no need to stop celebrating on my account.”
The men carried on with their obnoxious singing and
roughhousing.
King Phillip planted a phenomenal kiss on his bride.
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It was sensual and needy like he was starving for it all day.
At that moment, Matthew envied King Phillip, but not for
his riches and power. Matthew pondered what it must feel
like to be so loved. Phillip swung Cornelia around,
deliriously happy as they joined the others in song.
“Which nobody can deny! Which nobody can deny!
For he’s a jolly good fellooooowww! Which nobody can
deny!”
They laughed, cheered, and drank until a royal
messenger arrived with a scroll. Phillip unrolled the
document and devoured the words with his eyes. His
smile faded and all the color drained from his face. The
tent grew deathly silent. Phillip’s morose expression
could only mean one thing. Despair hung over the room
like a storm cloud as they waited to hear who died…

Matthew’s parents were never able to see their
treasured boy grow into a man. Their bodies were burned
so he was unable to visit them in the royal tombs. This
loss was agonizing, like having a stab wound, that just
when you’ve become numb to the pain someone would
twist the knife and it would hurt all over again.
Matthew had no siblings and his closest family was
King Phillip and Prince Edgar… if he could call the
royal’s family. Edgar loathed Matthew, and Phillip was
too busy to acknowledge his existence. Phillip’s knights
saw to Matthew’s weapons training, but the king was
rarely around.
Having been blessed with the love of a mother and
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father and then having that happiness torn asunder,
Matthew was jumping at the bit to get married, anxious to
feel that sense of family once more. He longed for a
loving wife and a house full of sons and daughters. To his
misfortune, the marriage of a nobleman was a matter of
state. Matthew had to wait for his king to propose a match
that was beneficial for the kingdom.
Phillip had told Matthew to enjoy his freedom and
sew his wild oats; he would have plenty of time to be tied
down later in life. Though Matthew was a shameless flirt,
he never yearned to be a philandering whore of a man. He
longed to be a husband and a family man, like his father.
Matthew’s parents always said that they were blessed to
have him, but if God saw fit they would have had seven
more like him. So Matthew vowed to sire eight children
in honor of the mother and father he held dear; this was
his promise to them.
After much insistence, King Phillip, at last, gave in to
the whims of his adolescent nephew. Matthew had been
ecstatic until he discovered the terms of the agreement.
He would become a bridegroom, but many years would
pass before he was a husband.

In the Moorish territory of Elmet, Sarah had only seen
eight summers when she took her mother’s hand and
walked to her father’s side. The room had been humid and
crowded with dignitaries. They’d spoken words she
barely understood about vassals, oaths, territories, and
land.
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“Do you understand, Sarah,” she’d been asked by her
father, Aspurta, the leader of the Elmet territories.
She had nodded and recited the vows as she’d been
instructed. Then she’d laid eyes on a handsome teenager.
He possessed chestnut eyes and a shoulder-length mane
of hair that was the color of coffee. He was impatiently
tapping his foot, yet he blessed her with a kind smile.
She’d merely scowled at him in response, then thrust
herself behind her mother’s skirts again.
Matthew’s smile faded as his uncle’s advisor, Prince
Edgar, added a package to the mountain of presents on the
gift table. Edgar still coveted Matthew’s position, and
Matthew knew the vindictive prince would cut his throat
to get it. Matthew’s status drew respect and admiration
from most, but it placed a big red target on his back.
Matthew begrudgingly welcomed Edgar, “I’m so glad
that you could make it. How was your travel?”
“A pleasant respite.” Prince Edgar forced a smile and
spoke with false sincerity, “congratulations, nephew.”
It wasn’t long before Edgar retreated with his
brethren, a mug of ale in one hand and a pair of dice in the
other.
Sarah had not seen Matthew again after she’d been
led from the room. Only later did she realize it had been
her wedding day, and the boy her husband. Sarah had
been sent to a convent to learn the ways of Christianity; a
stipulation placed upon her by King Phillip of Kernow,
the uncle of her stranger husband.
For ten years she’d lived at the Sisters of Sacred Heart
Convent preparing for the role of grand duchess. She
counted the minutes inside those gray walls just waiting,
and admittedly dreading the day she would be summoned
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to the castle and bed of a total stranger. Now Sarah was
of age and had another name bestowed upon her by the
girls fostered at the convent. Sarah the diffident. Sarah the
fearful.
“They are covetous of your position,” the abbess
informed her. “Ignore their words. Pay them no heed.”
Sarah had never told the abbess that their teasing
stung with undeniable truth. She was afraid of the dark,
heights, and her greatest fear of all was water. Of course,
drinking and bathing were agreeable, but she would avoid
any body of water that came above her waist. Sarah often
berated herself even more than the girls did because she
could not understand how the daughter of a fearless leader
could be so timid, but it hadn’t always been so. Once she
had been brave and daring, the day she’d made a face at
the boy who stared at her. The same boy who was now a
man and the groom she awaited.
Like everyone else at the convent, Sarah had chores
to do every morning. Most days she didn’t mind the work;
it proved a much-appreciated escape from all the prayer
and staunch ritual of her new religion. She returned from
the henhouse after breakfast with a large basket of white
and brown eggs pressed against her apron. The sun was
just climbing above the trees, but the air was already hot
and sticky. Puffy clouds hovered overhead. A rooster
crowed and somewhere in the distance, a sheepdog barked
in reply.
Sarah walked with her head lowered. A mane of
straight black hair flowed to the waist of her plain gown.
She nearly dropped the egg basket when a strange voice
called out, “good morning, my lady.”
Uttering a cry of surprise, Sarah spun around. Her
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eyes trailed up, up, up before, at last, finding a handsome
face. Holy mother of Christ. Is this man the highest point
in Britain? She gazed from beneath her long black lashes
at the sparkling brown eyes of a gentleman.
“Good morning, Sir,” Sarah stammered, “I… didn’t
see you.”
He smiled at her, his brown eyes lighting up as if
enjoying her surprise. Could she be my bride? She has the
same obsidian eyes and deep brown skin. His smile faded
as he took notice of her lack of decor, like a once vibrant
flag that had been faded by the elements. My bride wore
bright beautiful colors, and her hair was a mass of curls
with sporadic braids and beads. I can still hear the music
made by her hair as she walked in and hid behind her
mother. It was like a heavenly chime, the only thing that
brought a smile to my face on the day I was forced to
marry a child. He gazed down at the lovely young woman
before him, fretting over her monotone dress and
undecorated sea of wind-tossed hair. No, unfortunately,
this one is not my wife.
“I am sorry to trouble you,” he said politely, his eyes
still locked on hers. “I am looking for the abbess.”
Could he be here to call on me! Sarah wondered with
a mixture of nervousness, fear, and excitement. Her hands
suddenly felt icy even though the air was heavy with
summer heat. How strange that her palms would feel cold
when the rest of her body felt burning hot in his presence.
My groom kept long locks. This man’s hair is short and
wavy, and a man of such a high station would never come
to a woman. He would send his guards for his bride and
have her summoned. Sarah sighed, surprised by the
twinge of disappointment she felt. This isn’t him.
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“My lady, the abbess?” He repeated politely.
“Oh… yes um… right, this way.”
Smiling pleasantly at the pretty young woman, he
reached out for the egg basket. “I’ll carry it for you. It
looks heavy.”
“I carry it every morning,” Sarah protested but
allowed him to take the basket.
“What is your name, my lady,” he asked boldly with
his chestnut eyes flashing.
Before Sarah had the opportunity to answer, the
abbess appeared dressed in full habit, despite the warmth
and humidity. Furrowing her brows and clearing her
throat, she addressed the intruder, “and who might you
be?”
The nun’s brusqueness didn’t seem to bother him.
“Good morning, Madam,” he said with a friendly smile.
“I am Sir Matthew Galahad, Grand Duke of Kernow.”
Sarah didn’t know whether to feel terrified or relieved
at the sound of her groom’s name. It is him!
Most commoners would tremble at the mention of his
title, but the church was the only faction with even more
power than the Royals. Even kings and queens were
required to kneel before holy men to be crowned at their
coronations.
The surly abbess did not like men of any rank
fraternizing with the young ladies residing at her convent.
The nun asked him, “what might your business be, Sir
Galahad? Has Sarah hired you to be her egg carrier?”
Matthew laughed even though the staunch woman’s
remark wasn’t terribly funny. “No Ma’am,” he replied
cheerfully, having, at last, heard his bride’s name. “I have
come to be her husband if she’ll have me.”
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Sir Matthew couldn’t have known that his beautiful
young wife would soon be fighting for her life, and as
their ill-fated union began, so would the tale of this valiant
knight…
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Chapter 2:
Code of Chivalry

M

atthew, Sarah, a small troop of knights, and
his trusty servant, Percival, made camp for the
night. It would be another two days’ ride
before they reached Matthew’s estate in southern
Kernow.
Sarah offered to help as the mail-clad men set up her
tent, and Percival started preparing vittles. She had been
raised to believe he who does not work does not eat. She’d
been taught to care for herself. Servants were for the
elderly or injured, and she was neither, but now things had
changed. Matthew and his men lived by a code of
chivalry. They didn’t assign rigorous tasks to damsels. It
felt strange when Percival and the knights respectfully
declined her help and did everything for her.
“You could have sent us for your bride, my lord,”
Percival said with a twinge of disappointment in his lime
green eyes. “This is the way things have always been
done. Do you not trust us?”
Percival was always reminding Matthew of order,
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rules, and the proper way to conduct himself. Percival had
made a promise to Matthew’s parents to remain by his
side and show him the way.
“I trust you,” Matthew assured Percival, his oldest
and dearest friend. Matthew explained while gazing
wistfully across the camp at Sarah, “my father and mother
raised me to believe that one should call a dog, even
summon a servant, but always greet a lady.”
Percival smiled at Matthew’s humility. “I see, my
lord.”
“How many times must I ask you to address me as
your friend?”
“As always, at least once more,” Percival humbly
replied and carried on with his duties.
As Matthew set up a small tent for his bride he asked
another friend of his, “is your wife still upset about the
cake incident?”
Sir Gawain, a boyishly handsome man with
strawberry hair, chuckled lightheartedly. “What do you
think, my lord? You devoured a pregnant woman’s cake.”
“It was just one slice, and your sister usually brings
extra for me when she visits.” Matthew’s face bore a
mixture of amusement and guilt as he scraped two stones
together to spark the fire. “Your wife was furious. I swear
she cursed me in her Pagan religion.”
Percival laughed while dicing carrots and onions into
a pot of water. He hadn’t meant to eavesdrop on a
conversation between noblemen, but the way Matthew
and Gawain’s wife fought like brother and sister was
hilarious at times. Percival transferred the large pot to the
fire Matthew had started and walked away to chat with
the knights.
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Sir Gawain assured Matthew, “she didn’t hex you, my
lord, but if she wasn’t with child she might have. Using
magic could send her into labor prematurely.”
Matthew gave a relieved breath, wiping the sweat
from his brow. “So if she’s with child I’m safe?”
“Yes”
“And how much longer might that be?” Matthew
asked nervously.
“You have four whole months to make amends for
that grievous injustice,” Gawain happily assured him.
“Thank you for granting me the leave of absence to get to
know my little one. It’s our first and we’re very excited.”
Matthew humbly brushed off the gratitude, “Don’t
mention it.”
“Truly I…”
“Seriously, don’t mention it,” Matthew whispered.
“His majesty, Phillip, assigned ten of his best knights to
aide me in defending the southern territory. He might
garrote me if he finds out that I’ve given one of them a
month-long holiday.”
Sir Gawain gave his friend an appreciative slap on the
shoulder and then went to secure the perimeter.
Sarah walked over to Gawain and said,
“congratulation to you and your wife.”
“Thank you, my lady,” Gawain happily replied.
“If you don’t mind me asking, how did you meet your
beloved?” Sarah smiled wistfully, always a sucker for a
good love story.
“Well it’s not the most romantic story but it’s ours,”
Gawain chuckled honestly. “Patrols had captured and
imprisoned a witch who was using her powers to rob our
citizens of their purses, but I could tell she was hungry
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and just trying to survive. She told me she’d been raised
on the Isle of the Blessed by the priestesses of the Pagan
religion, and that King Uther of Camelot had killed all of
her kind and hunted her like an animal. I informed Sir
Matthew. By King Phillip’s laws, Matthew was supposed
to hang or burn her. He freed her from the witch’s pit,
instead and told her to choose a different name and a
different path. The different name she chose was Rebecca.
The different path she chose was marrying me.”
“I hope Sir Matthew and I are as blessed,” Sarah
confessed with a hint of longing. “I’ve been married for a
decade, but I’ve never truly been a wife.”
“You are wed to a wonderful fellow,” Gawain
promised her. “Matthew will treasure you.”
“Thank you, Sir Gawain.”
The breeze chilled Sarah and she returned to her seat
by the fire.
Percival addressed her with a warm smile, “dinner is
almost ready, my lady.”
“Thank you. It smells wonderful.”
Percival carried on with his duties, glad to know that
he would be serving a duchess who appreciated his work.
Sarah fretted over the task that she had been putting
off since her journey began, but she promised her friend
that she would see the matter through. She debated how
best to approach this sensitive subject, but no easy
solution came to mind.
At last Sarah addressed Percival, “I see why Morgan
was so besotted with you.” Percival was so stunned by her
words that Sarah promptly apologized, “I don’t mean to
be rude. It’s just that Morgan and I are friends. She often
spoke of you.”
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“How did you meet,” he inquired as he stirred the
cauldron of food without eye contact.
Sarah explained, “Morgan was born with abilities.
Her mother thought this was a gift and a blessing. She
named her Morgan le Fae. Roughly translated it means the
fairy. Morgan’s father, King Uther, thought her abilities
were heresy. He would bring her to the convent for
exorcisms, to have the evil purged from her body. That’s
how we met.”
“I’ve never witnessed an exorcism,” Percival
admitted.
“Be glad that you haven’t,” Sarah spoke solemnly.
“They can be brutal. When one is truly possessed, an
exorcism is a necessary evil, to rid the host of malevolent
spirits, demons, etc. Morgan, however, was not
possessed. She was just misunderstood, and she endured
these horrible rituals merely to sate her father’s bigotry.
She had been starved, whipped, and nearly drowned in
holy water. I couldn’t watch her suffer anymore.”
“You helped her escape,” Percival concluded.
“Morgan fell and struck her head in the woods. She was
malnourished with lashes on her back. I assumed she was
a slave. How could she remember you, when she recalled
nothing of her past?”
“She never forgot her past,” Sarah confessed. “She
fell for you and she feared that things would end the
moment you found out who she was.”
“Oh my God,” Percival murmured in despair. “King
Uther swore Morgan had been kidnapped and harmed by
vandals. I believed him, and I told the knights of Camelot
where to find her. I thought I was giving Morgan the best.
All I gave her was the very hell she tried so hard to
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escape.”
“You mustn’t blame yourself,” Sarah spoke with
sincerity. “Any man of honor would have done the same.
It is I who must apologize. I wouldn’t have mentioned it,
but she made me promise to tell you the truth.”
“At least I finally have the whole picture, but why
now after all these years.”
“Because she’s betrothed,” Sarah explained.
Percival was surprised that those words struck him
like a punch in the face. He knew they both had to move
on at some point but that didn’t make this announcement
any easier.
“She wants closure,” he concluded. “Every choice I
make turns out to be the wrong one. You are her friend.
What do you think I should do?”
“What knights do best, fight.”
“I’m no knight, my lady.”
“You’re her knight.”
Percival grinned from ear to ear and thanked Sarah
for her encouraging words. She was shocked that
Percival’s first instinct was to find Matthew and confess
about Morgan. Sarah smiled gently at the interactions
between Matthew and his men. She liked how casual the
relationships were. Having been raised in a convent the
last thing I yearn for is a strict environment of endless
rules. I am relieved at their manner of friendship.
Matthew treats his servant and the knights of Kernow as
his equals, though he far outranks them.
She felt a sudden rush of embarrassment as Matthew
caught her observing him. Oh dear, he’s on his way over!
She pretended not to see him approaching and walked
briskly to the river’s edge. She kneeled before the rushing
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stream and began to wash her hands for dinner.
Matthew kneeled next to her. “There is a beautiful
lake on the manor if you are fond of water.”
“Quite the opposite actually.” She glanced over at
him with an embarrassed smile. “A soothsayer once told
my parents that I would meet my end by water.”
“And you believed him?”
“You don’t?”
“I believe we make our own destinies.” Matthew
smiled reassuringly at her. “And swimming is one of my
favorite ways to relax from a long journey. I can teach you
if you’d like.”
She hesitated. “I… I don’t know. I was never allowed
to learn because of the prophecy.” Sarah looked down at
her moonlit reflection in the rippling waters. “I wish I was
courageous like my father, but I’ve never been a brave
person.”
Matthew gently lifted her chin until his amber eyes
bore into the depths of the obsidian orbs that were her
eyes. “How can you know for certain that you are not
brave when you have never been given the opportunity to
be?”
“Thank you, my lord.”
“Matthew or Liam please,” he politely corrected her.
“Only if you will start calling me Sarah rather than
my lady.”
“Agreed,” he said cheerfully.
“May I ask a question?”
“Absolutely”
“Liam is a rather interesting name for an
Englishman,” she said awkwardly, hoping that she had
not offended him. She was relieved when he chuckled.
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“My mother was much like you,” he confessed.
“Taken from her homeland and stripped of her culture. In
her single act of rebellion, she chose my middle name
from the Gaelic culture that was lost to her so that I would
never forget who I was.”
“I see,” Sarah nodded. “She seems like an incredible
woman. I wish I could have met her.”
“She would have liked you,” Matthew sweetly
assured. “But I can tell that wasn’t your only question.
Don’t be afraid to be forward with me. I want no secrets
between us.”
“I… it’s just…” Sarah took a deep breath and
prepared to ask the question that had been burning at the
back of her mind for years. “Why did you wait so long to
come for me? Most brides are called upon by the age of
twelve or thirteen.”
“Though socially acceptable, twelve or thirteen is still
a child to me,” he explained, “and while we are on the
subject of waiting, I’ll answer the question I can tell you
want to know but are too timid to ask.”
“So you’re a mind reader?” She spoke with a
playfulness in her voice.
“Let’s see if I am.” He grinned impishly. “You yearn
to know if I waited all this time to retrieve you because I
was whoring around with other women.”
Sarah gasped, “I wouldn’t have said it exactly like
that… I mean… It’s no secret that my father has always
been unfaithful to my mother. I figured that’s just how
men are, and ten years is a very long time to wait,” she
finished sheepishly.
“I wasn’t unfaithful. My uncle told me that as the man
in this relationship it was my responsibility to get as
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much…” He wasn’t sure how to put it without being
brash. “… experience as I could so that I would be able to
please you and keep you happy. What he said made sense
but to use women in such a manner and just cast them
aside seemed wrong. I… I am sorry I failed you.”
“You didn’t,” she promised wholeheartedly. “We’ll
just have to figure things out together.”
“May I ask you a question?”
“Inquire all you like, my… Matthew,” she corrected
herself.
“My Matthew. I rather like the sound of that.” They
both laughed a little and he reached over to touch a lock
of her hair. “What happened to your curls? I barely
recognized you.”
She sighed as she recalled how much of herself was
lost. “There is a comb made of metal that the nuns heated
and used to straighten my hair. They felt it made me look
more… more… appropriate.”
“More appropriate or just more European?”
“I didn’t want to say it that way.” Sarah shook her
head, a little impressed by his bluntness.
“Have they changed your hair forever?”
“No.” She smiled at his naivety. His innocence is just
plain adorable. “It changes back with water.”
She leaned forward cupping water from the river into
her hands and pouring it over her tresses. Within minutes
beautiful curls began to spring up all over her head.
“It’s like magic,” Matthew said in awe as he caressed
her mop of spongy untamed curls.
Suddenly feeling awkward and self-conscious, Sarah
assured him, “I’ll have my hair straightened as soon as we
arrive. I was merely showing you the mess it becomes in
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its natural state, in case you catch me fresh from a bath.”
“I like it this way.” He looked down, immediately
regretting his flirtatious nature. Wife or not she was still a
stranger and he could only hope he hadn’t been too
forward. “I mean… do whatever you like is all.”
“Thank you,” she called out happily. “If it isn’t too
much trouble, may I wear braids, as is common of the
women in my culture, just from time to time, and never to
a formal event?”
“Absolutely, and I hope you wear beads too.”
She’d been rendered speechless at his kindness and
acceptance of her. “You do realize these things make me
look different?”
“I like different,” Matthew assured her with a warm
smile, no longer caring if he seemed flirty because she
didn’t seem put off by it. He placed a gentle kiss upon the
knuckles of her soft hand, admiring the dramatic contrast
of their skin tones. “There is something exciting, even
enchanting, about different.”
Sarah pulled her hand from his to conceal her
expression, but he could tell she was grinning beneath the
dainty fingers that covered her mouth. Soon fear of losing
her virginity doused the torches of her happiness.
Matthew quickly assured the innocent beauty, “I
actually came over here to tell you we will not be
consummating our marriage for a while.”
“Pardon?” She gasped with her hope extinguished,
yet for a moment, it had existed. Bedding a stranger would
have been a daunting task, but she had still expected to
end her maidenhood upon arrival. Sarah had spent years
dreading the idea of lying beside a man she didn’t know
and having his hands on her. He had the right to do so. To
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kiss her and know her body even more intimately than she
did. Surely this was not disappointment she felt at the
opportunity to dodge this obligation? “My lord… I mean
Matthew, I do not understand.”
Before Matthew could open his mouth to explain
himself, Percival emerged to inform them the stew was
ready. Sarah, Matthew, and their company laughed
together and shared stories over a steaming bowl of food.
Some tales were adventurous and heroic, others were
romantic and funny. The knights were shocked that the
only girl among them had the most frightening camp
stories of all.
Matthew was happily surprised as his wife captivated
and entertained the knights. He had initial concerns that
being raised in a convent would make Sarah boring, dull,
and unimaginative but she was fascinating. He smiled
brightly, enjoying her accounts of thrills and chills.
Her story ended abruptly as an arrow struck the tree
beside her. Matthew swept her to the ground and covered
her body with his own. The Knights of Kernow drew arms
and surrounded Sarah and Matthew. In the blink of an eye,
they were set upon by rogues…
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Chapter 3:
THE OMEN

S

arah lie beneath the weight of Matthew’s armored
body as the sound of swishing arrows and clashing
swords rang all around them. Shouts, threats, and
howls of pain echoed through the forest as the knights
fought off the bandits. Sarah was in mortal danger and yet
as Matthew gazed down into her eyes she felt a peace and
tranquility she had never experienced before.
Matthew instructed Sarah to hide. He drew his sword
and charged into battle with a calmness that was
unnerving for Sarah to watch. How many battles must he
have seen to become so daring and fearless? Can a man
who has slain many still value human life? Who exactly
was she wed to?
Matthew had become a master with his sword, as
were his comrades. He and his brethren made quick work
of the bandits. Matthew found Sarah in a patch of shrubs,
curled into a ball, with her eyes clenched, and her hands
clasped over her ears.
“It is safe to come out, Sarah,” Matthew said as he
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gently tugged her hands away from her ears.
She didn’t speak, and she was trembling in terror,
practically catatonic. She’d never seen a battle, but she
was familiar with the aftermath. Sarah had worked
alongside the nuns, treating horrific battle wounds, and
performing amputations. Her parish had lain many
soldiers to rest who were too badly injured to be saved.
Matthew insisted, “come with me.”
At last her petrified throat brought forth words. “I
don’t want to see. It is true that men bear the burden of
charging into battle, but it is we, your women, who are
burdened with cleaning up the mess, and it is the stuff of
nightmares.”
Matthew caressed her trembling cheek. His hands
were rough and bore callouses from bearing a sword, and
yet his touch was comforting. Her shaking ceased, and her
breathing calmed.
He answered honestly, “I cannot promise that I will
always be able to shield you from the ugliness of this
world, but I can promise that you will not witness a
nightmare this evening. None were slain.”
Sarah breathed a sigh of relief and leaped into his
arms, and it was there in a forest of wounded men that
they shared their first hug. She took Matthew’s hand and
ventured forward. The bandits were all bound and
extremely disgruntled, but no one on either side was dead.
Sarah began to exam the wounded, relieved that there
were only minor cuts. Matthew slipped on thick leather
gloves and grabbed a pail of boiling water from the
campfire. He brought the steaming bucket over to Sarah
and she thanked him graciously.
Using a pair of long tongs, Sarah began to pick her
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instruments out of the pail. She patted them dry and lined
them up.
Matthew questioned with a puzzled look, “why do
you boil your instruments?”
“For the very same reason I wash my hands,” Sarah
explained, “it purifies them. Everyone laughs at my
people for our purification rituals. They call us fearful and
superstitious, but cleanliness saves lives.”
“Gawain said that he felt no pain when you stitched
his skin. How was that possible?”
“I used herbs to numb the wound first.”
“I see,” Matthew nodded understandably. “It seems
your people know much about the art of healing, and mine
have much to learn.”
“We both have much to learn,” Sarah confessed with
guilt in her eyes. She rose to face him. “For this many men
to be subdued with no loss of life is truly incredible.”
“I value life and I spare it when I can,” Matthew
explained.
“I’m sorry I misjudged you.”
“Don’t be. The truth is I have killed. When the Saxons
invaded my lands, I killed many. If it came down to your
life or that of the men who attacked us tonight I would
have slain them at your feet.”
Sarah gasped. His words chilled her, but she nodded
understandably. “In a convent, things are black and white.
Thou shalt not kill, thou shalt not lie. Now I have been
thrust into an entire world of gray, where nothing is
simple, and sometimes one must choose between a bad
decision and an even worse one. Leaving my convent was
like being born. I feel so lost.”
Matthew gave Sarah a sympathetic smile. “This is a
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beautiful, ugly, amazing, tragic world that we live in. It
makes no sense and perfect sense at the same time, but no
matter what comes our way, I feel blessed to face it with
you.”
She smiled at him with a renewed sense of purpose
and carried on stitching and bandaging the men.

Matthew, Sarah, and their troop took to their horses
the following morning. A string of rogues trailed them on
foot.
Sarah couldn’t help but mention, “Percival fights like
a knight.”
“That’s because he trained with us,” Matthew
explained. “I had convinced my uncle, King Phillip, to
allow Percival to train as a knight, even though he was not
of noble birth.”
“What changed?”
“My uncle did. Phillip once loved a woman so deeply
that he married her even though she could never bear
children. He saw this woman as so much more than a
potential breeder of sons. He was aided by her wisdom
and our kingdom flourished under their reign. Her name
was Cornelia and she was lost at sea, in a tragic
shipwreck. The king’s heart darkened without the loving
influence of his wife. To make matters worse, Edgar
returned to court as a royal advisor, poisoning the king’s
mind at every turn. Percival respectfully declined the
major elevation in status and income because Phillip was
no longer the sort of king Percival yearned to pledge a
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knighthood to. Percival decided he would rather remain,
my servant, than become King Phillip’s mercenary.”
“I see.” Sarah nodded. “Did the king ever remarry?”
Matthew shook his head no. “Now thanks to these
rotten thieves I must stand before the last man I wanted to
see… Prince Edgar.”
Sarah questioned as she rode aside Matthew, “what is
to happen to the scoundrels you arrested?”
Matthew shrugged. “My duty is to hand them over to
the local authorities to be punished by the laws of the land.
My uncle, Edgar, governs this territory.”
“But you just accused him of poorly advising the
king. He is not a just man.”
“No, he is not,” Matthew confessed, “but it’s out of
my hands.”
Sarah looked around the village that lead to Edgar’s
castle. The people were living in squalor. Every home was
a dilapidated hovel. She glanced behind her horse at the
criminals Matthew had apprehended. In the bright
morning light, she could see how emaciated they were.
Sarah whispered to Matthew, “Prince Edgar’s citizens
are living in shambles.”
“Even still, it does not give them the right to endanger
my bride.”
“I think you should at least talk to them,” she
suggested.
“To what end? I am dutybound to hand them over,”
he confessed.
“Because you are upholding a black and white law in
a very gray world.”
Matthew brought the caravan to a halt in the center of
town.
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He dismounted his horse and helped Sarah down from
hers.
“Who is your leader?” Matthew question.
“I,” replied a dashing young rogue with hazel eyes
and auburn hair.
Matthew stared at him with contempt. “You shot an
arrow at my wife. State one reason I shouldn’t kill you.”
“Because I had no intention of harming her,” the man
said. “It was merely a warning shot.”
“Liar!” Matthew declared.
“I swear,” the bandit insisted.
Sarah suggested, “then prove your accuracy.”
The young man held out his bound wrists and
Matthew cut off the ropes.
Sir Gawain brought his bow forward and threatened,
“if you try some half-witted escape attempt I will kill you
myself.” Gawain slammed the bow in his chest and
retrieved three apples. The villagers gathered to watch the
demonstration. Gawain kept one apple and passed the
other two to Sarah and Matthew.
“Toss them up on the count of three,” Matthew
instructed. “One, two…”
On three they launched the apples into the sky. The
bandit skewered all three before they hit the ground. This
archer had speed and precision, unlike anything they had
ever experienced.
Matthew arched a suspicious brow at the thief. “Why
did you attack us if not to kill us and steal our valuables.”
The man confessed, “Prince Edgar gambles, whores,
and racks up debts across the continent. Massive deficits
that he pays for by taxing his citizens. He’s taxed us into
poverty and when we had no more to give he took the only
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thing we had left, our grain and cattle. My people are
starving. My intention was to hold his precious nephew
for ransom until he returned our food and family
heirlooms.”
Matthew might not have believed the thief if not for
the mob of villagers angrily hissing in agreement. “What
is your name?”
“Lancelot, my lord.”
Matthew turned to address the mob, that wanted his
royal head on a platter. “I am of no value to my uncle!
Taking my wife and me would have brought you nothing
but a swift execution and no ransom. The people in my
territories are thriving. I will offer sanctuary to all those
who are willing to relocate.”
A woman with matted hair and rags for a dress spoke
up, “with all due respect, Sir Galahad, this is our home.
All we ask is that you royals do right by it.”
“Then we shall,” Matthew assured the people. “I do
not govern this territory, but I have the ear of the king. I
will soon host a gathering and Phillip will be in
attendance. I will state your grievances then.”
Sarah whispered to Matthew, careful not to challenge
his authority in front of those he would someday rule, “are
we to send desperate starving men to the gallows?”
Matthew signaled for his knights to cut the criminals
loose. The soldiers hesitated with confused expressions,
wondering if they properly understood his commands.
“Cut them loose,” Matthew spoke firmly, and the
knights obeyed.
A grateful Sarah mouthed the words, thank you.
Matthew laughed and confessed, “you will be the
death of me, woman.”
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Sir Gawain walked past and whispered to Sarah, “I
saw that.”
“Saw what?” She giggled.
“The way you look at him,” Gawain said.
Sarah gave the playful knight an indignant look. “And
how would you say that I look at him?”
“Constantly,” Gawain teased her.

Sarah and Matthew had to stay at Edgar’s castle for
the night. They had given the food and supplies for their
journey to the villagers, so they needed a place to restock.
Sarah was surprised that Prince Edgar was a gracious
host, even though he and Matthew didn’t get along. Edgar
was still a knight, and the code of chivalry demanded that
he offer quarter to every traveling nobleman of the realm.
Two chambermaids helped Sarah prepare for dinner.
One laced the sides of her dress to accentuate her figure,
while the other dabbed her with fragrance. Sarah flinched
as the maids pinched her cheeks. This Eurocentric beauty
ritual was intended to add a blush to the skin. Of course,
it didn’t show up on Sarah’s deep brown complexion, so
they pinched even harder until it did. It was unpleasant,
but Sarah yearned to dazzle for Matthew. He had been her
husband for ten years, but after saving her in the woods
and standing up for the villagers, Matthew became her
hero.
Across the hall, a pageboy cautiously entered Prince
Edgar’s chamber. As usual, the prince was feverishly
crafting a new dollhouse. Though a peculiar hobby for a
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grown man to have, no one dared to insult the king’s
brother.
Edgar worked diligently on his biggest, most
beautiful, project yet. Once transported to the display
room and assembled it would be a sight to behold. It
appeared to be the makings of a doll castle, rather than a
dollhouse.
“My lord,” the pageboy greeted. “Prince Arthur of
Camelot has arrived.”
“Arthur is here already?” Edgar replied as he deftly
painted a tiny chair.
“Yes Sire”
“He’s a day early.”
“Perhaps he was eager to see the home of the man
who will be marrying his sister, Morgan.”
“See or judge?” Edgar snarled with irritation.
“Both, my lord.” The pageboy chuckled.
Edgar rose as his servants filed in to get him bathed,
shaved, and prepared for the encounter.

The following morning, Merlin, a young sorcerer and
close friend of Prince Arthur, wandered the corridors of
the castle. He knew that Edgar was not the type to discuss
important matters in front of commoners.
Merlin’s hair was jet black and spiky with blood red
tips. He was seventeen but looked ten years older, because
using magic always has a price. Some begin to lose their
good nature and turn wicked, while others age before their
time. Arthur often joked that at the rate Merlin was aging
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he was going to end up an old man with a long gray beard
by the time he was twenty.
Merlin was suddenly overwhelmed by the rush of a
tingling sensation, like the feeling of one’s foot going to
sleep but all over his body. There is magic in this palace!
Dark Magic!
Merlin stalked through the castle like a bloodhound
determined to sniff out the bad omen. He skidded to a stop
when the magical sensations grew so powerful he felt like
he was drowning in it. He could barely breathe as he
found himself in Prince Edgar’s showroom. Over twenty
dollhouses were on display. Each with a high gate
surrounding it. These things were eerily lifelike.
A tiny shrunken Cornelia sat at the table of one of the
dollhouses, trying to will herself to eat, but the Queen’s
mind came and went, a side effect of being held captive
for so long. She had not been lost to the sea. Edgar had
imprisoned her because King Phillip valued her opinion
and counsel above all others. Anyone who stood in
Edgar's way was imprisoned in his doll houses, never to
be seen again.
Queen Cornelia dropped the food and ran out on the
fake lawn her deranged brother in law had crafted for her.
She waved her arms wildly, screaming for help, but she
knew only those of magic could hear and see her.
Religious persecution had just about wiped them out. She
gave up on the lanky man with the peculiar hair, jet black
with blood red tips. She turned back to the dollhouse, her
living purgatory until she heard his footsteps drawing
closer. He heard me! Thank Heavens!
“Merlin!” She heard a man bellow from the corridor.
“Just a moment, Prince Arthur,” Merlin hollered back
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without breaking his stride in Cornelia’s direction.
“MERLIN!”
The warlock turned and ran toward Arthur. Cornelia
sank to her knees, sobbing into her hands. This was the
first person with magic who’d come close to her since she
was shrunken by dark magic and made into a novelty.
Now he was gone and her hope along with him.
Arthur, a gray-eyed adolescent with white blonde
hair, stood tapping his foot with his arms firmly crossed
over his chest. “Camelot is on the brink of war. My father
is selling my sister into marriage for an alliance and I find
you, my trusted advisor, playing in a bloody doll room!”
Merlin explained himself, “there is evil in that
chamber.”
Arthur shushed him, “be careful what you accuse a
prince of.”
“I’m not accusing him of anything. He’s likely the
victim. How many nobleman and dignitaries have been
lost to the Prince of Kernow, and all under mysterious
circumstances? Even their Queen was lost at sea.”
“Storms happen at sea, Merlin. That isn’t magic. It’s
just life.”
“But Arthur...”
“Merlin, this family has been through hell. The last
thing they need is your wild accusations pouring salt on
the wounds.”
Merlin took a final glance at the extravagant chamber
of dollhouses, and then followed Arthur back to
Camelot...
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Chapter 4:
The Gathering

M

atthew was required to host a gathering for
Sarah’s arrival, but Matthew, being a man,
didn’t actually do any of the hosting. Every
detail of the party was left to Sarah, a girl who had never
even been to a banquet.
Sarah’s vast regiment of serving men and women
filed into the decorated banquet hall. Their hard soled
shoes clacked against the marble floor as they fell into
their staunch formation. This was Sarah’s first assignment
as a grand duchess and it had to be perfect. She knew there
would be a lot of envious nobles waiting for her to fail.
She gave an appreciative nod to Percival, her chief of
staff. He could clean the uncleanable and serve the
unserveable. This rather straight-laced and stately man
was a god among servants.
Sarah addressed her waiting audience, “first I must
say that you have all done a phenomenal job on the decor.
This palace looks spectacular and I am certain tonight’s
banquet will be no less, which is why I am giving you all
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a bonus. Thank you for all that you do.”
Some of the servants gasped in shock. Matthew had
always been kind and fair, but they assumed he was the
rare exception.
Percival just smiled to himself. Sarah is just what this
kingdom needs, a beautiful mixture of wisdom, humility,
and grace.
Sarah proceeded to delegate responsibilities. She
addressed a slender young woman with a gray scarf
wrapped about her hair, “Jocelyn, you have been assigned
to serve Prince Edgar.”
“Is he polite, my lady?” Jocelyn questioned meekly,
with a hint of concern in her voice.
“Very,” Sarah assured her. “He is a lot of terrible
things, but rude is not one of them. I dined at his home
and I never saw Edgar be rude to a woman, no matter her
station. Now men on the other hand…” Sarah sucked in
sharply between her teeth.
The pretty young woman breathed a sigh of relief,
even laughed a bit at her lady’s brutal honesty.
Sarah informed her, “Sir Edgar is a professional
competitor and therefore picky about his diet. I have
written you a list.”
“Thank you, my lady,” Jocelyn retrieved the note and
read it aloud just to make sure that she could properly
decipher Sarah’s fancy curling script. “Prince Edgar shall
require exactly: eight ripe cherries, one medium sized
egg, twelve cheese cubes, a bed of mixed greens, and one
whole chicken breast, trimmed of all skin and fat, roasted
with a wedge of lemon.”
Sarah nodded. “That’s exactly it.”
“There won’t be so much as a cherry out of place, my
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lady,” Jocelyn vowed before taking off to gather supplies.
Sarah turned to her chief of staff, “Percival I need a
servant of your caliber to wait upon my most frightening
guest of all.”
Percival’s serious face let out a rare snicker. “King
Phillip isn’t so bad.”
“I’m certain the man hates me,” Sarah chuckled.
“Oh come now. He hates everyone.” Percival smiled.
“I won’t let you down, my lady.”
The gaggle of servants rushed over to a long table to
pick up the list of duties assigned to them. They went their
separate ways, determined to make their most humble and
considerate duchess proud. Sarah held a brief meeting
with the musicians who would be entertaining her guests.
There was a piper, a lute player, various types of horns,
and even a harp.
Percival caught up with Jocelyn and announced, “it’s
my birthday. Sneak me something good from the
kitchen.”
“I know when your birthday is. I’m your sister, you
big oaf.” She gave him a playful shove. “I’ll leave a
goodie basket in your room.”
He smiled brightly. “That’s why you’re my favorite
sister.”
“I’m your only sister!” Jocelyn laughed at him. “You
truly must learn how to give a lady a compliment or I am
going to grow old without nieces and nephews.”
Jocelyn stopped teasing her brother when she saw that
he had become distracted. Percival gazed through the
window as Princess Morgan strolled across the beautiful
emerald lawn. The wind gusts blew at her skirt causing
the soft material to flirt around her ankles as she walked.
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He was about to go down to meet her when he noticed that
she was approaching Prince Edgar. The prince pulled the
most beautiful dazzling necklace from a box. She held up
her shimmering black hair so that he could clasp the
jewelry around her neck.
Percival sighed ruefully. “Perhaps Edgar does truly
care for Morgan. She deserves beautiful things,
breathtaking treasures I cannot afford. She deserves a
prince.”
“She deserves to know how you feel,” Jocelyn told
him. “She deserves to make an informed decision.”
As Morgan carried on with her date, Percival walked
away with the same feeling of defeat that had cursed his
soul long ago at the tournament.
Percival bent a corner and started down a flight of
stairs, completely numb to all the servants and courtiers
buzzing about the castle. He made his way to the servants’
quarters with his stomach in knots and his guilty mind
racing. If he truly loved Morgan, could he allow her to
give up her crown?

Sir Gawain carefully helped his pregnant wife up
from the banquet table. “I’ll go with you, my love,” he
offered.
An independent Rebecca insisted, “I’ll be fine. I’m
just stepping out on the balcony for fresh air.”
With a sweet kiss of her palm, Gawain let her go. A
nauseous Rebecca headed straight through the tall double
doors and onto the balcony. She began to feel better the
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moment the cool night air refreshed her perspiring skin.
“Becks!” Matthew called out cheerfully and extended
an arm to her.
He led her to a small stand he’d set up just for her. He
had made certain the chefs baked five different cakes for
the indecisive, Rebecca to choose from.
She’d never been an affectionate woman. Her life on
the run had hardened her to a degree, but Rebecca actually
hugged Matthew as he apologized for being thoughtless
and gave her a smorgasbord to choose from. She chose a
small slice from every one of them and seized this single
moment of alone time to ask Matthew if he and his lovely
Sarah would be the godparents of her unborn baby.
Matthew happily and graciously replied that he would
discuss it with his bride right away.

Morgan tried to focus on her prince as they had dinner
at the banquet, but she kept catching herself searching for
Percival among the many faces. She felt stupid for even
caring about him after he so callously and abruptly ended
things. She felt guilty for being distant and aloof on her
date with Edgar, but she couldn’t help but question his
timing. Edgar had known her for many years and never
seemed interested in settling down. Why was he suddenly
rushing to the altar now?
The Prince was dashing and debonair, but Morgan
didn’t fully trust him. She wasn’t sure if she’d ever be able
to. She sat half listening to Edgar and other courtiers as
her mind drifted back to the serving boy. Why did
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Percival end things? Was it because I have magic? Was
he afraid our children would be abominations like their
mother? Or did he turn me in for the reward money?
Morgan downed chalice after chalice of wine until
she, at last, felt the desired effects. She giggled at the
sensation of Edgar’s strong hand creeping up her thigh.
They sat at the banquet table in their own little world.
“Are you alright,” Edgar asked.
Morgan stiffened her shoulders in steely pride and
downed another drink. “I’m fine,” she slurred drunkenly.
“Good, because I’ve been waiting all night to do this.”
Edgar leaned in to give her the fated kiss that would
entwine their destinies, and she found herself leaning
forward to meet him. Their eyes drifted shut in
anticipation of the moment he had waited so long for.
Morgan gasped and jumped away. Something cold
had splashed into her lap. Ruining the moment as well as
her intoxication.
“I am so sorry, my lady,” Jocelyn cried as she dabbed
at the spot of wine she had spilled on Morgan’s beautiful
white gown.
Morgan sighed and sobered up abruptly. She assured
the troubled servant, “it’s just a dress. Help me change.”
“Yes, my lady,” Jocelyn replied.
Morgan smiled at Edgar and kissed his cheek. “I
won’t be long.”
“I’ll count the seconds,” Edgar flirted with a kiss of
her hand.
Jocelyn followed Morgan out of the banquet, down a
long dim corridor, and up two flights of stairs.
Morgan lectured her along the way, “I recall a time
when we were as close as sisters, Jocelyn. You don’t
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always have to behave as if we do not know each other.”
“I miss you too,” Jocelyn admitted. She checked to
make sure no one was looking and then gave the princess
a brief but meaningful hug.
Morgan opened her chamber door stunned to find
Percival there. He grinned impishly and slipped his
accomplice a hefty tip. Jocelyn curtseyed politely with a
knowing wink and excused herself. Percival and Morgan
stood several feet away from one another in the elegant
candlelit chamber, neither wanting to be the one to speak
first.
“I paid my sister to spill a drink on you,” Percival
confessed with tears in his mint green eyes. “I am sorry I
ruined your dress.”
“I don’t give a damn about the dress,” Morgan wept
as they closed the distance between them.
They needed to embrace one another more than they
needed air to breathe at this moment. She thought she
would be angry with him. She thought she would lash out,
scream, and strike him down with magic, but he was
holding her so tight, begging her forgiveness, swearing
that he truly loved her and that he made the worst mistake
of his life in letting her go.
Morgan could not harbor hatred for this man and
some part of her resented him for making her so
vulnerable, for making her love him so much. All she
wanted was to spend the rest of her life in his loving
embrace. There was something about the gentle giant that
melted the ice cycles from the witch’s frozen heart. She
wiped his tears with the pads of her thumbs shuddering at
the realization that though he’d poured his heart out and
bared his soul, he wouldn’t have had to speak a word. She
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had forgiven Percival the moment she saw him standing
there, a frightening concept to a woman who was so
guarded. Morgan felt her heart skid to a stop as Percival’s
mighty form lowered to one knee before her; with a flash
of his nervous smile, it thudded back into rhythm again.
He offered up the simple gold band that he was almost
ashamed to give her. “Will you marry me, Morgan le Fae?
I know I don’t deserve you, but I love you.”

Guests floated around the ballroom of Matthew’s
family castle, sipping wine and snacking on hors
d'oeuvres. King Phillip was cordial and charismatic, but
Matthew could tell his uncle was fuming. I better just get
this over with. Matthew sighed as he made his way toward
the gift table where Phillip stood.
Before Matthew could open his mouth, Phillip was
already chastising him like a child, “noblemen summon
our wives for a reason. It shows these women that we are
in charge. If you continue to treat her as your equal sooner
or later she will start to believe it. All her years of training
at the convent will have been for naught!”
“My apologies, your majesty,” Matthew nodded
humbly.
“You are letting this woman run wild. Her garb, even
her hair, makeup, and earrings appear from her heathen
culture, rather than ours.”
“Do not fault her, Sire. I asked that she be herself.”
“And I asked that she be a lady.”
Matthew spun around at a pleasant sound similar to a
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maraca. It was the sound of Sarah’s bejeweled hair as she
fled the party with tears streaming down her cheeks.
Phillip’s face bore the ‘uh oh’ expression. “Nephew I
swear I did not see her standing there.”
Matthew turned a shade of furious red Phillip had
never witnessed before. “Are you happy now, Uncle?
Way to make her feel like part of the family. If Aspurta
and his wife had not already retired for the evening your
callous remarks might have launched us into war.”
“Matthew, allow me to talk to her.”
“Thank you for offering, but I’ll take it from here,”
Matthew scowled. “What’s most unfair about it all is that
you will pick petty grievances with me over my bride’s
choice of earrings while letting Uncle Edgar starve your
people to death!”
King Phillip was taken aback. “What is this you speak
of, Matthew?”
“He has seized their grain, cattle, everything. Go to
his lands and see for yourself,” Matthew growled between
clenched teeth and ran after Sarah. He didn’t care about
the curious heads spinning around to look at him. Sarah
was his only concern. He managed to catch her as she
marched toward her chamber. He jogged up next to her,
but she did not slow her stride.
“I’ll change at once,” she said, flinging the tears from
her dark brown eyes. “Your uncle, and more importantly,
our king believes I am a heathen.”
Matthew took her hand and whipped her into his
powerful arms. Before she could gather what was
happening they were deeply enthralled in a kiss. For the
first time in his life, he didn’t think. He just reacted. His
hands rubbed up and down the smooth skin of her back,
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barely covered by her exotic gown. The colorful silks
practically glowed against her chocolate skin. The feel of
this woman set Matthew’s very soul on fire and he found
himself deepening the kiss, sweeping her mouth with his
tongue. Sarah’s body tingled with delight at the
unfamiliar pleasure of being embraced by a man.
When he finally released her, they stood gazing at one
another with heavy breaths. He broke the silence with a
gentle smile, his voice now soft and calm, “would I have
kissed a heathen?”
She could feel her cheeks warming and her stomach
fluttering, but still could not find words for the wonderful
way he made her feel. This was all very new to her.
“I sent Phillip away and turned him on someone
deserving of his wrath,” Matthew confessed as he took his
bride by the hands. He caressed the tiny bumps of her
knuckles with the pads of his thumbs.
“You did what!” Sarah gasped. “He’s your uncle!
He’s a king!”
“He’s a fool. Please come back with me, Sarah. Lady
Rebecca and Sir Gawain have a very important matter to
discuss with us.”
She hooked arms with him and headed back to their
party. It was clear that her husband was not going to allow
anyone to disrespect her and Sarah had to admit if only to
herself, that she truly liked that about him.
The banquet was fun after Phillip’s dark presence had
left them. Acrobats intrigued the guests with daring
performances. Jesters had the banquet exploding with
laughter. Sarah and Matthew were having the time of their
lives.
Musicians played between performances and guests
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floated about the dancefloor. It didn’t take long for Sarah
to learn the steps of the elaborate dances. There was a lot
of twirling, a few lifts, some handclaps, and lines of men
and women weaved in and out of each other. Sarah felt a
rush in her chest every time Matthew’s hands encircled
her waist to lift her. Even when the dance steps pulled
them apart their eyes never left one another. It felt
magical.
The last stragglers began to make their way out of the
front of the palace. Stable boys brought horses and
stagecoaches around.
Sarah returned to her chamber with her feet aching
from never leaving the dance floor. Her heart stopped at
the sight of Matthew in the middle of her room. He was
standing beside her bed.
“Why did you seek me out, my lord?” She spoke
meekly, her nervousness causing her to slip back into old
habits. “Did you change your mind about…”
“No,” he assured her. “When it happens, I want it to
be because you desire to or at least because you are
overwhelmed by curiosity, but never because you feel
obligated.”
Once again, she was shocked at the glimmer of
disappointment she felt to know she would remain a
maiden. He pulled the sheets back from her bed,
dislodging the careful way the chambermaid had tucked
them in. He opened a small vial of red liquid and held it
over the bed. She watched curiously as the blood dotted
the sheet and soaked into the mattress.
Her cheeks warmed as comprehension dawned. “Is
that necessary?”
“There must not be any question of the validity of our
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marriage and if people think we have already lain together
they will not be rushing us to.”
“You actually care about truly getting to know me?”
He nodded shyly. “I hope you desire to know me as
well.”
Sarah’s only response was in kissing him as
reverently as he had kissed her, and as she allowed him to
hold her body close to his Matthew took this as a yes that
she wanted to know the very heart and soul of him.

“Jocelyn!” Percival called cheerfully to his sister in a
vacant corridor. “This is the best birthday of all time! She
said yes!”
“See I told you!” Jocelyn gave him an ecstatic sock in
the chest.
“We must keep our relationship a secret until I raise
my status to that of a man who can legally wed her, or we
have the opportunity to run away together.”
“How will she get out of her betrothal to the prince?”
“We haven’t figured out yet, but we will,” he vowed.
“I can’t think on an empty stomach.”
Percival was already salivating over the basket of
goodies in Jocelyn’s clutches. After serving delectable
foods to nobles all night, he was positively famished and
ready to tear into his birthday basket. He reached in and
snacked on the fruit before she got a chance to warn him.
Prince Edgar snapped as he approached, “I beg your
pardon!”
A confused Percival turned slowly with his mouth too
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full to talk.
Jocelyn meekly explained, “this is Prince Edgar’s
basket. I left yours on your dresser.” She turned to her
charge. “I shall fetch you another basket, my lord.” She
bolted at the furious gleam in Edgar’s eyes even though
the glare was not directed toward her.
“Are those my cherries you are eating?” Edgar
growled. His ocean blue eyes narrowed on Percival. “You
have a trifling habit of touching my things. I don’t like
people touching my things.”
Percival discarded the seeds and swallowed the rest
of the delicious fruit. He spoke smoothly, not the least bit
ruffled, “shall I assume this conversation is not about your
dinner, my lord?”
“I am talking about a whole lot more than my dinner.
What kind of dishonorable serpent tries to poach another
man’s betrothed?”
“The kind who’s merely saving her from an even less
honorable serpent who’s only wedding her to get his fangs
on her dowry.”
Percival had never spoken so forcefully to a person
above his station, but Edgar had a manner of playing
people and baiting them into conflicts. This was how he
goaded Matthew into making a scene at his first
tournament. Edgar stared at Percival like he was little
more than a roach he intended to crush beneath the heal
of his boot.
Edgar grinned with amusement. “Morgan was always
honest about the man she played house with ten years ago.
I would sooner put your head on a pike than see her
married to a commoner.”
“You don’t even care about her. You just care about
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winning. Her Majesty is not some tournament trophy!”
“You are beneath her,” Edgar spoke calmly, pleased
that he could rattle the servant. “You know this as well as
I do.”
“What bothers you more, that I am common or that I
am competition?” Percival asked.
Edgar laughed hysterically. “You are many vile
things but when it comes to facing me the one thing you
will never be is competition.”
Percival wanted to punch him. He needed to punch
him but refused to give Edgar an excuse to send him to
the gallows. Instead, Percival inserted the last piece of
sweet tangy fruit into his mouth, taunting his enemy with
its deliciousness, its juiciness.
“Mmmm that was positively sinful.” Percival bowed
respectfully to his superior and politely excused himself;
he called back over his shoulder in a voice smoother than
velvet cake, “now I’ve popped both of your cherries, my
lord.”
Edgar charged forward like a raging bull. He pulled
out an enchanted tonic. Determined to curse Percival and
make him the newest prisoner of the dollhouses…
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Chapter 5:
The Greatest Weapon

E

dgar was slammed into the wall before he could
harm Percival. His vial of potion shattered on the
floor. King Phillip pressed his forearm against
Edgar’s throat, pinning his brother against the wall.
“Be gone servant!” Phillip barked at Percival, who
gladly obeyed the order.
Phillip growled in Edgar’s ear, “are my people
starving to pay for your debts? Are you still gambling,
whoring, and running amuck!”
“Sire… please”
“I have sent scouts to survey your lands and they
better return with an excellent report,” the king warned.
“My lands were stricken with drought and disease,
acts of God that could have happened to anyone,” Edgar
pleaded. “You must believe me, brother.”
“I will ask you once more and if you lie to me I will
kill you myself. Are you in debt?”
After a prolonged silence Edgar confessed, “yes, your
majesty. I am in debt, but not for long. As soon as I’m
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married to Princess Morgan, her dowry will fix
everything.”
Phillip released him and swiftly handed down the
judgment. “You are stripped of your castle, horses, and
lands. They will be governed by Matthew.”
“You can’t be serious!” Edgar yelled. “For how
long!”
King Phillip just looked at him and shrugged his
shoulders. “Give Matthew the key to your grain stores so
that my subjects can sew their fields.”
Edgar shook his head no with a horrified look. “I
promised that grain to my debtors. Without it, I am a dead
man.”
“That sounds like a you problem. Not a me problem,”
Phillip informed him coldly.
“If Matthew wants my key he’ll have to take it!”
Edgar stormed through the castle on a mission.
The normally gallant knight was shoving people from
his path as they shrieked and yelled in protest. Edgar’s
cape snapped from side to side with the speed of his gait.
He marched outside, where he spotted Matthew and Sarah
bidding farewell to their guests.
Edgar ran at the speed of light. He jumped from the
castle steps and tackled Matthew to the ground. Sarah
screamed for help as her husband and his uncle rolled
about. They were trading blows and knocking each other
senseless. Sarah looked on in terror as the men tore at each
other like ravenous beasts. The knights leaped in to break
up the fight.
“Judas!” Edgar yelled at Matthew as the knights
restrained them from killing one another. “I invite you
into my home, show you hospitality, and give you
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provisions for your journey, and you repay me by stealing
my lands!”
“I stole nothing from you!” Matthew shouted back
with furious heaving breaths. “What do you speak of!”
“The least you can do is not insult my intelligence by
pretending this wasn’t your plan from the very
beginning,” Edgar snarled.
“You’re insane!” Matthew shouted in response to the
accusation.
King Phillip approached and informed Matthew, “I
am giving you lordship of his territory.”
Matthew calmed down at those words. He was too
shocked to fight. “Your majesty, I yearn not to take what
is my uncle’s. My only intention was for you to address
the matter so that the three of us may find a solution. I can
loan grain, cattle, and silver if Prince Edgar will appoint
a treasurer to watch over his finances and prevent this
from happening in the future. I will assist him, but I will
not seize control of his lands.”
“You will not proceed to tell me what you will and
will not do!” Phillip snapped. “This is not a request, but
an order given by your king and you will obey.”
Having no other choice, Matthew nodded. “Yes, your
majesty.”
Edgar launched the keys to his grain stores, stables,
and castle, refusing to hand them over to his usurper.
Percival ran to collect the keys while Matthew went after
his uncle. Matthew jogged to catch up with a furious
Edgar.
“Your people were so desperate that they attacked my
company,” Matthew explained.
“And instead of hanging the criminals who
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endangered your bride and took up arms against you, you
chose to stab me, your blood, in the back,” Edgar replied
as he stomped forward. “We have always been rivals and
we were never friends, Matthew, but I still thought we
were family.”
“Forgive me, uncle. I had no choice,” Matthew swore.
“No choice in telling the king or taking my lands!”
Edgar snapped as they trudged shoulder to shoulder.
“Both,” Matthew admitted. “Please trust that this is
only temporary. As soon as I balance out the ledger I will
relinquish control to you.”
“And why would you do that?” Edgar stopped and
turned toward Matthew.
“Because I am not you,” Matthew explained. “The
night you hosted my troop and Camelot under your roof
was the best time I have had in a very long while. For the
first time, there were people at the table that you distrusted
more than me. I felt like if we tried we could be a family.”
“As did I,” Edgar confessed, “and now you’ve ruined
it.”
A sinking feeling rose from the pit of Matthew’s
stomach as his uncle stormed off without looking back.

Matthew could not sleep, so he and Sarah took a stroll
through the drafty deserted corridors of their castle. It still
smelled like the banquet, perfumes, salty meats, and
sweet pies.
“I’m sorry,” Matthew said. “I didn’t make much of an
impression with your family after brawling with my
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relative at your coming home party. They probably think
I’m a savage.”
Sarah laughed. “My brothers said you were the best
entertainment they had seen all evening, and my mother
could see that you did not start the confrontation.”
“What of your father?” Matthew inquired.
“My father… just needs time.”
Matthew smiled with amusement. “Is that your way
of saying he hates me?”
Sarah smiled and shook her head at his tactlessness.
“I never said that.”
“But it’s true,” he chuckled.
Sarah kissed his bruised cheek without confirming or
denying the allegations. Her sweet kiss upon his skin was
well worth the bit of pain he felt.
Matthew informed her, “you didn’t have to tend to my
bruises and lumps. You are my Grand Duchess. I have
nursemaids for such things.”
“I wanted to take care of you.” An awkward silence
befell them as they noticed how intimate her words
sounded. “I… just… I mean it’s no problem at all.”
She stopped to admire a suit of armor on display.
“It was my father’s,” Matthew said as she examined
it. “After my parents passed away, the blacksmith offered
to buff out the scratches and bang out the dents. He was
going to make it brand new for me to display, but I
wouldn’t hear of it.”
Matthew thoughtfully ran his fingertips over the
imperfections. He closed his eyes and could practically
hear the battle cry of his father, and the cheering of his
mother as she watched her husband joust. Matthew could
recall the sweet smell of cinnamon bread sold in the arena
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as he watched his father obliterate the competition.
“Every scratch and dent was earned in a battle or
competition,” Matthew explained. “Every imperfection
came with its own story. To erase them would be erasing
my parents.”
Matthew opened his eyes to find Sarah gazing at the
armor with apprehension. He assured her, “you can touch
it. It won’t break.”
He passed her a gauntlet: a metal glove that protects
a knight’s hands during battle.
Sarah was surprised by its weight. “The armor is
heavy, Matthew.”
“In more ways than one,” he spoke forlornly. “A
knight has a great deal to bear.”
Sarah took his hand. “I am so sorry about what
happened with your uncle.”
“Edgar and I only have a three-year age difference.
Because of this, our relationship was more like that of
rivalrous brothers, than uncle and nephew. He looked so
betrayed.”
She assured him, “Edgar’s lack of impulse control
and even greater lack of loyalty to his people are what cost
him his birthright. He knows this, but it’s easier to blame
you for his failures. It may not feel like it, but you did the
right thing. Those people will be able to feed their
children because of you.” She patted the suit of armor.
“Your mother and father would be proud.”
Matthew smiled despite his inner turmoil. He spoke
dreamily as he gazed down into the dark reflective pools
that were her eyes, “where have you been all my life?”
“In a convent.”
Matthew chuckled at the innocent way she took every
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word he said literally.
“What’s so funny,” Sarah asked with a puzzled look.
His arms encircled her, and they floated into a kiss.

After just a few weeks at the sprawling manner,
Sarah’s routine was established. Her days began at dawn
when she was roused, not by the clamor of a bell, but by
gentle stirrings as the castle began to wake.
As weeks turned to months Matthew shared his entire
world with her, and she likewise opened his eyes. He’d
been on countless quests in the name of God and country
but this marriage was becoming his greatest adventure of
all. Even the soft rattle of Sarah’s beaded hair was like
angelic music to his ears.
Matthew and Sarah spent a great deal of time
transforming his newly acquired lands. Prince Edgar’s
former territory was flourishing again and the people were
thriving thanks to Matthew and Sarah’s leadership and
financial support. It took a lot of work, but they finally
balanced the ledger.
Edgar swallowed his pride and agreed to accept the
aid of Matthew’s treasurer on a permanent basis if
Matthew was willing to relinquish control of the lands.
Sarah was happy the mortal enemies were, at last, forming
something resembling family ties. Edgar and Matthew
hunted together, laughed over frothy mugs of mead, and
held frequent lunches to discuss what’s best for the
kingdom.
Matthew, determined to keep his word, drafted an
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amendment to return the rule of the disputed territory to
Edgar. Sarah stood on the balcony of the palace they were
about to give up, while Matthew perused the stack of
complicated documents that came with transferring power
of a territory so vast.
Sarah was gazing over the magnificent palace garden
when an arrow whistled past her. She whipped around as
it struck the door behind her. She snatched off the letter
that was attached to it:
Grand Duchess Sarah,
Meet me at the fountain now if you want
to save the kingdom.
-The Archer
Why would anyone send such a cryptic and ominous
message, and on such an important night? Matthew was
in the middle of negotiating the terms with Edgar. Did this
warning have something to do with the treaty? Sarah pried
the arrow from the wood and hid it. She picked up her
heavy skirts and sped through the palace halls. She
journeyed out on the parapet. Her eye caught a flash of
red in the distance, like a flickering torch. It was Sir
Gawain’s crimson hair blowing in the breeze.
“What do you make of this?” Sarah questioned as she
gave the note to Sir Gawain.
“I don’t know,” the knight admitted, “but we should
find out.”
Gawain grabbed his crossbow and escorted Sarah
through the high hedged garden. They navigated the
labyrinth until they reached a fountain at the center.
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“You love shooting arrows at me, don’t you?” Sarah
called to the shadowy figure standing at the fountain’s
edge.
Gawain aimed the crossbow at him and Sarah yanked
off his hood to reveal the hazel eyes and mahogany locks
of Lancelot.
“I can explain,” the archer vowed.
“You better,” Gawain threatened.
Sarah told Lancelot, “I can understand your
reluctance to see Prince Edgar return to power, but
Matthew has placed a stipulation in the decree that a royal
treasurer oversee his finances. Your people will be
alright.”
“I worry not for my people, but yours, my lady,”
Lancelot confessed. “You know not of Edgar’s greatest
weapon. Follow me.”
Sarah stared at him with suspicion. “Why should I
trust a man who tried to abduct me?”
Sir Gawain agreed, “the lady isn’t going anywhere
with you.”
“Then you must come,” Lancelot reasoned with the
knight.
Sarah thought it over and decided that she could not
allow Matthew to go through with the treaty unless she
was absolutely certain. “We’ll both go.”
“My lady, I would not advise this,” Gawain protested.
Lancelot assured him, “if this is a trick you are
welcome to kill me.”
“If any harm comes to her you better believe I will not
hesitate to shoot you in the heart,” Gawain warned him.
They followed Lancelot through a secret,
underground, passageway. It’s moist stone walls were
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lined with torches.
“What is this place?” Sarah questioned. “You said
you were showing us a weapon.”
“I am,” Lancelot said as they ventured forward.
They began to hear tortured wails of suffering people.
The infirmed were locked in cells without treatment.
“What madness is this!” Gawain yelled.
“What on earth is happening here!” Sarah demanded
as she charged forward to help them.
Lancelot blocked her path. “This is as far as you can
go. I promised this knight that no harm would come to
you.”
“Is Edgar intending to use his weapon on these poor
sick people?” Sarah questioned.
“These people are the weapon,” Gawain concluded
with a look of utter horror. “They have the plague.”
Lancelot explained, “Prince Edgar throws healthy
people in here regularly to make certain he always has a
live victim. He infects slaves and drifters, people that no
one will notice missing.”
“Why would he do this?” Sarah asked, so petrified she
could barely speak.
Lancelot sighed and shook his head amidst all the
cries of agony. “How do you assassinate someone who is
surrounded by knights, a person of too high a caliber to
get close to? How do you commit the perfect murder by
ensuring that it will never be traced back to you?”
“By sending an invisible foe, a faceless assassin,”
Sarah spoke in a trembling voice. “Gawain, how did my
husband’s parents die?”
Gawain was in shock. He didn’t want to believe it. He
refused to speak the awful words aloud and give life to
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them.
Sarah asked him again, “Sir Gawain, my noble and
forthright friend, I must know how Matthew’s parents
died.”
The knight was shaken to the core, but he admitted
the truth, “the duke and duchess died of the plague.”
Sarah ordered Gawain and Lancelot, “fetch
physicians and priests for these people! Matthew is about
to sign the treaty and restore power to a murderer! I have
to stop him!”
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Chapter 6:
The Siege of Kernow

P

rince Edgar was dipping a quill in ink about to sign
the treaty when Sarah burst through the door. She
snatched the amendment and hurled it into the
fireplace.
“Sarah!” Matthew hollered as the document went up
in flames. “What are you doing! Have you any idea how
long it took to draft that!”
“I am sorry my love, but we cannot restore power to
this wicked man!” Sarah shouted with a finger pointed at
Edgar.
Matthew was taken aback. Sarah would never
publicly challenge him unless it was of dire importance.
The old count who was serving as their notary promptly
excused himself.
Sarah’s eyes narrowed on Prince Edgar. “I found your
plague den, the weapon you used to assassinate my
husband’s parents!”
“This unruly woman has gone mad!” Edgar yelled.
“Get your wife under control!”
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Matthew was awestruck. He had heard of rulers in
faraway lands resorting to disease-warfare, poisoning the
water supply or crops of a rival territory, sending
contagious people to wipe out a foe’s population. It was
ugly underhanded business and Matthew always believed
the Britain kingdoms were above such depravity. Knights
lived by a code of chivalry.
“Say it isn’t true,” Matthew demanded. “I watched a
quarter of my people melt into an excruciating horrible
death! Please tell me that you did not murder 792
innocents to assassinate my parents!”
“Matthew,” Edgar said. “A lot has changed since
then, and you gave me your word that you would restore
me to my former glory.”
“I made that agreement yesterday when you were my
uncle,” Matthew growled. “Today you are just the rotten
bastard who murdered my mother. I will give you
nothing.” Matthew threw his gauntlet at Edgar’s feet.
The prince stared at it, refusing to accept the
challenge, “I won’t fight you. To do so would be an
admission of guilt and I’m not admitting anything. So
what if I have a plague den now. That doesn’t prove that
I had one ten years ago. Without proof, the king will never
believe you.”
Sarah stared down her nemesis. “Was it even hard for
you to kill all those people or was it just Tuesday?”
The corner of Edgar’s lip curled up in a subconscious
display of contempt. “The only thing that was hard was
spending months pretending that I don’t detest the two of
you!”
Matthew turned a furious shade of red, to hear that
he’d been played. “Pick up the gauntlet! We will meet in
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the arena at first morning’s light, and settle this once and
for all.”
Edgar merely laughed. “I think I’ll be going now. I
am the King’s advisor after all.”
“Giving up so soon?” Matthew goaded him. “Useless
and cowardly.”
Edgar drew his sword and rushed toward Matthew,
who immediately engaged him. Edgar struck at him with
vicious force. Matthew sparred his blows, looking for an
opportunity to counterattack. Documents rolled from the
table and books fell from the shelves as the men knocked
one another around the chamber.
Sarah was screaming for them to stop and take the
matter before the king, but her voice was drowned out by
the banging of steel against steel. Sarah sounded a gong
to alert the knights, who were practicing on the training
grounds.
Matthew noticed a weakness in Edgar’s shoulder and
struck. The pain infuriated the prince, who started striking
wildly in response. Matthew dodged his blows and
returned some of his own.
Suddenly, Edgar changed the path of one of his
swings. Matthew tried desperately to avoid him, but it was
too late. Pain seared through Matthew’s side as Edgar’s
sword sliced into him. Matthew felt the warm rush of
blood as he clutched his wound.
Determined to stay alive, Matthew fought to ignore
the pain, gathering all his strength in a final attempt to
beat his uncle. Edgar was not expecting for Matthew to be
able to counterattack. Matthew knocked Edgar’s sword
out of the way, spun into the prince, and elbowed him in
the face.
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Using Edgar’s arm as a handle, Matthew flipped the
wicked prince over his back. Edgar came crashing down
on the table, staring up at the point of Matthew’s blade.
The knights rushed into the room as Matthew prepared to
deliver the deathblow.
Edgar remained undaunted. “My poor idiot nephew,
you assumed that I killed 800 innocents to get to your
father. Phillip told me that you would be his heir a month
before he made the official announcement. That
assassination attempt was for you. Your mother and father
were collateral damage. Go ahead, kill me. Do it if you’re
man enough!”
With a battle cry, Matthew raised the sword to take
his head off.
“Stop!” Sarah screamed, and Matthew froze.
“Without proof of Edgar conspiring to kill your mother
and father, you will be convicted of murder! The sentence
is death.”
“She’s right!” yelled Gawain.
The other knights spoke in agreement.
Sarah reasoned with her husband, “if you kill Edgar
you will die.”
“I don’t care!” Matthew shouted.
“I do,” Sarah confessed with tears in her eyes. “I love
you.”
Such words had never been spoken between them.
The shock of her admission caused the sword to fall from
Matthew’s hand. Edgar was about to rise in triumph when
Matthew sliced his cheek with a dagger, marring Edgar’s
handsome face.
As Edgar gasped and held his bleeding jaw, Matthew
told him, “Every morning when you stare at your mug in
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the mirror you will remember that I bested you, and even
worse, that I showed you mercy. You are nothing to me.”
Matthew called to his fellow knights while staring in
Edgar’s traitorous face. “Arrest this coward and get him
off my property.”
Gawain and the troop of knights arrested Edgar. They
knew the charges wouldn’t stick but it was at least an
excuse to be rid of him. Edgar fought against the men who
were clapping him in irons, shouting threats to all within
earshot as they drug him away.
With adrenaline fading, pain brought tears to
Matthew’s eyes, and he fell to his knees. Edgar had cut
him deeply. Matthew’s front was covered in blood; he
was in serious trouble. Sarah knelt at her husband’s side
and laid him back on the floor. He grit his teeth and fought
to remain conscious as she applied pressure to his wound.
“I’ll fetch the nurse,” Percival said.
Sarah informed him, “the nurses and physicians are
treating plague victims. They could unwittingly infect
Matthew. I’ll have to treat him myself. Fetch fresh water,
some rags, and my medicine bag.”
“Yes, my lady.” Percival ran to grab provisions. He
returned minutes late with a bucket of water, some towels,
and her bag in tow.
Matthew gasped in pain as Sarah attempted to clean
his wound. The cleansing agent hurt badly. He was
confused and in shock; he kept trying to get up. Percival
held Matthew down so that she could work. Sarah ripped
off two small strips of cloth, soaked them both in a
chemical and plugged each of Matthew’s nostrils.
“It’s me, your bride.” Matthew could hear her say.
“You are going to be alright.”
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In his delirium, Matthew could see Sarah threading a
needle. His agony was transforming to euphoria as the
medicine invaded his airways. Matthew felt the sharp
slice of a scalpel, followed by a rush of pain, and then
there was darkness…

Matthew made a full recovery and some of the plague
victims actually survived thanks to Sarah’s quick
thinking. Matthew and Sarah were happy to be back at
last, in the ancestral home of his parents, though Matthew
still had unfinished business with Prince Edgar.
The fact that those dollhouses were the only things
Edgar took with him after King Phillip evicted him spoke
volumes to Matthew. At first, Matthew thought they were
just a weird obsession but now he was convinced that
there was something incriminating about the lifelike
model homes. Matthew sent a handful of soldiers in
search of Edgar’s dollhouses, in hope that they would
provide the proof he needed to see the murderer hang, but
the soldiers returned emptyhanded.
Soon Matthew and Sarah had settled back into their
routine. Matthew had promised to wait until Sarah was
ready, but there was an attraction that was difficult to
ignore. Add this to the fact that he could have sworn she
said she loved him that day he was wounded by Edgar.
Matthew never brought it up for fear that he had
hallucinated it because of his blood loss. Even if she did
say those words it may have been a ploy to stop him from
killing Edgar. Either way, he didn’t want her to feel
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obligated to act on words she never said or didn’t mean in
the first place. Matthew yearned to profess his love but
feared that Sarah would feel obligated to say it back, even
if she didn’t mean it. Neither of them was sure how to
address the matter so they just didn’t.
Sarah tossed and turned in her bed on a sleepless
autumn’s eve. Weeks of mounting sexual tension had put
her mind in a splendid haze. Curiosity was boiling over
and she knew not what to do with her thoughts, feelings,
and impulses. The air was cool, but she felt on fire as her
sweat glistening body flipped from side to side, tangling
in the sheets.
Earlier that week she had knocked on Matthew’s
chamber door. He had instructed Percival to let her in,
even though Matthew was fresh from a bath and had not
dressed yet. As she gawked at his beautiful form he
carried on with his morning routine.
Matthew casually talked to her while he readied
himself as if he wasn’t as naked as the day he came into
the world. She looked down, trying to protect the
innocence of her eyes but like a moth to the flame, she
was captivated. Sarah found herself staring at him, a man
who only months before was a total stranger to her.
As she stood there unblinking Matthew reminded her,
“we are married, Sarah. What’s mine is yours.”
She nervously stated her business as he slipped on his
trousers. She needed to leave NOW, but it was as if her
feet were nailed to the floor. With a trembling hand, she
reached out to feel the naked skin of his broad manly
chest. Anticipating her intimate caress, he blessed her
with a giddy smile and did not move a muscle. He just
waited for her to touch his body and say that she was
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ready.
Noticing this magnetic attraction, Percival quietly left
the room with a knowing smirk. Sarah’s hand stopped just
short of Matthew’s body. She picked up her heavy skirts
and fled, leaving him to his preparations.
For the rest of the week, Sarah could not free her mind
of the vision of Matthew’s chiseled muscles. His glorious
nude physique invaded her every thought. Now it was the
middle of the night and she still could not sleep. She thrust
back the covers and leaped from her bed. Sarah hurried
the few doors down to his room. She was surprised to see
candlelight glowing from beneath his door. Had he been
up fantasizing about her too?
“Sarah,” he spoke, happily surprised as she let herself
in without knocking.
She stood there trembling, her vocal chords frozen in
fear.
“Again, you are being shy,” Matthew said with
concern in his voice, “I will answer the question I can tell
you want to know but are too timid to ask.”
“So, you’re a mind reader?” She spoke nervously, her
palms sweating, her heart pounding against her ribcage
like a hammer.
“Well let’s see if I am.” He grinned impishly. “You
want to know if I love you.”
“And do you?”
“You are my wife and the only true family I have,” he
spoke vehemently. “I sat down to write you a letter once
but only three words came to mind. I grabbed a charcoal
pencil and wrote ‘I love you’ over and over again. I wrote
‘I love you’ until the pencil broke. I grabbed another and
continued. I wrote ‘I love you’ until my wrist ached, and
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my eyes burned from reading, and still no amount of paper
and pencil in the world could express how much I love
you… I love you beyond logic, words, or reason.”
Her eyes filled with tears of abundant joy. “I have
loved you since I was eight years old. From the night I left
our wedding and entered the convent I would say a prayer
for you. From the instant I woke up I’d say a little prayer
for you. I’d start my chores and say another prayer for
you. You are my greatest blessing, my reason for
believing, and I love you beyond logic, words, or reason.”
Without fear, concern, or hesitation Sarah spoke two
words that ignited Matthew’s body with passion’s flames.
“I’m ready.”
By the time he made it across the room, she had
already slipped out of her gown. She was lovely,
breathtaking in all her feminine glory.
As he just stood there unblinking Sarah reminded
him, “We are married, Matthew. What’s mine is yours.”
Percival could hear the soft smacking of lips and the
tender moans of a woman as he approached Matthew’s
door. He yearned not to interrupt but he hadn’t a choice.
“My lord.”
“Whoever you are, and whatever you want can wait
until morning,” Matthew called before his warm mouth
returned to Sarah’s neck, delighting in the sound of her
moans.
“It’s time we made our family bigger,” she spoke
breathlessly, innocently gazing up into his eyes, fully
aware that this was going to hurt and yet too high on love
to care.
Matthew smiled and bit his lip before plunging into a
steamy kiss with her, his hips were just about to rock
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forward and unite them as another knock interrupted.
“It’s urgent, my lord!” Percival bellowed from the
other side of the door.
That’s the point at which Matthew and Sarah heard
the galloping hooves of a hundred horses. Matthew leaped
from bed, dressing at the speed of light. Sarah tossed on
the only article of clothing she had in the room, her
nightgown. She opened the door to allow Percival in. The
three of them rushed onto the balcony. They looked down
in the courtyard to find a wall of mounted soldiers, and
Sir Gawain trying to reason with them.
“What on earth is happening!” Matthew questioned.
Percival spoke frantically, “the only thing they would
tell me was that one of King Phillip’s western territories
was raided by the warriors of Elmet.”
“That makes no sense!” Sarah spoke up. “My father
would not break his treaty to pillage a nearly worthless
spit of land!”
“I agree with her,” Matthew said, pulling her tightly
against him. “It doesn’t make sense.”
“I understand,” Percival said regretfully. “But King
Phillip is still demanding that Grand Duchess Sarah be
taken into custody until Aspurta ceases the raids and pays
for the damage.”
Matthew was fuming. “Sarah is not some piece of
collateral! She is my wife! How could he expect me to
just hand her over as a hostage?”
“I didn’t expect you would,” Percival said, never
prouder of his friend. “Sneak her out of the castle through
the servants’ exit. Sir Gawain and I will stall your uncle’s
soldiers. Once you’ve hidden her somewhere safe, report
before the king and see if you can get him to hear sense.”
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Matthew nodded and thanked Percival. With his
sword in one fist and Sarah’s hand in the other, Matthew
hurried down the corridor. His legs were taking such
mighty strides he was practically dragging her. Sarah had
to run to keep up with him.
They stopped at her bedroom. She found herself
grateful for the peculiar boyish clothes he had tailor-made
for her so that she would be comfortable and safe when
they rode away for outings.
Sarah quickly donned a tunic, riding breeches, and tall
boots. Matthew took her hand once more. With a single
intense and passionate kiss, he fled the castle with
Sarah…
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Chapter 7:
Arthur of Camelot

W

hile Matthew and Sarah were running for their
lives, Prince Arthur of Camelot was called
from his bed to retrieve his father. The
servants reported that King Uther was drunk and making
a spectacle of himself at a tavern in the lower village. It
was a rare moment indeed for Uther to be at a tavern; he
felt that commoners were beneath him. The only time he
ever visited such a place was to drown extreme sorrow or
celebrate extreme victory. Arthur could only hope it was
the latter.
Arthur entered the smoky bustling tavern. There
Uther sat with a busty bar wench on each knee. Uther was
an older flabbier version of the prince. Arthur’s jaw
dropped as he witnessed a drunken Uther thrilling the
common folks with tales of war and adventure, buying
rounds of drinks for the entire bar. The barmaids rose
from Uther’s lap. They pried his hands off as he whined
and protested like a toddler.
The women walked up to Arthur. The dark haired one
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explained, “he wanted to walk home alone, swore he
could handle himself, but we feared his majesty would be
robbed or abducted in this condition.”
The blonde added, “we stalled him until you got here,
my lord.”
Prince Arthur graciously thanked the serving
wenches and tipped them generously.
“Why are you ruining the fun, Arthur,” Uther slurred,
grinning stupidly. “Have a drink. Have a wench.”
“I think you’ve had enough for both of us,” said a
perturbed Arthur. “What on earth is going on? Just days
ago, you and several soldiers returned to Camelot in the
middle of the night dressed like the Moors of Elmet. Now
I find you out celebrating.”
The king beckoned Arthur with an unsteady finger.
Uther leaned close to Arthur’s ear, too inebriated to
realize he was not whispering. Arthur’s eyes grew as
round as saucers as Uther confessed his diabolical plan.
“Do you realize what you’ve done, father!” Arthur
bellowed in a tone that caused the whole tavern to turn
and stare. Even the minstrel stopped delighting the crowd
with her melody. The place became eerily silent.
“Relax,” Uther brushed off the concerns of his
adolescent son. “I swear no one died.”
“No one died yet,” Arthur growled between furious
breaths. “What you did was dirty and underhanded.”
“To turn an enemy against his allies is simply politics,
Son. You will understand when you are king.”
Arthur ordered his guards to take his father home and
stormed toward the exit of the tavern. Arthur vowed upon
his mother’s grave, “I will not be that kind of king!”
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From the foothills of the mountain, Matthew and
Sarah could see that their village, was burning. He
restrained his young wife as she fought him like a beast.
“I will not have people dying because of me! I’ll
surrender!”
Matthew reasoned with her, “if you surrender and
Phillip kills you Aspurta will rain war upon these lands
for many years to come! Countless lives will be lost!”
“And you believe my father capable of becoming
some ruthless warlord!”
“I believe any man to be capable of unspeakable
darkness if you destroy what is dearest to him. I felt the
same way you do when the plague ravaged my lands. I
didn’t want to leave but I had to.”
At last able to get Sarah to hear sense, Matthew
released her and they continued making their way toward
the bridge that led into the next village. Percival, Sir
Gawain, and Lady Rebecca weren’t far behind. They
would get the women to safety and then head for King
Phillip’s castle in hope of negotiating.
“Stay where you are!”
Matthew whipped around as a small troop began to
emerge from the nearby woods. A blonde knight with a
long scar down the side of his face, grinned as if getting
satisfaction out of this.
“This is bigger than any rivalry we have between us,
Edgar!” Matthew called to him. “For once in your life, put
the kingdom before yourself!”
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“Says the traitor who’s fleeing with the daughter of
the man who attacked us!” Edgar shouted. “You would
make us lose our only leverage, and you dare to tell me to
put the kingdom first!”
Matthew tried to reason with him, “I implore you to
listen, Uncle.”
“You forfeit the right to call me that,” Edgar snapped.
“Prince Edgar,” Matthew corrected himself. “Please
let us go before anyone else gets hurt. You and you alone
have the power to stop this siege. Sarah is convinced her
father was not responsible for the raids. I can get the king
to hear sense if you will do the right thing.”
Edgar shook his head with amusement. “His majesty
swore that you would be loyal and hand over the Elmet
bitch, but I knew you were a disgrace to your title, as soft
as a pile of cotton. I knew you would try to run with this
heathen witch!”
Matthew pleaded with the ambitious nobleman, “I
understand that you are desperate to get back in the king’s
good graces, but there are better ways to do it. Firing up
the king to act in an irrational and ruthless manner will
cause a lot of innocent people to die. That hasn’t mattered
to you in the past, but anyone can change.”
Edgar threw his gauntlet on the ground at Matthew’s
feet. “Pick it up.”
The next five minutes whirled by in a blur of blood,
sweat, and clanging steel for Sarah. Sparks were shooting
into the air as blade collided with blade. Phillip’s
Mercenaries swarmed them like a field of deadly locusts.
Matthew was completely surrounded, fighting for his
life and that of his bride. He looked over to find that
Percival, Sir Gawain, and even the Lady Rebecca were
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fending off Phillip’s soldiers.
Convent-bred Sarah didn’t know the first thing about
self-defense. She fought as best she could but was soon
captured. Sarah was locked in a cage atop a rolling cart.
Matthew blocked one soldier’s strike and ran a dagger
across his throat. He flipped another enemy over his
shoulder and impaled him with his sword. Matthew
turned sharply at the sound of Sarah’s horrified screams.
The young horse attached to her cart was rearing up and
bucking wildly.
“Please let me out of here!” she hollered, desperately
clutching the bars of a cage that was being knocked
around by the frightened animal.
The stallion neighed loudly. With a final mighty kick,
it had freed itself. The horse fled and was soon lost to the
darkness of the pines. Sarah’s portable prison went rolling
downhill, straight for the river below the bridge.
Prince Edgar scrambled with the large ring of keys,
not out of a sense of honor or even a yearning to preserve
human life. Edgar yearned not to return to his king emptyhanded. Matthew’s refusal to hand Sarah over could be
the key to convincing King Phillip to remove Matthew as
sole heir to the kingdom of Kernow. This was not the time
for Edgar to be disappointing his king. He had to save this
hostage, not for her sake but for his. He took off running
after the cart with Matthew hot on his heels.
It was the single longest moment of Matthew’s life as
Sarah’s prison went hurdling off the ledge and plunging
into the river. He could not think, speak, or even breathe.
Foot by foot the cage sank with her clinging to the bars
and crying out to him, professing her love to him. If these
were to be her last moments on earth she wanted Matthew
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to know this simple truth, that they were two sides of the
same damaged coin and she would love him for all of
infinity.
Sarah could feel the raging water’s icy embrace, the
even colder embrace of death upon her, and she realized
she had lived this moment a thousand times before in her
dreams. This vision was the reason her worried father had
taken her to the soothsayer who confirmed that she would
die by water.
Trapped in a sinking prison, the murky abyss invaded
Sarah’s airways like a battlefield. Her grip on the iron bars
began to weaken along with her grip on life. No amount
of swimming lessons Matthew had given her could save
her now…
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Chapter 8:
Diverting Destiny

M

atthew wailed as he shook her unresponsive
body, “breathe, Sarah! I beg of you, breathe!”
A soaked Matthew cheered with tears running
down his cheeks as Sarah lay in his arms coughing up
water. She’d been so frightened that she hadn’t noticed
Matthew punch Edgar out and take his keys. She’d been
so horrified she didn’t realize her husband dove into the
rushing river after her, unlocked her doomed prison, and
swam her to safety. As she heaved in his arms, still a little
confused by her ordeal, he covered her face in relieved
and loving kisses.
“We make our own destinies, Sarah,” he whispered in
the darkness.
Tears of happiness streamed down her cheeks,
tingling warm drops amidst all the cold ones. She pulled
him down into a kiss. There were no words for how she
felt.
He practically yanked her to her feet at the sound of
approaching soldiers. Matthew spoke urgently, “follow
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the river to the next village.”
“Not without you,” Sarah cried.
“Rebecca, Gawain, and Percival are far
outnumbered,” he explained. “I must help them and then
I will find you.”
She yearned to help him but knew her lack of fighting
abilities would do more harm than good, so she trusted
him. “Find me, Matthew.”
“I will always find you, Sarah,” he solemnly vowed
with a kiss of her lips.
He disappeared into the night. She followed the river
toward the glowing lights of the next village.
Sarah found refuge in a tavern, the only place open at
such an hour. The bartender offered her a mug of mead to
wash away her troubles. He could tell by the way her eyes
kept darting toward the windows that she was either
meeting someone or running from someone. She
graciously thanked him for his hospitality and continued
to tip him generously for juice.
It was taking forever for Matthew to reach her. She
was beginning to fear the worst but his form at last blessed
her vision. Her heart leaped with happiness. She
practically ran toward the door. A patron stopped her
when he noticed that Matthew was not alone. There were
soldiers lurking in the shadows.
“This is a trap, my lady,” the young man warned her.
She soon recognized him. “Lancelot”
The charming rogue passed her a worn scope. That’s
when she saw how bruised and bloody Matthew was. His
wrists were bound behind his back. One of his eyes was
swollen shut. Sarah practically shrieked in horror at the
sight of her husband.
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Lancelot clapped a hand over her mouth. “Do not go
out there.”
“I can’t just hide in here while they have my
husband,” she heaved as his hand lowered to free her
mouth.
“Your husband lives by a code of chivalry. He would
want you to stay here, where it’s safe,” Lancelot told her.
Before Sarah could respond, she heard Prince Edgar’s
voice, “I know you’re here, Sarah! Come out or I will kill
him!”
“She isn’t here!” Matthew hollered. “She drowned!”
“And yet I pulled myself off the ground and
discovered my keys were missing!” Edgar bellowed at
him. “Do you think I am a fool?”
“I tried to save her, but she drowned!” Matthew
insisted.
Sir Edgar turned in a slow circle as he shouted in all
directions. “I will burn this village to the ground and carve
out Matthew’s heart if you do not show yourself!”
Sarah had never been a brave person but as she
witnessed two walls of mounted soldiers lined up and
down the main road with aimed fiery arrows, as she heard
the screaming mothers holding fast to their little ones, the
horrified husbands grabbing clubs and pitchforks
preparing for a gruesome siege, Sarah knew that she could
no longer be a mouse. This was her destiny and the time
had come to embrace it.
“What are you doing!” Lancelot whisper-yelled as
she made her way to the door.
He courageously drew his bow in her defense, ready
to face the coming dangers at her side. Sarah gingerly
lowered his weapon, knowing his efforts would only set
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off a bloodbath.
“I have to kill him,” Sarah said. “I am the only one
who can without launching us into a second siege.”
Lancelot reasoned with this kind and beautiful young
woman, who had shown him mercy when no one else did,
“are you sure you can kill him?”
“Positive,” she swore and ventured forward.
Sarah called out the door, “I will state my terms!”
Edgar laughed without humor. “You are in no
position to negotiate. Matthew is a fighter. Rebecca is a
sorceress. What great skill do you have oh timid one?” He
laughed at her again.
She emerged from the misty tavern and spoke with a
bravery she never knew herself capable of, “I am an
observer.”
Edgar signaled for his regimen to douse their flames
as their captive approached. Matthew stood too
traumatized to speak. He kept screaming in his mind.
What on earth is she doing!
Edgar, now intrigued, turned back to the single lowly
maiden who had the nerve to challenge him, “and just
what have you observed?”
Sarah informed the arrogant prince, “you are a
problem gambler.”
The watching town gasped at her boldness. If not for
the tremendous bounty on her head, Edgar would have
slain her where she stood.
Sarah continued, “at my wedding, you were twitching
and jumping at the bit to get out of there. In the time it
took them to load me and my things into the waiting
carriage you were already consumed by a dice game in a
shadowy corner with two other men. At my coming home
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party a few months ago, I saw the same anxiety, the same
fidgeting, the same clockwatching. You can’t help
yourself.”
“How dare you!” Edgar screamed. He looked
humiliated. “I hope King Phillip cuts off your heathen
head!”
“I have poked a tender spot,” Sarah smirked at her
ability to ruffle the vile man. “This is how I know you will
not be able to resist my wager.”
“You have a wager,” Sir Edgar was sweating, already
beginning to fidget impatiently.
His men were shouting their protests.
One of them hollered, “do not listen to the Moorish
witch!”
“Grant me your silence!” Edgar shouted at them
before turning back to Sarah. “What is the wager?”
She confessed, “at my coming home banquet my
father gave me the most beautiful charm bracelet. He told
me that one of my charms contained the deadliest poison
in the world and that I should pour it into Matthew’s
goblet if he ever raised a hand to me or treated me in any
manner unbefitting a princess. I kept the bracelet, not to
harm my husband, but as a reminder of how much my
father loves me. Unto you, I propose a game of simple
rules. There will be two cups, one with poison one
without. You get to pick, and we’ll toast. If you die your
regimen must release my husband and friends and your
men will leave at once.”
“But if I live, and I will live,” Edgar spoke
confidently. “I am left without a hostage. There is nothing
in it for me.”
“You can tell King Phillip I took my own life instead
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of being captured.” She shrugged. “I’ll be one less person
between you and your quest for Phillip’s throne.”
Matthew protested her dangerous plan, fighting
furiously against the men and shackles which bound him.
He had never met any gambler better than Edgar. The
prince got into debt from time to time but he won far more
often than he lost. There was no way possible Sarah was
going to win this wager.
“Please don’t,” Matthew begged her.
Sarah hugged him tightly, wishing that he had even
one free arm to embrace her back. He pleaded with tears
in his eyes, “what are you doing?”
“I am trying to be brave,” she answered. Her vision
was blurred by her tears. “You know how Edgar operates.
Surrendering alone will not be enough to prevent him
from burning this village. He’ll take me as his prisoner
and then kill every firstborn child here as a lesson not to
defy him. Even if by the grace of God the village is spared
he will never stop coming after us because he covets your
throne. He will never stop inciting the king to do horrible
things. I can kill him, Matthew. I need you to believe in
me.”
“Swear to me you will kill the bastard.”
“I swear he will not leave that tavern alive.”
Matthew ignored the nagging feeling in the pit of his
soul and kissed her with sore swollen lips.
Sarah waived Sir Edgar toward the bar, “after you, my
lord.”
“Ladies first.” Edgar shoved her forward so hard she
stumbled and nearly fell to the ground.
“Clear a table!” Edgar ordered. Four men rose and
stepped aside.
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With Sarah’s glare never leaving Edgar’s wicked face
she asked the barmaid. “A pitcher of water, two small
cups, and a Roulette wheel please.”
The young woman nervously waded through the stiff
crowd to fetch the items requested. When she came back
Sarah poured the water as well as the poison. She set both
cups on the wheel and spun it. They whirled around and
around as Sir Edgar kept a careful eye.
As the wheel slowed to a stop Sir Edgar chose a cup
with a triumphant smirk. “Bottoms up.”
Sarah willed her trembling hand to steady as she took
the small tin cup in her fist.
From outside Matthew could hear the clunk of the
body hitting the floor, a series of horrified gasps, and
scurrying boots. It felt as if his heart was in his throat as
he awaited the most god-awful news.

Chaos had broken out in King Phillip’s palace.
Servants and aristocrats were running and screaming
about ghosts. Phillip shoved his way through the mayhem
to find its cause. At the center of the crowd, he could see
the backside of a woman. She had a tattered dress and
matted blonde hair from years of neglect.
Phillip spoke sternly to the haggard looking woman,
“who are you to frighten my subjects! Turn to me and
address your king!”
All the color drained from King Phillip’s face as she
turned to reveal herself.
“Cornelia…” He gasped. “My God… you’ve
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returned from the dead.”
She shook her head no, still in utter shock. “I was
merely cursed and now it’s broken.”
The king and queen practically slammed into one
another, holding on for dear life. Tears streamed down
their cheeks as they embraced each other, without care of
the crowd watching them. They just held each other in the
doorway of Edgar’s wrecked doll room.
Other cursed people were beginning to emerge,
smashing through the dollhouses as they grew to full size.
Their wicked tormentor was dead, and his enchantment
was broken.

“Sarah!” Matthew cried as her beautiful face
appeared in the doorway of the tavern.
Edgar’s men cut Matthew loose and began to depart,
as were their orders. The village was safe. Sarah had
saved them all in a well-played battle of wits. Matthew
and Sarah ran toward one another and collided in an
embrace. Dawn was breaking, and the entire village was
cheering at the departure of Phillip’s soldiers.
When Matthew’s lips finally left Sarah’s she was
breathless. He picked her up and spun her around with his
heart bursting with joy.
“I will leave for Northern Kernow as soon as I’ve
gathered what remains of my men.” He spoke excitedly,
clutching her slender hands, “I know I can reason with the
king, now that the wicked serpent is no longer hissing in
his ear.”
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“If you believe tavern gossip, there are whispers that
Uther Pendragon may have been behind the raids my
father was accused of.”
Matthew held Sarah close as if she would vanish if he
let her go for even a moment.
“I will inform the king right away.” A relieved smile
lit his face. “How did you know Edgar would choose the
wrong cup?”
“Because I poisoned all of the water, my love. I knew
that Edgar would be concentrating so hard on the cups that
he wouldn’t notice me empty the vial into the pitcher.”
Sarah’s legs refused to hold her up any longer. The world
was starting to spin. She was suffering and could not
pretend any longer. “I came out here to say I love you and
goodbye.”
Sarah’s weary body collapsed in her husband’s arms.
She had spent her whole life in fear of large bodies of
water without ever knowing it would be by less than five
ounces that she would come to a tragic end. Matthew
screamed to the heavens for a physician, a sorcerer,
anyone who could save her life…
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Chapter 9:
Beyond Logic, Words, or Reason

M

atthew sat forlornly watching the first snow of
the season flutter to the ground outside his
window. Still numb, confused, and in denial,
he held Sarah’s ice-cold hand. Matthew drew his dagger
and sliced off one of her thin braids. He would be facing
great dangers on the coming quest and it felt better to at
least bring a piece of her with him.
The Lady Rebecca informed him as she re-entered the
chamber, “a freezing enchantment only lasts a period of
four seasons and it can only be performed once. If you
have not returned with the Holy Grail by the first snow of
next winter…”
“I know… Sarah will begin to thaw and the poison
which courses through her veins will kill her,” Matthew
said, rising from his wife’s bedside to embrace his friend.
“Thank you. You risked your baby for us.”
“If you hadn’t saved me from burning at the stake
there wouldn’t be a baby,” Rebecca smiled through her
tears. “After you’ve given her waters from the sacred grail
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she will take ten minutes to wake up. When she does she
will be healed.”
He nodded, “ten minutes you say?”
“Ten minutes,” Rebecca assured him with another
hug. “Godspeed my friend.”

Matthew yearned to leave that night but knew that
galloping off to the most dangerous place on earth without
adequate preparation would only get him killed before he
reached the cup of Christ. Late in the night, he stood in
his council room accompanied by Percival and Gawain.
A chandelier rained candlelight over a stone table.
Matthew studied the subtle variations of the three
maps he’d managed to procure. “Why are they all so
different?”
“Because hardly anyone’s been there,” Percival
replied.
Gawain spoke up, “it was once said that after the
eruption in Pompeii the underworld swallowed up such a
feast of souls that life’s balance was upset. Hell itself
purged, and what arose became known as the Death
Valley. The cup of Christ is surrounded by the devil’s
minions.”
Matthew laughed. “Gawain is being theatrical again.
Is this another one of your practical jokes?”
Percival snickered too. “When did you start believing
in fairy tales?”
Gawain remained stoic, which was out of character
for the playful knight. “The realm of Hades was
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surrounded by five rivers of damnation. A piece of each
river was spewed upon the surface of our world:
1. The River Styx is guarded by a Serket: a giant
scorpion-like creature, capable of cutting a man in half
with one snip of its claws or poisoning a soldier to death
with a single sting of its tale.
2. The River Cocytus is defended by a vicious maneating Cyclops as strong as fifty men. Should we defeat
him, we must take on the greater challenge of surviving
the river itself. It is referred to as the river of cries and
lamentation. Here we will face every regret, mistake, and
hardship of our lives. Most living men cannot handle such
anguish.
3. The River Acheron is guarded by a gorgon named
Medusa, a horrifying creature with hissing snapping
serpents for hair, long black talons, and razor-sharp teeth.
One stare from Medusa could turn a man to stone. Should
we defeat her the ferryman, Charon, will take us down the
correct path.
4. The Phlegethon, known as the lake of fire, is
guarded by the Golem, a creature composed of clay and
brought to life by the devil himself. The golem breathes
fire and spews lava so hot it can incinerate the flesh from
a man’s bones.
5. The fifth and final river is the Lethe, the
underworld river of oblivion. The River Lethe is guarded
by the worst monster of all, Cerberus, a giant hellhound
with three man-eating heads. The animal is capable of
swallowing its victims in one chomp, which is a merciful
alternative to being chewed by it. In the unlikely event
that we survive all five rivers, we must go into the
Dragon’s Lair for the grail.”
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When Matthew’s lips at last brought forth sound he
spoke a single sentence, “I order you both to stay here.”

With the wind howling and an icy breeze chapping
their cheeks, Sir Gawain and Percival walked toward the
stables alongside Sir Matthew. The Grand Duke had told
his friends to stay behind but that was the one order they
both disobeyed.
Matthew adjusted the crossbow on his back and spoke
to Gawain and Percival with an optimistic smile, “so....
are you ready to venture through Death Valley, face
unimaginable horrors, recover a priceless artifact, rescue
the damsel in distress, and save the kingdom of Kernow
from being ravaged by war?”
“I don’t know.” Percival gave a goofy half smile.
“What are my odds?”
“We’ll likely all be killed,” Matthew chimed
honestly.
Gawain grinned brightly. “Let’s see… adventure,
treasure, and almost certain death. You know I’m in.”
“Wait for me!” a voice called from a distance.
Matthew turned to find Lancelot.
“Your wife saved my life,” Lancelot explained as he
jogged up with his traveling sack. “If Duchess Sarah had
allowed you to turn me over to Prince Edgar he would
have thrown me in his plague den. I want to help her.”
Matthew shook forearms with friends and comrades.
They placed their feet into the stirrups of their horses and
flung themselves onto the saddles.
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Sir Matthew Galahad left on his quest soon after his
wife’s poisoning, with one of her braided locks tied
around his wrist. The Holy Grail was the only treasure in
the world that could save his beloved, and he was
determined to retrieve it or die fighting.
Matthew had been told this was a fool’s errand, a
suicide mission. Any man who’s ever left in search of the
Grail was never seen or heard from again. King Phillip
forbade his nephew and heir to embark on this quest, told
him it wasn’t possible, it wasn’t logical. But Matthew
loved her beyond logic, words, or reason…

Matthew, Percival, Gawain, and Lancelot made camp
for the night. They all offered to fetch more firewood, but
Matthew politely refused the offer; he needed a moment
to himself. He’d been strong thus far but could no longer
hold back the tears that were threatening to spill from his
eyes. He collected sticks in the moonlight while shaking
the images from his mind of Sarah collapsing in his arms,
the blood-tinged foam spewing from her mouth. I can’t
lose her. I just can’t.
A twig snapped. Matthew whipped around with an
aimed crossbow. “I knew I was being followed!” He
snapped at a tall teenage boy.
“I mean you no harm,” called the intruder as he pulled
off the hood of his cape, revealing a mop of white blonde
hair. “I’m…”
“I know who the hell you are!” Matthew snapped,
never loosening his grip on the trigger as his eyes burned
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into Prince Arthur of Camelot. “Your father’s trickery
destroyed a lot of lives and nearly put my Sarah in the
grave. Now you have arrived to do the same to me.”
“I have arrived to aid you!” The prince swore. “Do
you want to know the true reason all the maps of Death
Valley are different? It’s because the rivers and even the
land itself are always shifting direction.” Arthur tossed an
enchanted map on the ground at Matthew’s feet.
Matthew gazed in awe at the glowing blue trail that
was gradually shifting. “Where did you get this?”
“It doesn’t matter,” Prince Arthur replied, refusing to
announce Merlin’s secret magical abilities. Not every
royal was as tolerant of other religions. Arthur couldn’t
take any chances that would endanger Merlin’s life. “All
that matters is the fact that you are going the wrong way.”
Matthew lowered his crossbow and picked up the
magical map. “How did you know I wouldn’t kill you?”
“I didn’t,” Arthur admitted.
“And still you would risk your life to bring me this?”
Prince Arthur nodded. “I want peace. I’m coming
with you and if you say no I’ll just follow you.”
Matthew could see the moonlight glinting off
Arthur’s armor and chainmail. The prince had come
prepared to fight. This young warrior was not bluffing.
Matthew reluctantly agreed. “My camp is in this
direction.”
Matthew was shocked as the Crowned Prince of
Camelot bent to help him gather firewood, but he doubted
this display of humility was anything more than a ruse.
Matthew questioned, “do you prefer to be addressed
as Prince Arthur or Sir Arthur?”
Arthur shrugged, “it doesn’t matter. Both are
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accurate.”
“That’s true, however, I am certain you have a
preference,” Matthew asked with a skeptical glare.
“If you insist upon splitting hairs I prefer Sir Arthur.
I was born a prince without performing any actions
deserving of it, but my knighthood was earned with my
blood, sweat, and pain. I trained as hard as anyone. I
fought as hard as anyone. I lead my soldiers into battle. I
am a knight first, a prince second, and because of this I
fear I may fail my people someday.”
Matthew was taken aback, not just by the humility
and bravery of the young prince, but also by his honesty.
“You are going to be a much greater king than your
father.”
“How do you know,” young Arthur asked, a little
puzzled.
Matthew smiled. “Because you’re already a greater
man.”
Arthur gave a high-pitched whistle and his traveling
companion emerged. He reintroduced a tall lanky fellow
with a peculiar blend of black and red hair, “I believe
you’ve met my advisor and friend, Merlin.”
“Yes, at my uncle’s home,” Matthew recalled.
Merlin bowed. “It is my honor to aid you on your
quest, Sir Galahad.”
Matthew humbly assured him, “I am most grateful for
your assistance, Merlin.”
The three of them gathered up the wood and
journeyed down to Matthew’s camp. He made some brief
introductions and they shared a meal before the fire.
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The only crew Matthew found crazy and money
hungry enough to sail them through the cursed rivers was
a gaggle of unscrupulous pirates. They were an unsightly,
foul-smelling, bunch with greasy hair and brown teeth,
but the buccaneers worked hard and sailed with expertise.
The wooden planks of the vast ship whined and
groaned as the crew weighed anchor. The mighty barge
barreled through the water. A foreboding blanket of
clouds loomed overhead, blacking out every shimmering
star, leaving the world around Matthew as bleak and
desolate as death.
The pirate crew slept in shifts, so some were still at
work in the dead of night. Matthew made his way to the
vessel’s edge. He bent slightly at the waist, resting his
forearms upon the banister. Matthew appreciated the
spray of the sea upon his face for what could very well be
the last time. He embraced the stale salty odor of ship
wood. He had never taken Sarah on a voyage, but if they
made it out of this alive they would travel abroad at least
twice a year. Matthew had made up his mind that he and
Sarah would never pass up a single opportunity.
“My lord.” Matthew whipped around at the sound of
Percival’s voice. “You may want to get some rest for what
lies ahead.”
“Of course,” Matthew nodded with a pat of Percival’s
muscular shoulder. “You are a great warrior and an
exceptional friend.”
“Thank you, my lord.”
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Matthew smiled with amusement as they weaved
through the busy crew on their way below deck. Even
under dire circumstances, Percival will not break
protocol and address me as a friend.
Percival drew in a deep breath. “If I don’t make it
back tell Princess Morgan…”
“Tell her yourself,” Matthew cut him off. “You will
return, and you will make up for lost time.”
Percival looked over both shoulders to make certain
no one was listening and then said, “Matthew, you are a
great friend and it has been an honor to serve you.”
Matthew was stunned, but happily so. They joined the
knights in a small room and carefully flipped into their
individual hammocks. Matthew lay suspended next to
Prince Arthur, unable to rest.
As he was about to climb out of his hammock
Arthur’s voice stopped him. “It is imperative that you rest,
Sir Galahad.”
“I can’t,” Matthew replied. “If I fail, my wife is going
to die. How can I sleep knowing that?”
“By remembering that being tired will get you killed
before you can save her,” Arthur spoke to him with a
wisdom that far surpassed his few years on this earth.
“How could you have married a woman who was raised
in a convent and yet know so little of faith?”
They both laughed at Matthew’s expense.
Matthew admitted, “I just want her in my arms again.
I don’t care who knows and I don’t care if it makes me
appear weak.”
“It doesn’t,” Arthur assured him as they talked amidst
the snores and gurgles of the other knights.
Matthew arched a suspicious brow. “You speak like a
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man who knows what it means to love.”
Arthur sighed. “I will suffice it to say that I loved
once, and I lost her.”
“What was the fair lady’s name?”
“Guinevere”
They carried on for a few minutes more until they
became drowsy. Arthur was first to nod off. Matthew was
able to drift to sleep, thanks to Arthur’s counsel and
encouragement. If Matthew had been born a son of
Camelot, rather than Kernow, he and Arthur might have
been good friends.
Matthew dreamt that he was chasing Sarah through
the lush castle gardens as she giggled and ran, peeking
around hedges at him, beckoning him. Not even the moon
bore witness to their thrilling chase. The night was a
velvety blue. Matthew caught her wrist and spun her into
his strong arms. His face lowered to meet hers in a teasing
kiss.
Her fingers curled in his silky dark hair, a little damp
with sweat from their joyful frolic. Sarah moaned in the
back of her throat at the feel of him pulling her gown
down from her shoulders. She slid her arms from the
sleeves and a pleasant shiver rolled up her spine as the
crisp night air whistled across her exposed skin.
“Matthew,” she moaned sensually at the feel of his
lips tracing the creases and hills of her earlobe.
The pleasant sensation of his warm fingertips
caressing her smooth dark skin was enough to make her
bite her lip to keep from crying out in ecstasy. Her hands
were busy at his sword belt, which soon hit the ground
with a clang. Matthew swept her into his arms and carried
her toward the flowing gurgling fountain. They could feel
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its cool mist as they engaged in another steamy kiss.
“I love you so much, Matthew.” She breathed as their
lips separated.
“I love you too, Sarah. Don’t leave me, not yet,” he
implored her.
“But I must leave you, Matthew.” She pecked him
sweetly. “You’re at the River Styx.”
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Chapter 10:
The River Styx

M

atthew gasped awake. He rolled from his
hammock and joined Prince Arthur and the
busy knights. They strapped on one another’s
armor while recapping their strategies. Matthew chalked
a map on the floor and assigned everyone a position.
Even deep below deck, Matthew could smell death
wafting in the air. The first of the five rivers was upon
them. The stench was all but suffocating, like a thick
atmosphere composed of damned souls. The putrid River
Styx boiled and bubbled. It was a greenish-black cauldron
of toxic soup.
Merlin inconspicuously tried to use his magic, but his
powers seemed to be hampered in this realm. “I don’t
know what’s happening to me.”
“It’s this horrible unnatural place,” Arthur answered.
“It drains us all in one way or another.”
Having been here on an earlier quest, the prince was
aware of what evil lie in this realm.
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“I forgot,” Merlin sighed as he brandished a spherical
container full of tonic. “I crafted this potion as a means of
robbing supernatural beings of their powers. I must have
splashed some on myself by accident.”
“How long does it take to wear off?”
“The effects could last for days.”
Arthur passed the warlock a sword and shield. “I hope
you remember how to use these.”
Merlin thanked the prince and suited up with the
knights. The sorcerer didn’t wear the full suit of armor
because that extra hundred pounds could prove more of a
hindrance than an aid to someone who wasn’t used to the
weight.
Matthew raced up on deck. His heart skid to a stop at
the sight of the enormous black monster. The Serket, with
its giant claws and venomous stinger, was not going to
allow them through this channel without a battle.
Matthew would have to lose some blood. He was bound
to lose some men.
Matthew and the others scrambled about. The Serket,
with its giant scorpion-like body, slithered up the side of
the vessel. It shook the ship like an earthquake trying to
tip it over. The beast was aware that any living mortal who
fell into the River Styx would be dead upon impact with
its poisonous water.
Matthew came prepared. Arthur had warned him that
upon a previous quest, the Serket sank the vessel. All but
a few men were lost to the cursed river. The few survivors
from Arthur’s earlier mission made it into lifeboats. They
got away as the creature feasted on the bodies bobbing in
the putrid water. Because of this Matthew made sure to
weigh the ship down and make it extra heavy. The hissing
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snapping creature gave up on tipping the weighted vessel.
It slithered aboard to dispatch the knights and pirates one
by one.
Matthew tucked, rolled, and dove from the giant
stinging tail flying his way. The Serket’s stinger smashed
a crate of cargo. Wood shards flew in every direction.
Matthew weaved and lunged at the Serket with his sword.
Prince Arthur called for the men to band together.
They united their shields like one vast protective shell.
Matthew’s small troop listened to Arthur but many of the
pirates were undisciplined. Instead of sticking together
they abandoned their troops and ran to save themselves.
Matthew winced and turned his head as the fleeing
cowards were diced to bits by the monster’s claws. Dark
red blood sprayed the deck. Hunks of person went flying
into the River Styx to be later devoured by the scorpion
beast.
Within the shadows of the umbrella of shields, Prince
Arthur peaked through a small separation. “On my word
we all make one step forward. Start on the right foot.
Step!”
There was a large collective clunk of boots as the men
stepped forward as one unit. The Serket hissed. It snapped
at them with its claws. It tried to pierce them with its
stinger. All to no avail. Their shields formed one
protective plate. The monster couldn’t get to any one of
them.
“Step!” Arthur called. Matthew and the troops
followed with their left foot. “STEP!” They were backing
the creature up. Getting it into place. “Now Lancelot!”
Lancelot wedged a space between the shields. He sent
an arrow flying into the sky.
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“Ya missed! Ya moron!” The pirate captain,
Redbeard, yelled at Lancelot from within their darkened
cove. “The beast is right in front of ya, as big as a
mountain and ya missed! You’re the least competent
archer I have ever met! Give me that bow!”
“Wait,” Matthew cautioned the disgruntled pirate and
pointed upward.
Everyone stood in awe as Sir Gawain came sailing
down from the crow’s nest. Gawain landed hard upon the
creatures back. He implanted his dagger between the
plates of the monster’s exoskeleton to prevent rolling off.
The creature released an eardrum-shattering squeal and
bucked about. Dangling by one arm, refusing to fall to his
death, Gawain climbed up on the monster. Bobbing and
weaving from the path of its boulder-size stinger.
“Now disband!” Arthur ordered the troops on deck as
Gawain rode the monster like a bronco. “Take cover!”
The men scattered like roaches, taking any cover they
could. With an earth-rumbling battle cry, Gawain hefted
his sword high above his head and drove it deep into the
Serket. The monster began to stagger. It’s yellow life’s
blood drained onto the deck.
Gawain ran down the mountain of a beast as if it was
a giant winding staircase. The river of golden blood
caught up to his boots. Gawain balanced his arms, bent
his knees, and surfed all the way to the deck. He ran like
a bat out of hell as the enormous monster came toppling
to the ground.
The knights braced themselves for the impact. The
entire ship rumbled as the fallen Serket collided. When
the ground settled they jumped up in triumph, celebrating
victoriously. But Matthew and his troop were still looking
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for their comrade and friend.
“Gawain!” Matthew yelled amidst the celebration.
“Gawain!”
“He’s under the Serket!” Percival spoke frantically.
“I saw it fall on him!”
“NOOO!” Matthew yelled, chopping at the beast to
get to his comrade.
The others joined him in the search. Soon the whole
crew was involved, even the captain. As they took the legs
of the beast they pulled out a slimy, grinning, Gawain. He
hadn’t been crushed just trapped.
“Admit it. I’m awesome,” Sir Gawain gloated,
entirely unaffected by nearly being crushed to death.
“You are one crazy bastard, Gawain,” Matthew said,
shaking his head as worry transformed to amusement.
Matthew and his armor-clad brethren encircled
Gawain in a triumphant embrace. The entire ship erupted
in celebration once more. The Captain stopped cheering
as he overheard his men talking.
“It appears Lancelot shot that arrow to signal his
comrade. The arrow was never meant to hit the beast;
striking it with such a small object would have enraged
the creature to kill us all. I wouldn’t mind having an
archer that good on our crew.”
Another pirate exclaimed, “did ya see what Sir
Gawain did! It was remarkable! Prince Arthur commands
a troop with the might of a Roman general, a true leader!
And the way Sir Galahad organized the attack was pure
genius!”
Captain Redbeard had heard enough of his crew
fawning over the noblemen. He barked at his pirate
brethren, “Arthur, Matthew, and Gawain have no greater
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smarts than this wooden club I’m about to whack the two
of you with! It was dumb luck. Get back to work ya
bloody Scallywags!”
Redbeard detested wealthy men, especially those with
titles. The reason for this hatred of nobility was unknown
to even those close to him. When questioned, Captain
Redbeard would merely reply that the rich were selfish,
entitled, and felt they could take whatever they wanted.
When he became a pirate, his only targets were the ships
of Royals. His crew never attacked merchant ships nor
fishermen, those he deemed honest working men.
The pirates sighed regretfully as they swabbed blood
from the deck. One whispered amongst his brethren, “I
hate nobles as much as any buccaneer, but these blokes
seem alright. Bloody shame we gotta kill em and take
their booty.”
The other pirates sighed in agreement. “Bloody
shame indeed.”

Back in Kernow, the low hum of Sir Gawain’s voice
was calling to Rebecca’s soul. She made her way toward
the bathtub. Her knees throbbed and ached as she kneeled
upon the stone floor. The fine fabric of her elegant dress
provided very little cushion. She rested her forearms on
the edge of the bathtub and leaned over to gaze. Gawain’s
beautiful reflection gradually drew into focus from the
depths of the water.
She’d only been able to locate one mystical orb: a
magical artifact used to communicate across distances.
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Rebecca knew this orb was one of the last in existence and
Gawain would not be using it unless he had dire news.
Rebecca swallowed hard, nervously chewing her bottom
lip.
Gawain’s voice was little more than a low echo as he
used the water as a medium to transmit sound. Rebecca
had to listen carefully when he tragically informed her.
“We lost some crew members battling the Serket.”
Rebecca’s hands shot to her mouth. Tears blurred her
vision. “Oh, my gods… Oh, my gods…” She was
trembling all over.
“I’m still going to try with all my might to make it
home to you and our little one,” Gawain said as a single
tear trickled down his strong jaw. “How is he?”
Rebecca rubbed her giant belly and pursed her lips in
protest, “She is fine.”
Gawain laughed. They had been debating the gender
of their baby for months. “I’m sorry I have to miss his
birth.”
“She will be waiting for her father’s return, as will I,
my love.” Her expression grew serious as she begged him,
“please come home to me, and if it’s not too much trouble,
bring those other two dopes with you.”
“Worry not,” he insisted. “Matthew, Percival, and I
are unharmed.”
“Thank goodness,” Rebecca exclaimed with renewed
faith.
She rubbed her big round belly, fully aware that her
time was drawing close and she was on the cusp of
motherhood. A sudden distraction drew Gawain’s focus
from her. His head whipped to the side. The roar of the
largest ugliest monster he’d ever seen echoed through the
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air. It was a giant one-eyed man that fed on human flesh.
“What was that!” Rebecca screamed with her every
nerve on end.
“A sign that we have come upon the River Cocytus,”
Gawain answered in an impossibly calm tone considering
his circumstances.
The crew was running about. Swords were drawn, and
cannons aimed. Her tears burned into his soul, but Sir
Gawain knew he could not abandon his quest. If Sarah
died not only would he lose a friend, Kernow, the only
place that would offer sanctuary to his Pagan wife, would
soon be ravaged by war.
Gawain gently reminded her that he wasn’t only a
knight but a father and a husband. “When one’s wife and
child are in danger you haven’t the ability to fear for
yourself.”
Rebecca smiled through her tears, “Godspeed, my
love.”
Gawain looked down at the majestic artifact in his
palm. The mystical orb, bearing the appearance of a tiny
dazzling galaxy, was almost completely consumed. Their
time had drawn to an end. With a hopeful smile, Gawain
blew a kiss from his lips to hers. “I love you, Rebecca. I
love you both.”
Tears started rolling down her cheeks, making ripples
in his reflection as each sparkling drop splashed into the
tub. She said the same, that she loved him more than life
itself. Sir Gawain’s glorious silhouette began to fade from
the water’s depths as he took up his sword and shield.
The shouting and running, the boom of the cannons
quieted from Rebecca’s ears. Then the waters went clear
and void as if her beloved had never been...
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Chapter 11:
The River Cocytus

T

he monster had one enormous orb for an eye.
There was a single bushy eyebrow at the center of
its jug shaped face. For Matthew, the most
frightening thing of all was how the monster was not
attacking. It swatted the cannon balls away as if they were
little more than irritating flies at a picnic.
“CEASE FIRE!” Prince Arthur ordered.
“DISREGARD THAT ORDER!” Redbeard called to
his men.
Prince Arthur charged over to the stubborn pirate
captain as the ship continued to quake with cannon fire.
“We haven’t time for a pissing match! If this vessel
remains full of heads and no feet how can we move
forward! We can’t! We will remain a pile of heads just
waiting to be stomped on!”
Matthew, realizing that anger would only further
harden Redbeard’s heart, showed some humility.
“Captain Redbeard, the prince is right. We must cease
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fire.”
“And then what!” Redbeard yelled. “Just wait for the
cyclops to devour us and pick its teeth with our bones!”
“We are wasting ammunition,” Matthew explained.
“We should save the cannon balls and wait for the
creature to make the first move.”
“That monster’s first move could very well be our
last,” Redbeard protested.
“Be that as it may, what other choice have we?”
Arthur firmly reminded him.
Arthur and Matthew were right. Redbeard hated that
they were right. “CEASE FIRE!”
Within moments an eerie stillness swept over the
ship, the calm before the storm. Prince Arthur gave the
disgruntled captain an appreciative nod and then jogged
over to strategize with the knights.
“Thank you,” Matthew spoke in disbelief that
Redbeard would actually yield and obey.
“Don’t thank me,” Redbeard snarled between
clenched teeth. “I’ve never liked your class: men who
believe they can own the world and leave so little for the
rest of us. Ya take whatever ya want and dare to call us
pirates.”
Matthew sternly replied, “I have taken nothing, and I
have never insulted you.”
Redbeard didn’t believe him. “Ya privileged crooks
are still my enemies when we return.”
“You are still my enemy right now,” Matthew
admitted. “But even enemies can survive to fight another
day.”
Prince Arthur gave Lancelot a signal to see if he could
negotiate with the behemoth, while the others devised a
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plan. If the cyclops looked human, perhaps it had a human
heart that could be reasoned with.
“Good Sir,” Lancelot addressed it. “There must be
some peaceful arrangement that we can come to. There
has to be something you want, or you would have attacked
us already.”
The giant burst with husky diabolical laughter. “I
wouldn’t waste my time on the likes of your pathetic
crew. I’ll let the river have you. Once you surrender your
souls to the Cocytus your flesh will be mine for the
taking.”
Lancelot spotted a gong way up high on a hill. If that
cyclops bangs the gong and awakens the river spirits, we
are all dead… “I am warning you, Sir, do not move
toward that gong!”
“You are warning me?” The one-eyed giant laughed
hysterically at the sheer gall of the puny human.
“I know the river sirens must draw energy from a life
force. You are their life force,” Lancelot said accusingly.
“If you awaken those sirens I will gut you if that’s what it
takes to send them back to hell!”
“This is the river of cries and lamentation!” The now
furious monster yelled in an earthquake of a voice. The
sheer wind of his pungent breath blew Lancelot’s hair
back. The cyclops growled, “Here you will face every
regret, mistake, and hardship of your lives! Most men
cannot handle such anguish.”
“Most men are not knights!” Matthew shouted as the
men fell into formation behind him. “I implore you to let
us pass or we will slay you!”
A hollow twang vibrated the air as the cyclops drew
back on his mighty bow. With a thwap, he released the
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string and sent the arrow sailing. It struck the gong with a
resounding bing. A heavy mist rose and the waters surged
upward.
Enchanting nymphs began to emerge. Tattered wisps
of clothing floated about their perfect forms. Matthew and
the knights drew arms. They backed away slowly as the
spirits floated aboard one by one. With glowing rubies for
eyes, the sirens began to sing.
Matthew could not will himself to strike them down.
His limbs felt as if they weighed a ton. He and the men
were surrounded, unable to fight or run. Matthew’s
exhausted arm could no longer hold his sword and it fell
to the deck with a clang.
Matthew shuddered at the deafening clatter of a
hundred other swords following suit. The noise onboard
was as if someone had dropped a giant drawer of
silverware. Armored men began to fall like rain, another
deafening clatter.
A siren with floor length hair began to drift toward
Matthew and he stood as though transfixed, unable to
resist her. He could feel her soft hand at the nape of his
neck. His heart fought against her evil spell. His body did
nothing to ward her off. Her enchanting kiss consumed
his mind. His legs buckled, and he collapsed.
Matthew lay on the flat of his back gazing up toward
the skies in a hypnotic trance. A vision from the past
appeared before his eyes. The battle for his soul had
begun. Would the siren’s temptations prove too powerful
or would Sir Matthew be able to resist...
The sirens had tempted Lancelot with a vision of him
and his younger brother Alex. They were running through
the scattered light of the forest near their cottage. The old
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bridge in their village deteriorated so Lancelot and Alex
fastened two rope swings to carry them across the ravine
like jungle men.
One morning Lancelot’s landing disturbed a small
swarm of bees. He ran blindly through the woods swatting
them away. He’d been stung three times before he, at last,
got rid of the cursed things. He stopped with his hands on
his knees heaving to catch his breath, having a chuckle at
himself. Lancelot knew Alex was going to tease him
mercilessly for being so accident prone.
When Lancelot looked around his brother wasn’t
there. He frantically searched the woods, calling Alex’s
name, and hearing no response. Alex’s rope had broken,
sending him plummeting into the raging waters below.
Alex’s body never washed ashore and never brought any
closure to his grieving family. That ravine dumped
straight into the ocean. Alex could have been anywhere in
the sea.
Lancelot spent a year lying awake at night staring at
the empty bunk across the room he and Alex used to
share. He had four other brothers and sisters, but none
were like Alex. Lancelot’s parents sold Alex’s things, in
hope of dulling the pain. All that did was leave an
ominous void. Lancelot felt completely alone.
He purchased his brother’s bow from a weapons
dealer in the next village. This magnificent weapon was
the only thing of Alex’s that Lancelot was able to hunt
down. By age fourteen Lancelot took to the seas with just
a few coins in his purse and a beloved family heirloom.
He was subconsciously searching for the brother and
best friend who was forever lost. Though sailing was a
hard and dangerous life that provided little income, only
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at sea did Lancelot feel his brother’s presence. His travels
came to an end when Edgar bankrupted the territory and
Lancelot was needed at home.
A beautiful demoness whispered in Lancelot’s ear,
“you can undo what happened to your brother. Take my
hand and you can switch ropes with him. Alex couldn’t
swim, but you would have survived the fall.”
Lancelot gazed longingly at the beautiful hand
extended before him. Tears streaming down his face as he
mulled over the most difficult decision of his life.
“Take my hand, Lancelot,” she gently hummed
against his earlobe. “Save your brother’s life.”
Lancelot started sobbing uncontrollably.
A satisfied grin lit the siren’s face. He’s mine for the
taking.
“NO!” Lancelot shouted and shoved her away. “My
brother would live but how many would die in his stead!
If Alex had not left me I would not have become part of a
fishing fleet. I would never have taken to the seas! When
that horrific plant disease swept through Kernow and all
the crops died, half the townspeople would have starved
to death had I not convinced my captain to stay and
provide them with fish. The prince who governed the
territory certainly wouldn’t have lifted a finger to save
them.”
The Siren had not counted on the noble Lancelot
being such a man of logic. Most people caved to emotion
and grief. Though Lancelot loved his brother dearly, he
was unwilling to save his life if that meant the loss of
countless others. Lancelot knew his brother would not
want that. The nymph had been denied. Her spell upon
him shattered.
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Lancelot’s eyes popped open. He found himself
balancing on the plank of the ship. He gasped in horror
and edged himself back into the vessel. He was further
horrified as he witnessed all the other men preparing to
jump. He ran from man to man, pirate, and knight alike,
trying frantically to wake them up. It was of no use. He
had no way of knowing just what the sirens were tempting
them with, and therefore no way of talking them out of it.
Though brave and fearless, knights were often
governed by their hearts. The creatures had reduced
Lancelot to tears and he could only imagine what the
others were being tempted with.
A mighty roar alerted the archer. Lancelot whipped
around. A furious cyclops was storming his way to feast
on his defenseless friends. The deepest parts of the river
barely covered the gigantic creature’s knees. The sheer
force of the monster’s roar sent Lancelot tumbling across
the deck, but in that second mighty roar, he saw a slim
window of opportunity.
Lancelot crawled through the sea of zombie-like
knights that were making their way toward the edge of the
ship. He grasped his bow, the weapon which had been his
brother’s, the magnificent archery tool carved from
hundred-year-old mahogany. He would only have one
shot at this.
Lancelot closed one eye in utter concentration. His
curls blew in the breeze of the roaring giant’s pungent
breath. Lancelot aimed with remarkable precision. The
arrow went flying into the wide open mouth of the most
horrifying creature he’d ever seen.
The monster grabbed its massive throat, choking on
the arrow that was lodged there. Its gray skin became blue
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as air failed to nourish his body. The single enormous eye
became bloodshot and bulged before finally closing in
death. The slain monster went toppling into the River
Cocytus.
Lancelot bent low and turned his back against the
hull. He braced himself for the impact. A massive wall of
water washed over the ship like a tidal wave. Every man
on deck was drenched and instantly awakened from his
trance. The sirens were ripped from the ship with a
vacuum force, and lain to slumber in the River Cocytus.
The ship erupted in triumph and tears, hailing the
archer for saving, not only their lives but their very souls.
The only one not celebrating was the hero himself.
Matthew walked over to a downtrodden Lancelot.
“We have less than a day before we reach the River
Acheron and battle Medusa. Celebrate with us.”
“I had a chance to bring my brother back and I chose
not to. I feel like I killed him all over again. What kind of
man would do that?”
“A man of honor serving the greater good,” Matthew
assured his troubled friend and comrade. “Your brother
would be proud. Celebrate with us.”
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Chapter 12:
The River Acheron

T

heir ship sailed the now calm waters of the River
Cocytus in search of the Forest of Medusa and the
Acheron that flowed therein. The sirens were long
gone but their icy influence remained in many ways.
Prince Arthur tossed and turned in his hammock below
deck with visions of his past still haunting him. King
Uther had sent the knights on many quests to faraway
lands in hope of establishing foreign trade and alliances.
Arthur was on such a quest when he decided to bring his
sister Morgan back a gift. He was walking through the
bustling marketplace in search of fine silks that Morgan
could have a dress made from.
The princess had been gone for over a year. King
Uther had declared her dead, but Arthur refused to believe
it, refused to give up hope. Morgan was alive. He could
feel it and he wanted the perfect gift for her glorious
homecoming. Arthur was sifting through fabrics when his
stormy gray eyes met the most beautiful smiling face he’d
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ever seen. Her name was Guinevere.
Her father was against the union from day one and
wouldn’t allow Arthur anywhere near her. The young
prince could not understand what he’d done to deserve
such cold treatment from Guinevere’s father. Only after
Arthur eloped with the forbidden and spirited beauty did
he find that her father didn’t loathe him. The man was
trying to protect both Arthur and Guinevere.
The physician had given Lady Guinevere less than a
year to live and she’d made peace with that fact until
Arthur came along. Now they both stood to have their
hearts ripped out in nine months with her passing. Lady
Guinevere’s will was often stronger than her ailments and
she lived two years longer than her diagnosis, but she and
Arthur eventually had to say goodbye.
He became close to her father. The two drew strength
and support from one another after her passing, but the
loss of Arthur’s wife hurt him so badly that there were
times he wished he’d never gone to the market that day.
The siren offered to make this so, to undo all the pain and
heartache that arose from him eloping with a terminally
ill beauty. Before Prince Arthur could take the offer,
Lancelot defeated the cyclops and woke everyone up.
“Guinevere!” Arthur was screaming and keening her
name into the night.
A startled Matthew nearly flipped out of his
hammock. Matthew lit a candle. He weaved through the
alarmed soldiers that were making their way toward the
screams.
“Wake up, Arthur.” Matthew shook his shoulders.
“It’s just a nightmare. You have to wake up.”
“Is everything alright?” Merlin asked as he ran over
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with Percival and Gawain.
“I’ll take care of it,” Matthew insisted, and the crowd
began to disperse.
Prince Arthur was looking around, confused by his
surroundings, too puzzled to be embarrassed by the fact
that tears were streaming down his face.
Matthew pieced together the mystery. “You spoke of
an earlier quest to retrieve the Holy grail. It was for her,
wasn’t it?”
Arthur nodded. “I failed and I lost her. I should have
taken the deal that the siren’s offered me.”
“No,” Matthew insisted. “Even bad things happen for
a reason, your majesty.”
“You don’t know what it’s like.”
“You think I didn’t face temptation? The sirens
showed me a vision too. I jumped at the offer, but I am so
grateful Lancelot woke me before I took the deal. There’s
always a price.”
“You’re right,” Arthur spoke, still a little shaken up.
“Thank you.”

Matthew and company trudged through the thick
brush and vines of the Forest of Medusa. There were gray
clouds overhead dumping showers on the forest below.
This particular region of Death Valley was wet with a
chill in the air, much like the weather in Camelot. The one
difference lay in the sounds... or lack thereof. There was
no frolicking of woodland creatures, no hoot of an owl,
no howl of a lone wolf in the distance. Not even a single
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chirp of a cricket broke up the desolate eerie silence.
Matthew’s every sense was at its most heightened.
His every nerve on end. He and the knights hacked the
thick vines and branches from their path. Rain tinked
against their armor and streamed down their determined
faces.
“Remember not to look at her,” Arthur ordered.
“Medusa can turn you to stone with a single stare.”
“And how are we to fight an enemy we cannot see?”
Said one of the pirates.
“By relying on your instincts,” Arthur replied as they
cautiously journeyed through the scattered light of the
forest. “Your instincts… and the mirrored finish on the
inside of your shields. You cannot look at Medusa
directly, but it is safe to glance upon her reflection. Which
is why I ordered every man aboard to tear the fur lining
from the inside of his shield and spend at least an hour
shining it before we docked.”
There was a plethora of frantic whispers, awkward
gulps, and head scratching.
“You did heed my orders, didn’t you!” Arthur
whisper-yelled. “Your shields are your eyes here, your
only means of seeing your enemy!”
The awkward silence was an ominous confirmation.
Matthew’s troop had listened, but many of the pirates
were unwilling to spend what little free time there was,
polishing a shield that would end up covered in blood and
muck. Their insolence was going to get them killed. Even
Redbeard had taken Arthur’s orders, but his crew quickly
dismissed the peculiar commands of the wealthy royal,
whose father had taxed the ports so hard they were forced
to turn to piracy.
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Redbeard had initially ordered his men to kill the
prince and make it look like Arthur died in Death Valley.
Now it was clear that they weren’t going to survive
without Arthur’s leadership, bravery, and genius.
Redbeard ordered his men to start polishing right away.
Matthew and the knights aided them as quickly as they
could. Arthur ripped the bear hide from the inside of a
pirate’s shield to reveal its finish and got to work
polishing.
Matthew heard the hissing and snapping of a hundred
serpents. His eyes drew in a slithering shadow. A blood
chilling silhouette of a monster from his worst nightmare
appeared. It was too late. The fabled Medusa was upon
them…
How could the knights defeat an opponent they could
not kill? Matthew had sliced off the monster’s scaly arm,
but it grew right back. The fallen appendage transformed
into a boa constrictor the moment it hit the earth. Every
time a drop of Medusa’s blood stained the soil another
menacing serpent was born.
Half of the men had been turned to solid stone from
her cursed stare. The other half lay in the death grip of
Medusa’s snakes. A gigantic serpent had coiled itself
around Matthew. He could not breathe as the creature
squeezed tighter and tighter in this hopeless dance of
death. Percival was likewise snared and fighting for air,
battling for dear life. Lancelot, Gawain, and Merlin had
already lost consciousness, that’s if they weren’t dead
already; Matthew couldn’t tell. The last man standing, or
rather kneeling, was Arthur.
A gasping Matthew shook his head, warning the
young prince to save himself, but Arthur had always been
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one to follow his heart even when it lead him to the wrong
place. Arthur ignored Matthew’s warning, set his sword
aside, and emerged from the bushes blindfolded by a
shred of material torn from his scarlet cape.
As Matthew and the pirate crew gagged, gasped, and
fought for their lives Medusa laughed at the sheer nerve
of Arthur. “You are either incredibly brave or incredibly
stupid to face me alone and unarmed!”
“Hit me with your best shot!” Arthur dared the cursed
monster as he stood before her without a blade or vision.
Arthur ducked at the whistle of her mighty tail
swishing through the air. She struck a tree and smashed it.
The tree went toppling with a thunderous crash. Its impact
shook the ground. Arthur dove from her path as she lashed
out at him again. She missed him and smashed a large
boulder, reduced it to rubble with a single strike.
Arthur used his hands to feel his way through the cold
damp forest, leading Medusa as far away from the other
men as he could. She slithered hastily through the woods.
Saliva dripped from her long sharp teeth at the scent of
him. Her long black talons raked across his back. He
could not hold back his scream.
Even blindfolded, Arthur could see the glow of her
stare from behind his closed lids. It was as bright as the
sun. He hurled a palm full of dirt toward the light. She
hollered out at the gritty sting. The grains scraped
mercilessly as she rubbed her glowing eyes. She blindly
whipped her treacherous tail at him but embedded it in a
tree.
While she was still half blind, fighting to pull her tail
free, Arthur lowered his blindfold for long enough to get
a grip on her scaly wrists. She wailed as Arthur snatched
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two of the hissing creatures from her skull. Medusa fought
him madly as he bound her wrists with thin squirming
snakes.
She fought for her life, determined not to meet her end
by this mere mortal. With eyes clenched, Arthur rode the
bucking she-devil with all his might, praying his instincts
were correct and that he wouldn’t be killed, praying his
heart had led him to the right place for the first time in his
life. He took a deep breath, braced for the collision, and
though anyone watching would have thought he was
crazy, Prince Arthur kissed the horrid creature. Medusa
froze as if transfixed. She started to shrink down.
Her scales began to shed and float to the earth like the
petals of an autumn rose. Eyes still clenched, Arthur
touched the flesh of her shoulder. He swept off her rough
shingles with his palm, revealing smooth ivory skin. The
hissing serpents attached to her head had transformed to a
hundred scarlet braids. And when Arthur at last willed his
terrified eyes to open it was Guinevere’s beautiful face he
saw.
He kneeled on the ground embracing her unconscious
body. He realized why she had lived two years past her
prognosis. Her profound love for Arthur and reluctance to
leave him had caused her to make a desperate decision.
Guinevere made a deal with a very bad man to have just
a little more time with her beloved. In exchange, the devil
had turned her into a monster and a guardian of his realm.
“I knew in my heart it was you,” Arthur said with
tears flowing down his cheeks as her emerald eyes blinked
open.
“Arthur,” she managed before her exhausted eyes
closed again.
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Without scales, she bore no clothing. Arthur wrapped
her cold naked body in his cape and carried her back to
the others. When the spell on Guinevere broke the
serpents receded. Even the men who’d been turned to
stone were no longer such. They all cheered for the man
who’d emerged victoriously and saved them all.
Matthew, still catching his breath, staggered his way
over to Arthur. “Oh my god! Is she alright.”
Arthur nodded, “I believe so, but she needs rest. Even
a spirit can grow weary.”
“What on earth is this woman doing here!” Percival
questioned as he approached. “Medusa could have killed
her.”
“She is Medusa,” Arthur explained as he laid her near
the campfire they were starting.
“She was cursed,” Lancelot concluded.
Arthur nodded in agreement.
They treated their wounds and camped for the night.
The crew made their way to the River Acheron in the
morning. They paid a tall gangly ferryman named Charon,
to take them down the murky river on a gigantic raft.
Everyone was still high on last night’s victory, praising
the courageous Arthur who’d saved them all. Every man
aboard the raft was noisily celebrating this huge triumph,
happy to be alive, except for Arthur. He stared forlornly
across the crowded raft at Guinevere. She stood wrapped
in tattered garb with tears glistening in her green eyes.
“It isn’t your fault she was cursed,” Matthew said as
he approached.
“I beg to differ, Sir Knight,” Arthur spoke
shamefully. “I must stop following my heart. It brings
nothing but pain to everyone who loves me. I don’t even
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know if she can exist outside of this realm.”
Matthew reminded him, “any other knight, including
me, would have slain the Gorgon. Its blood would have
sprayed enchanted soil and countless man-eating snakes
would have emerged. We’d all be dead if not for you
following your heart. Now embrace your woman while
you still can and celebrate with us. Who’s to say the Holy
Grail can’t help the Lady Guinevere leave this realm?”
Prince Arthur smiled through his pain and gave an
appreciative nod to Matthew. Silly Gawain was up and
around now, asking Arthur and Guinevere a thousand
nosey questions. Percival remained quiet, as was his way,
but he was certainly listening in on the conversation.
Matthew smirked with amusement but did not join
them. Seeing Arthur positively smitten with Guinevere
reminded Matthew of his dear Sarah. Matthew kissed the
simple woven bracelet that was made from her hair. He’d
drawn strength from it. She was his beacon of hope, his
reason for believing. Her love saved his life in so many
ways. With thoughts of Sarah, Matthew rafted down the
River Acheron. Before long they’d be upon the
Phlegethon, soon to battle the fire-breathing Golem...
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Chapter 13:
The River Phlegethon

M

atthew had to tie a scrap of cloth around his
head just to keep the sweat from running into
his eyes. He was roasting like a chicken in his
armor. The air was becoming muggy and difficult to
breathe as they set out on foot for the lake of fire. There
was no water in the River Phlegethon. Only molten lava
and leaping red flames. Even if they could slay the Golem
how would they ever cross a lake of fire?
The clay monster spewed a cascade of lava on the
banks of the Phlegethon. Arthur and the crew skid to a
stop before they were drenched and burned to a cinder,
but any exposed flesh that was splashed was horrifically
burned. Arthur winced, blocking out the screams of the
crew members who had not obeyed his orders. Matthew
and his troop had listened, but many others had been
stripping off layers of their armor, claiming it was too hot
to fight effectively in so many layers.
The Golem stretched out its rocky mitt sending a burst
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of frigid air to cool the lava he spat. The molten orange
liquid cooled instantly into a lumpy black wall. The
knights ran back the opposite way but met another wall of
Lava. Every direction they turned the creature was
walling them in, so it could consume its captives one by
one. Soon they were completely imprisoned… all but one.
Percival chopped at the lava wall with his sword,
desperate to free his comrades. He wasn’t making
headway fast enough.
Merlin yelled from within the prison, “We haven’t the
time! You must use this!” Merlin squeezed his arm out
through a crevice. He passed a crystal ball to Percival. It
was filled with a mysterious purple liquid.
“You said this is our most powerful weapon,”
Percival protested. “You were clear that we must save it
to fight Cerberus!”
Merlin yelled, “if you do not use that weapon now
none of us will live long enough to face Cerberus!”
The clay monster stretched out his enormous hands to
use his magic. Frantic shrieks assaulted a hellish hot sky
as the walls of hardened lava began to close in on them.
Matthew and the crew pushed back against the moving
walls to no avail. They left trenches in the soil with their
boots as they were helplessly shoved along like specks of
dust on the edge of a push broom. They were going to be
crushed, and their broken dead bodies would be devoured
by the ravenous Golem.
There was so little space now the knights couldn’t
turn one way or the other, and the gap was growing even
smaller. Percival shot a crossbow to distract the monster.
The golem burned the bolt to a crisp long before it could
strike, but at least the tiny diversion had served to break
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the creature’s concentration. The walls stopped closing in
on the knights. A nearly crushed Matthew wiped the
sweat from his brow as the space began to open a little.
Gasps of relief left the men.
The Golem released a furious roar. Its devilish stare
fixed on the lone man. Percival darted like a cheetah,
quickly getting out of the Golem’s lava spewing range.
Percival weaved a staggered pattern across the river
banks. Dodging lava rock, the size of houses.
The Golem was determined to destroy this pest and
have the others for dinner. Once Percival had lured the
monster away from the others he did something that
shocked and amused the creature. Percival turned to face
the mighty Golem. The creature smirked with amusement
as the intrepid warrior stood before him, a determined
gleam in Percival’s eyes.
The Golem chuckled, “you certainly have courage.
I’m in a good mood today. I’ll kill you quickly.”
The Golem conjured all the lava within him to singe
the flesh from Percival’s bones and leave him fossilized
in the bowels of Death Valley, but the flow never came.
The golem began to feel disoriented and confused. As the
monster stumbled about it noticed pain in the bottom of
its foot. The Golem looked down and saw that is was
standing in a puddle of purple tonic.
Percival, knowing the Golem would incinerate the
weapon midair, tricked the monster into stepping on the
crystal ball. The Golem frantically picked the poisoned
shards of glass from his foot and hurled them into the lake
of fire, but it was too late. The clay monster was already
shrinking, its powers waning.
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Even after the transformation from clay monster to
human, Percival realized the man before him would still
prove a formidable opponent. The man who was once the
Golem was easily eight feet tall, dwarfing Percival, which
was not an easy thing to do. To make matters worse the
former Golem was beyond furious about the stripping of
his powers.
The giant tied a scrap of cloth across his broad
forehead, tying back his greasy black hair. The enormous
man cracked his knuckles, one hand and then the other;
he snapped his neck from side to side with a menacing
glare. If the giant couldn’t incinerate Percival he’d just
have to content himself with beating the warrior to death.
Percival squared off with him, only certain of one
thing. It would take a man of great strength to survive this.
Percival landed a punch, snapping the giant’s head
sideways. Then another, snapping his head back the other
way. They traded blows, kicks, and blocks.
The behemoth charged Percival and buried his
massive shoulder in Percival’s abdomen. Percival
collided with a solid wall of lava, hollering out as he
cracked the concrete wall with his body. Percival fell to
the ground folded in half, using his arms to protect his
body and head as he was pummeled by the giant’s fists.
The behemoth rose victoriously and spat on
Percival’s bloody unmoving heap. The giant trailed back
to the lake of fire to pray to Hades for the restoration of
its powers. Matthew’s heart sank like a stone as he saw a
giant with scraggly hair emerge drenched in Percival’s
blood.
Matthew fell to his knees, gripping his dark locks with
an anguished scream. The others gathered at the crevices
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of their prison, not wanting to look out but needing to.
Gawain’s reaction was much like Matthew’s. Arthur’s
face fell into his hands. The shock was too horrible for
words.
The giant could barely see the knights, but he could
feel their grief. Their sorrow was making him stronger.
The behemoth’s prayers had worked. Hades was restoring
his powers, returning him to the monster he once was.
Shouldn’t be long now. The giant grinned as he felt
the awesome power surging into him. I’ll be restored in

minutes, and these fools will be dead in even less
time…
The walls began to close in on the knights once more
as they screamed and fought against it. The Golem’s
bottom half was once again that of a clay monster. The
enchantment was sweeping up his body exponentially,
transforming him as it went.
The golem/human hybrid gripped its muscular neck.
A thin wire was cutting into his throat. The giant
scrambled desperately to pry his blunt fingers between the
wire and his skin, but Percival just squeezed the garrote
tighter and tighter. The Golem frantically whipped side to
side, swinging and swatting to get the warrior off his back,
but Percival was one extremely strong human. No matter
what the giant did he could not break Percival’s mighty
grip.
With a powerful yank, the wire of Percival’s garrote
popped through the giant’s skin, lacerating a major artery
on the Golem’s throat. Spurts of blood showered the black
sands of the bank. The walls of the prison stopped closing
and began to crumble like a pillar of salt.
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Severely weakened, but no less evil, the Golem held
fast to Percival’s leg and staggered toward the cliff. If the
monster was going to die he was taking Percival with him.
Matthew and the crew climbed out of the crumbling
lava cell. They ran as fast as their feet would carry them
to free Percival of the monster, but there was no way
they’d get to him in time. Percival was going over that
ledge into a fiery lake and there was nothing they could
do.
“Shoot it down!” Arthur bellowed.
“I can’t without shooting Percival!” Lancelot
exclaimed as they continued to run with all haste after
their friend.
No one could breathe as the Golem went hurtling off
the cliff with Percival along for the ride. Instinct forced
Matthew’s eyes closed. To his amazement, his ears were
not assaulted by his friend’s wails of agony. Matthew’s
nose was not assaulted by the odor of charring flesh. All
Matthew heard was a splash. The knight looked up to find
Percival swimming across a perfectly normal lake, full of
clear sparkling water. Even the temperature had dropped
dramatically. The Golem had died before he and Percival
hit the flames and the spell over the Phlegethon had
broken just in time.
Knights, warriors, and pirates alike jumped into the
sky, pumping their metal clad fists in the air. The bank of
the now calm River Phlegethon burst into celebration. It
was hard for Percival to swim in all his armor, but he was
a man of strength. He reached the sands greeted by his
comrades.
They returned to their raft on the other side of the
bank. Guinevere was waiting with bandages and supplies
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to treat the injured. Matthew thoughtfully sagged against
a tree. The large innocent eyes and caring nature of
Guinevere reminded him of someone, and he was damned
determined to make it back to her.
Matthew kissed her lock of hair. Just one more

river, Sarah. Hang on to life, my love, for I will
always hang on to you...
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Chapter 14:
The River Lethe

I

t was the biggest, strongest, ugliest hound Matthew
had ever seen. Razor sharp teeth, dripping with
yellow saliva, beamed from all three of its ferocious
snarling heads. The pressure was unbearable as Matthew
lay helplessly pinned beneath the giant forepaw of
Cerberus. As Matthew felt himself being crushed all he
could hear was running, screaming, and chaos.
“We’re all going to die!”
“Save yourselves!”
“Retreat! Retreat!”
Cerberus pressed the last of the air from Matthew, and
with it so went his consciousness. He drifted away with a
vision of Sarah hunched over a table in the library of his
castle. She never looked more at home than when she was
among those soaring shelves of books, reading by the
light of a single candle.
Her lovely face was scrunched in a curious expression
as she studied a book of anatomy. A graphic illustration
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showed a human being stripped down to his bare
musculature. There was no skin, just red muscles winding
about his skeleton. Sarah turned the page to reveal another
fellow who was down to his bare bones. On another page
lay a mass of organs packed into a man’s torso like a
jigsaw puzzle. Most women would shudder at such
images, but Sarah was undaunted. Matthew watched her
absorb the information with pure fascination.
Sarah gasped and slammed the book shut as she
noticed Matthew in the library. She hoped he hadn’t seen
the contraband within her grasp.
“Please continue,” Matthew insisted.
Sarah was stunned, but pleasantly so. “Any other man
would have burned the text and given me a long lecture
about what is appropriate for a woman to read, perhaps
even thrown in a threat to hang me for witchcraft.”
With a hand gesture, she offered him the seat next to
her.
Matthew smiled thoughtfully and joined her. “After
my fight with Edgar, it was you who saved my life. If
these disturbing images made that possible I am in no
position to judge.”
Sarah laughed a bit. “One must know how the body
works before you can heal it.”
“Is that so,” Matthew questioned with a flirtatious
glimmer in his eyes. He caressed Sarah’s cheek with his
palm and drew her into a sweet kiss. She surrendered to
his will, eagerly returning his affection. When they came
up for air his only words were, “teach me.”
She asked with amusement, “are you interested in
being a physician?”
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“No,” Matthew admitted as he gazed into her eyes.
“I’m just interested in you.”
Matthew opened his eyes to find himself in hell once
more. His nostrils scorched with the odor of sulfur and
brimstone, like burning rotten eggs. He was breathless
and in pain, still pinned beneath the foot of the beast.
While two of Cerberus’s heads crunched on dead men
from the crew, one enormous drooling mouth bent down
to rip Matthew in half.
The knights combined their strength to hurl a heavy
rock up into the hell hound’s curling nostril. It sniffled
and sneezed to rid itself of the obstruction.
A thunderous howl pierced the air as Arthur ran his
blades between the monster’s toes. The heavy paw
retreated, and Matthew’s lungs expanded with its
absence. The knights placed one of Matthew’s arms on
each of their shoulders as they drug him to safety. The
men found refuge in the cave Arthur had hidden
Guinevere in.
Cerberus settled down like the Great Sphinx of Egypt.
It’s three nasty heads fought over the remains of slain
warriors. The rich marrow encased in their bones was a
delight for the nasty creature.
Matthew and his comrades were now condemned to
die by the will of this monster or starve to death trying to
wait it out. This knowledge had broken most of the
soldiers, but Matthew was a man of strategy. All that ran
through his mind were the countless chats he’d had with
Sarah about medicine and the body. Like two sides of one
very damaged coin, the husband and wife balanced one
another. Sarah was taught how to keep a body living and
Matthew was trained to rip the life from one.
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“Your flute, Sir,” Matthew asked one of the pirates.
“I recall something my wife taught me, but I need your
flute to make it work.”
“What are ya gonna do charm the damn thing!” The
pirate hollered in opposition. “It’s a three-headed hell
beast, not a bloody cobra!”
“Give him your flute!” A frustrated Gawain tried to
wrestle the object from the man. When he got nowhere,
Gawain subdued the insubordinate swashbuckler with a
swift elbow to the face. A perturbed Gawain tossed the
instrument to Matthew. “But seriously, what on earth are
you going to do with a flute? I’ve heard you play. You’re
bloody awful.”
The cave erupted with laughter.
Captain Redbeard informed them between chuckles,
“if I don’t leave here alive I want ya all to know it’s been
an honor and a privilege.”
Matthew shook forearms with his sworn enemy.
Redbeard shook Arthur’s forearm next and told the
young royal, “rule these lands well, lad.”
Arthur gave the pirate captain a respectful nod and
promised to be a great king if they ever made it out alive.
Matthew held the flute at an angle, scraping it against
the stone floor of the cave. Before long Matthew had
gotten a nice sharp end on the instrument. The others
looked at Matthew as if he’d lost his mind. If a hundred
bolts and arrows could not harm the beast what was
Matthew going to accomplish with one wooden flute?
Every man rose with Matthew, but he insisted, “I
must do this alone, so I can sneak up on the beast.
Otherwise, it will be a free for all.”
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They had no idea how Matthew planned to take down
Cerberus with a wind instrument that he didn’t even know
how to play, but they had faith. Matthew crept over to the
hellhound as it slept. He lowered his head against the
inside of the creature’s enormous hind leg, listening to the
blood coursing through it. Matthew inflated his lungs with
all the air they could withstand. He pierced the leg of
Cerberus with the sharpened flute and blew a huge air
bubble into its vein.
The monster leaped upon its paws. Matthew went
rolling off and crashing to the ground. The knights were
screaming for Matthew to run as the beast bounded down
on him. Before anyone could blink, Cerberus had
swallowed the next king of Kernow.
The monster slowed at the pain in its chest. The air
bubble had traveled to its heart, upsetting the rhythm of
the beats. The monster’s heart pounded, fluttered, and
pumped sporadically until it ceased altogether. With an
eardrum piercing howl from every one of its ugly heads,
Cerberus staggered and collapsed on the ground. The
shock of the impact sent a rumble through Death Valley
and the men braced themselves. Arthur instinctively
covered Guinevere for her protection. When the ground
settled they rushed out of the cave.
The gang combined their strength to pry open each of
the beast’s gigantic mouths in search of Matthew. When
they couldn’t find him, they bore holes in the throats, until
at last spotting the shiny metal of Matthew’s armor. They
ripped his limp body from the throat of the slain
hellhound. Matthew was covered in a slimy mixture of
blood and thick yellow saliva. He wasn’t breathing. They
stripped him of his armor.
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“Wake up!” Percival panicked and began to pound on
his chest.
“He’s dead!” the captain screamed, prying Percival
away.
A hysterical Gawain pounded Matthew’s chest too.
“Breathe!”
The crew subdued the panicking friends, and a
sadness fell over the river bank, despite this epic victory.
The warriors vowed to pick up the torch where Matthew
had tragically left it. They were going to honor him and
save his Sarah.
Suddenly, Matthew rolled on his side coughing,
expelling the gunk from his airways. A collective gasp of
relief sounded amidst the gang. Matthew’s chest was sore
from Gawain and Percival’s fists, but their actions
loosened up the fluid in Matthew’s lungs and he was able
to expel it.
The river bank exploded in celebration. They lauded
Matthew for his cunning and bravery. A confused
Matthew was embraced by his brethren.
“You killed it, Matthew!” Lancelot shouted. “You
saved us all!”
Matthew smelled foul and had a rancid taste in his
mouth, so Guinevere helped him get cleaned up.
“That was an incredible strategy,” Guinevere
applauded him. “The beast may have had three maneating heads, but it only had one heart. Camelot could use
a knight like you.”
“Thank you, my lady,” Matthew said graciously.
He omitted the fact that Camelot was the reason he
was in this predicament and he would never serve a king
like Uther. Phillip was a saint compared to Uther.
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Matthew focused on the final task that lay ahead. The
Dragon’s Lair was home to not just the grail, but a
treasure beyond their wildest dreams. The pirates were
cheering with anticipation of the riches, and praising the
knight who brought them that much closer, but the only
treasure that intrigued Matthew was lying in a bed
fighting for her life.
Merlin warned him, “we nearly lost you. Beware of
the dragons, Duke Matthew.”
Matthew stared ahead with a steely determination in
his eyes. “If those beasts are the final obstacle to saving
Sarah, the dragons should beware of me.”
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Chapter 15:
The Dragon’s Lair

M

atthew and the warriors arrived at the heart of
Death Valley. The cave which held the Holy
Grail and a vast treasure was guarded by
dragons. Their impenetrable hides were covered in
fluorescent scales. Sharp horns protruded from their
heads. They circled the skies on swift wings, diving from
the air to scorch the men with fire.
The warriors might all be dead if not for Merlin. The
potion that once bound his powers had finally worn off
and the warlock was thrust into action. The knights and
pirates took cover as Merlin took on the vicious dragons.
He combatted their fiery breath with magic of his own.
Merlin’s eyes glowed a molten gold as he matched
them strike for strike. The beasts realized that they would
not be able to burn him to a cinder. They charged Merlin.
Their great size caused the earth to tremor as they ran
straight for him. The dragons tried to spear him with their
horns, but Merlin vanished from their paths. Matthew
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watched in awe as Merlin disappeared from one place just
to reappear in another.
The creatures took to the skies for an aerial attack.
Merlin’s arms began to extend. They grew longer and
longer. His flesh became rough like twine as his arms
transformed to ropes. Merlin lassoed the dragons as they
hissed in opposition. He dragged them from the sky and
slung them into a small lake. The water fizzed and
bubbled like hot coals had fallen into it.
Merlin’s arms began to shrink down to normal size
and his skin became smooth once more. Merlin spoke an
incantation and conjured an icy breeze. It froze the lake
instantly, encasing the dragons within it.
The men arose from their shelters cheering for
Merlin. This had been the only time they’d faced off with
a mythical beast and everyone walked away unscathed.
As they basked in Merlin’s triumph, the wizard
warned them, “we must act fast. The ice will only trap the
dragons for a short time.”
“We have a problem,” Lancelot said as he shot an
arrow toward the entrance to the dragon’s lair.
The arrow exploded into fiery projectiles. The
warriors ducked to prevent being struck.
Gawain informed them, “there’s a passage carved
into the wall. It states that only the Lady of the Lake may
tear this veil.”
“So the rest of us get blown to bits?” Percival
questioned.
Matthew asked Merlin, “now that your powers have
returned will you be capable of breaking this
enchantment?”
“I can, but not in time to save Duchess Sarah,” Merlin
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confessed. “I would have to keep hitting this forcefield
with all my magic for weeks before I could wear it down.
The Lady of the Lake can open it now.”
Arthur spoke up, “the only lady among us is my
Guinevere. She is no goddess of the sea.”
“She isn’t the only lady among us,” Merlin insisted.
The warriors looked at Merlin like he was insane…
all but one. Captain Redbeard shuddered as he recalled his
life before piracy. Redbeard wasn’t a he at all. The captain
was a druid girl named Vivien. She and her sister Mina
were ladies of exceptional beauty, but what stuck out most
was the peculiar color of their hair and eyes. Vivien
possessed sun-kissed skin and long lavender hair. Mina
had hair of emerald green and the same lovely tan as her
sister. Their eyes were bright pink, yet lovely in their
eccentricity. At times, odd physical traits were expressed
in those with magical lineage.
The sisters were running their family’s tavern when a
gang of rowdy noblemen barged in. They were knights
who were celebrating their tournament victory. Vivien
and Mina served the noblemen food and mead, but the
drunker the men got the more demanding they were. The
knights began to request things that just weren’t on the
menu. Mina informed them that she wasn’t running a
brothel. Vivien directed them to the nearest house of ill
repute, but the lecherous brutes refused to leave.
Sir Mordred told the girls that he was a cousin of the
king of Camelot, and as such was entitled to something
exceptional and pure. He said the sisters had insulted him
by spurning his advances and suggesting that he purchase
love elsewhere. Mordred grabbed Mina and smashed his
mouth against hers. She shoved him off and slapped him
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so hard it sounded throughout the tavern. Mordred
wrestled Mina to the ground and his comrades grabbed
Vivien.
For the first-time Vivien wished that she and her sister
studied magic, as was common of their people, but they
never bothered to learn. Their unique features had caused
people to treat them differently their whole lives, so what
Mina and Vivien yearned for most was living a normal
life, and now they were defenseless.
These nobles were determined to take what they
wanted from the sisters. The knights’ wealth and status
made them feel entitled to. They attacked weeping girls
while a tavern full of people watched and did nothing.
Shocked gasps and eerie silence resonated through
the tavern. Then there was the sudden clatter of boots as
the knights fled. Vivien thanked the gods that she was
released with her virtue still intact. When she rose, she
spotted the unmoving form of her sister. Mina’s eyes
stared blankly at the ceiling and a stream of blood ran
from each nostril.
Mordred was a seasoned competitor. In addition to
this, he fought in real battles. The knight wasn’t always
aware of his own strength, especially when he was drunk.
He’d only struck Mina once, just to subdue her, but that
one punch was enough to kill her.
Vivien was inconsolable, especially after being
denied justice by her ruler. King Uther blamed the sisters,
stating that none of this would have occurred if they had
complied with the wishes of those who far outranked
them. Vivien grew to loathe all royals. She perfected her
ability to shapeshift, disguised herself as a palace maid,
and shot Mordred in the groin with an arrow laced with
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poison. The royal physician was forced to castrate him to
stop the infection from spreading. Mordred survived but
he would never be able to curse this world with his wicked
progeny.
Vivien, determined to never be a victim again, took
the form of a large man. She became a pirate and took to
the seas because she refused to pay a shilling of taxes to a
king that denied her sister justice. Vivien vowed to kill
Prince Arthur so that his vile father could feel the
emptiness and pain that she lived with every day. Now
that she had the prince in her grasp she couldn’t bring
herself to make him pay for the sins of his father and
cousin. She hated herself for this. It felt like she was
failing Mina and disgracing her memory.
“Captain,” Merlin said, drawing Redbeard from his
trance. “I did not choose your ship by chance. I know who
you are. I have always seen your true form.”
“I know not what you speak of,” Captain Red Beard
snarled. “You’re bloody mad! Mad as a hatter!”
Merlin persisted, “legend has it that Poseidon sired
twelve daughters. All of them were water nymphs. For the
good of everyone, I implore you to end the charade, my
lady.”
Shocked whispers broke out among the warriors as
their fearless burly captain began to morph. His brown
teeth became like shimmering pearls. His short red hair
grew long and purple. His irises changed from brown to
magenta. Soon he was a he no more. The pirate clothes
were practically hanging off her much smaller body.
Merlin gently touched the hem of her sleeve, transforming
her wardrobe into a lovely pink gown.
She felt exposed and vulnerable in this form. “I am no
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daughter of Poseidon, just the spawn of a Druid peasant.
Being a druid may give me abilities, but it does not mean
that I am a water goddess.”
“The ability to breathe underwater does,” Merlin said.
“Being born of the Druids in this life does not mean that
you weren’t a daughter of Poseidon in another.”
“If I am who you say I am, how do I tear the veil to
the Dragon’s Lair?” Vivien questioned.
“With a fabled sword,” Merlin explained. “The
inscription on the hilt will say Excalibur.”
She turned to address the men, “which of you
possesses this weapon?”
“The lake does,” Merlin answered. “It may look small
but it’s very deep. It takes an hour to reach the bottom. No
one else can survive that long under water. It has to be
you.”
Merlin led her onto the ice. Heatwaves resonated
from his palm as he melted a hole just large enough for
Vivien to fit through. She dove into the icy water and it
replenished her soul. The cold chill was like a soothing
kiss upon her skin. Like all water nymphs, her eyes
glowed like two beacons, guiding her path through the
murky depths. She remained vigilant as she swam through
a forest of seaweed. There were dragons trapped beneath
the ice and she had no intention of being their next meal.
Merlin was right about the fact that the seemingly
small lake was extremely deep. Vivien had been
swimming for thirty minutes and had not come close to
finding the bottom. She swam for thirty more. Vivien was
shocked to find light the deeper she got, rather than sand
and muck. The mystical light swallowed her and spat her
out in the center of a garden.
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Vivien whipped around with her heart racing, still
soaked from her swim. She was confused to find her feet
on plush green grass and the sun upon her face. There
were fountains, birds, and beauty everywhere she looked.
This lake was a portal to another dimension. She’d been
drawn into another realm. After taking a closer look, she
realized what she assumed were birds were actually
fairies.
“We have waited a long time for you,” she heard a
voice say.
Vivien turned around to find nine women of
remarkable beauty. “You must be daughters of Poseidon.”
“As are you,” spoke a girl with sapphire blue hair and
pink eyes. The girl removed her cape and wrapped it
around Vivien.
“Have you come home at last,” asked a girl with
rainbow locks.
“I have come for a sword,” Vivien confessed.
“I know the one you speak of,” said the one with blue
hair.
The dragons emerged, and Vivien jumped back. A red
ball of energy instinctively hovered at her palm. There
was electricity zipping through the bundle of magic. She
grew it larger, preparing to defend herself.
The immortal with the rainbow hair stopped her. “Be
not afraid. They are our guardians.”
The nine sisters patted the dragons and rubbed their
shiny scales as if they were merely pets.
Vivien’s energy ball shrunk down until it disappeared
altogether. “I thought my only ability was shapeshifting.
It’s all I’ve ever been able to do.”
“If you are using all your energy and concentration to
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be someone else that doesn’t leave much magic for other
purposes,” explained a girl with two long pink braids.
They coaxed Vivien to pet the dragons. With a
trembling hand, Vivien reached forward to touch the
creature’s face. It was hot, like brushing the outside of a
pot. She flinched back and the nymphs assured her it takes
some getting used to. The dragons were quite docile, even
affectionate.
The nymphs bought Vivien into their palace and took
her to a chamber that felt eerily familiar. Vivien asked
them, “why are there only ten of us. Did Poseidon not
father twelve?”
The rainbow-haired nymph explained, “one of our
sisters was cursed with mortality millennia ago, after a
falling out with another goddess.”
“Was it me?” Vivien questioned.
“No, you chose it,” the girl snatched a tarp off a large
painting to reveal an image of Vivien in the arms of a
fellow who bore a striking resemblance to Merlin.
“I wed a mortal,” Vivien concluded.
“As did Mina,” the goddesses confessed. “You and
Mina chose this, and are able to return to us. But our
cursed sister can never return.”
Vivien walked over to the sword which lay
horizontally on a stand and read the words inscribed: Here
lies Excalibur, blade of the once and future king.
“This sword is very important,” warned the girl with
the pink braids. “You must see that it only falls into the
hands of the once and future king, a man destined to be
the finest ruler the mortal realm has ever known.”
“How will I know who he is?” Vivien asked.
“You won’t, but the sword will,” the sisters assured
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her. “Allow the sword to decide.”
“How am I to do that?”
“We’re confident you will find a way.”
Vivien was bombarded by hugs from sisters who
yearned not to see her leave.
“I shall return,” Vivian promised her sisters as they
embraced her with tears in their eyes. “A girl’s life is
hanging in the balance, so I must leave, but I will return.”
Matthew and the men ran over to the edge of the lake
as a sword burst forth from its surface, followed by a
hand, and then an arm. Merlin pulled Vivien from the
water and together they breached the Dragon’s Lair.
In a vast cavern, deep within the earth, in a land far
far away, a weary and battle drained Matthew stood
accompanied by Arthur, Merlin, Percival, Lancelot, and
Gawain. Their pirate comrades were filling their pockets,
boots, and bags with all the treasure they could carry. The
jingle of them rifling through coins and jewels echoed
from every wall in the lair.
Matthew and the crew had taken on every danger on
this quest and it had all come down to this moment. The
dazzling chalice was floating in midair, slowly flipping
end over end. Matthew was sweating but he willed
himself to breathe. He reached for the glowing goblet,
plucking it from the air.
The ground began to rumble beneath his feet. The lair
was crashing down, stone by stone. They ran for their
lives. An avalanche of boulders came rolling down. The
very floors began to cave beneath their feet.
They rode a tidal wave of flying earth and toppling
stalactites. The warriors reached their exit, but it had been
barricaded by a pile of stones as great in size as a barn.
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They whipped around searching desperately for another
way out. They were trapped, and their faces were locked
in despair. How could they come so far just to die in a
cave?
They were thrown backward by the force of a mighty
blast. Matthew hit the ground so hard he bounced. He
covered his head with his arms as it continued to rain
debris. In the flames and the smoke, Matthew could make
out a single man walking among them… Merlin.
With Vivien’s help, the young wizard had eviscerated
the barricade with magic, but they knocked a few men out
in the process. The cave was still rumbling and coming
down. Matthew and the knights gathered up everyone.
One mighty collective jump sent all of them tumbling
and rolling over the ground. In Matthew’s delirium, he
could make out the vision of the Dragon’s Lair imploding
in a cloud of dust. He had done it. The grail was in his
grasp and he was coming home to Sarah.

Back in Kernow, Rebecca looked in on Sarah with
concern. The leaves had fallen from the trees and the first
snow would be upon them soon. The freezing
enchantment will come to an end and Sarah will die
without the sacred grail.
Rebecca’s heart stopped in her chest. She drew no
breath at the sight of the snow fluttering outside the
window. A horrific wail of agony shattered the silence of
the night. It was Sarah. The enchantment was over. The
poison was starting to kill her…
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Epilogue:
The Once & Future King

A

road weary Matthew, Gawain and Percival
trudged through the castle with their newfound
comrades. Matthew reached his wife’s chamber
and froze in the doorway. A feeling of dread choked the
breath from his lungs at the expression on Rebecca’s face.
It was too late...
Matthew desperately poured water into the Holy Grail
to a cacophony of gasps and hushed whispers. He opened
Sarah’s unmoving lips and allowed the glowing water to
trickle in. He waited the longest ten minutes of his life...
but nothing happened.
He repeated the process. Again no breath. No life. Sir
Matthew Galahad fell to his knees, screaming in anguish,
surrounded by his brothers in arms…
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One Year Later
King Uther Pendragon was killed in the very war he
started. The virtuous and noble Prince Arthur ascended
the throne of Camelot. Though King Phillip was a vastly
better person after the return of his wife, Cornelia,
Matthew still could not live at his court. Deep down
Matthew knew his place was in Camelot. He would return
to Kernow when it was time to take the thrown, but for
now, he served both kingdoms.
Percival and Lancelot came with him to serve Arthur.
For the first time, they felt they had found a king worthy
of their service. Gawain soon followed with Rebecca and
their daughter. King Arthur dubbed them all Knights of
the Round Table for their recovery of the sacred Holy
Grail, and for the safe return of Queen Guinevere.
Sir Lancelot became a legend of a knight, racking up
tournament victories in lands far and wide. Defending the
people of Camelot with honor and chivalry. The ladies
loved him, and Lancelot had a very liberal mentality when
it came to love. He changed women like socks: regularly
and he always had two at a time. Other than that, he made
a hell of a knight.
Vivien did not remain enemies with Arthur and
Matthew as she had vowed. She came to Camelot and was
henceforth known as their Lady of the Lake. Her sisters
gave her a different portal by which to travel and visit
them. Vivien used it often, but budding feelings for
Merlin and a sense of responsibility for Arthur always
called her back to Camelot.
Arthur appointed Merlin to be Supreme Ambassador
of all things magical. Merlin and Vivien opened a
boarding school for children of magic. It was a safe haven
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from persecution, where they could hone their abilities
and embrace the lives they were born to lead.
The Kingdom of Camelot was filled with food, drink,
and merriment. There were celebrations all throughout the
lower village and beyond. King Arthur was hosting his
sister’s wedding and what a grand event it would be.
There would be a tournament with sword fights and
jousting. He’d recruited acrobats and magicians to
entertain at the evening’s banquet. With a more tolerant
king on Camelot’s throne, Sir Percival could move
forward with an official union with Morgan. King Arthur,
having been an illegitimate heir, identified with the
former manservant and blessed the union.
Queen Guinevere, Princess Morgan, and Lady
Rebecca watched the competitions from a private stadium
box. While good-looking serving men filled their goblets
with wine and circled the box with platters of food.
Morgan sipped tangy sweet wine from her goblet. She
wore an emerald dress, and her raven hair was pulled up
in a lovely due. She met eyes with Sir Percival, smiling
and flirting across the distance. He mouthed the words I
love you before slapping down the mask of his helmet to
protect his face.
Lady Rebecca sat in royal blue nibbling at fruit and
cheese, proudly waving her husband Gawain’s flag. She
walked around the stadium booth to get a better view. She
spotted Sir Gawain in the distance and blew a kiss at him.
He caught it and placed it over his heart. He still made her
feel like the most irresistible woman in the world.
Queen Guinevere straightened the skirts of her
beautiful purple gown. Her long scarlet tresses lay braided
in the front and wrapped elegantly around her head, while
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the rest of her beautiful locks hung down her back.
Guinevere stood and walked to the boxes edge with a
smooth gliding gait that exuded pure elegance. She
looked down at King Arthur, unable to contain her
ecstatic grin. His stormy gray eyes gazed up at her from
beneath the raised face mask of his helmet. With a heart
throbbing smile, he raised his long wooden lance toward
her. She pulled a decorated ring the size of a dessert plate
from the end of Arthur’s lance. She hadn’t even noticed
until now that she’d been holding her breath, and her mind
wondered how even a cocky half smirk from Arthur could
capture the very air from her being. If not for her skin, she
might have gone everywhere at once, but she maintained
her steady and regal countenance.
With an elegant nod and a graceful curtsy, Guinevere
returned to her seat, fighting the urge to fan herself.
Arthur my Arthur, you give me fever.
Arthur trotted away on his shiny black steed. He made
his way toward a grassy area with numerous pitched tents.
He tossed his helmet to one of the servants before
climbing down from his horse. Knights weaved all around
him, stepping in and out of the equipment tents as Sir
Matthew sauntered over.
Matthew grinned. “This is an odd wedding present.”
Arthur gave him a don’t start with me look but as always
Matthew was undaunted. “As far as brotherly gestures go
you could have had a song written for Morgan and
Percival, or given her something that sparkles. Instead,
you’ve given your sister two days of smelly men beating
the snot out of each other.”
“Exactly as it should be,” Arthur grinned and slapped
Matthew on the back. “It’s tradition to hold a tournament
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before a wedding. I didn’t have the chance to do that for
Guinevere because we eloped, but I did host a tournament
for her coronation. Why should I give my sister any less?
Today’s main event will be the sword competition.
Tomorrow we’ll have the joust.”
“You’re a terrible brother.” Matthew laughed.
King Arthur waved him off with a chuckle. “I think
they’re having a splendid time.”
Sir Percival gave Princess Morgan his full glorious
smile as she retrieved the ring he’d speared for her. She
was breathtaking in green, especially as she bent over at
the waist to collect each trinket from the knights. She
blushed a little at the heaviness of Percival’s gaze.
“I suppose you’re right,” Matthew agreed. A somber
look fell over his face as his heart filled with loneliness.
It seemed everything made him miss Sarah.
“Why aren’t you competing,” Arthur questioned
Matthew. “I understand Sarah can’t be with you, but you
know it’s what she would want.”
Matthew pondered over it for a moment before
eventually nodding yes. Arthur called a squire over to
help Matthew with his Armor, and they sparred for a bit
in preparation for the sword competition.
Vivien fled the moment she spotted Arthur, but it was
too late. She’d been spotted. The young king was jogging
over to her with a stupid grin on his face.
“Go away,” Vivien called to him
Arthur laughed. “You may have the beauty of damsel
and the power of an immortal, but you still have the mouth
of a pirate. Is that any way to address your king?”
Vivien laughed. “I swear if you’re stalking me about
that sword again I will turn you into a newt.”
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“Threatening a king is treason.”
“How about threatening an ass?”
Vivien and Arthur carried on with their usual witty
banter and relentless teasing. The royal she had once
vowed to be her sworn enemy had become like a brother
to her. Arthur banished his own cousin and fellow
nobleman for the murder of Vivien’s sister. Mordred
vowed revenge and Arthur and his knights vowed to be
ready for him. Arthur lived by a code of chivalry and
every knight who pledged their loyalty to him was
expected to do the same.
Arthur continued to reason with his immortal pal,
“it’s the most valuable sword in the world and the sheer
craftsmanship…”
“Is that all you desire it for, its monetary value?”
Vivien asked with amusement.
“To be perfectly honest, for some unexplainable
reason, it calls to me,” Arthur confessed. “Sell it and I’ll
leave you alone.”
Vivien shook her head at him. “How many time must
I tell you Excalibur isn’t for sale? It’s for the once and
future king?”
“What on earth does that even mean?” Arthur asked
with a puzzled look.
“The greatest king who will ever walk this earth. He
and that sword are destined to change the world.”
Arthur chuckled with amusement. “You are passing
up a fortune for sake of a fairytale.”
He was pleasantly surprised when Vivien finally
relented. “Alright, you can have it.”
Arthur leaped two feet high, despite his heavy armor,
and pumped his fist in the air. He was positively ecstatic,
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but as he reached for it Vivien used her magic to fling it
from his grasp. She drove her fist into the ground and the
earth began to shake as a large mass of rock emerged. She
plunged the blade into the stone and used her powers to
fuse it there, as Arthur yelled in protest.
Vivien chuckled at his expense. “You didn’t allow me
to finish. You can have it if you are capable of removing
it from that stone.” She walked away still laughing her
head off.
“How on earth am I supposed to pull a sword from a
bloody stone!” Arthur hollered in protest as she walked
away. “You’ve welded it in place!”
There was already a line of noblemen forming to have
their chance at claiming the priceless sword. She called
over her shoulder, “I would suggest you get in line before
someone pulls it first.”
“I order you to remove Excalibur!” Arthur shouted
after her. “VIVIEN!!”

Later that evening Lady Jocelyn curtsied before her
brother. “Sir Percival.”
“Don’t you ever curtsy or call me Sir again.” He
hugged her so tight with tears of joy welling up in his
eyes.
Due to Percival’s elevation in status, his sisters and
mother were dressed in the finest threads and they would
never have to scrub another dish. He took Jocelyn’s hands
and held her out at arm’s length just to look at her before
drawing her into another embrace.
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“I’m sorry we arrived a day late. The weather was
dreadful,” Jocelyn explained.
“How is everyone?” he enquired.
“Homesick,” she admitted.
Percival promised his sister, “I didn’t leave Kernow
just to get more for myself. I left because I wanted better
for all of us, especially you. I can pay all of your dowries
now. I can arrange a match for all three of you to lords or
even earls or dukes. I never yearned for you to end up
living out your days as the reluctant wife of some sheep
herder you don’t even fancy.”
“I understand,” Jocelyn assured him. “But our
younger sisters cannot marry until after I do, and I cannot
marry until you make up your mind and choose someone.
I’m twenty-one, an old maid. This isn’t fair to me, nor is
it fair to Natalie and Ashley.”
Percival sighed. At times, I forget how much harsher
society is on my sisters than me. I’m much older than
Jocelyn and I am just now getting married. No one had a
harsh word to say about me, but Jocelyn is a woman. Her
age could greatly diminish the number of prospects she
has. “I’m sorry,” he spoke with sincerity.
“It’s alright. I’m just grateful to have my brother
back.”
He grinned and extended an arm to her. She hooked
her dainty arm around his bicep and they took a leisurely
stroll around the perimeter of the party.
“Who do you want for a husband?” Percival asked.
Responsible Jocelyn replied exactly as he knew she
would, “whatever match is most beneficial for you and
our family.”
“I’m not going to make the most important decision
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of your life for you. Choose someone and I’ll make the
arrangements.”
She shook her head. “You have been around Duke
Matthew so long that you’re starting to piss on every
tradition.” Percival laughed, and she released his arm.
Jocelyn taunted him, “if that’s the case I think I’ll ask Sir
Lancelot to dance.”
“No! Anyone but him!” Percival jogged after her.
Lancelot grinned from ear to ear at Jocelyn’s request.
“I would love to dance.”
Percival snatched his sister away.
Lancelot protested. “Am I not good enough for your
sister?”
“Of course you’re not,” Percival snapped.
Jocelyn gasped at her brother’s rudeness.
Percival explained himself, “I’m sorry Jocelyn, but
Sir Lancelot has openly admitted on several occasions
that he could never see himself as a married man.”
Jocelyn backed away from Lancelot. “Is this true?”
The look she gave Lancelot was enough to cause him
physical pain. She was nothing like the women who
draped themselves across his lap on a regular basis.
Lancelot took a deep breath. For the first time in his
life, he was embarrassed of his philandering behavior.
How can one look from this woman reduce me to shame?
“I… I did say I could never see myself as a married man,
but I also never saw myself as a knight.” He turned from
her to look at Percival. “People can change when they
have friends who believe in them.”
Percival put his sister’s hand in Lancelot’s and spoke
sternly to them, “one dance.”
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Merlin wrapped his arms around Vivien as they stood
on a balcony under the stars. He informed her, “every
knight at tournament tried to claim Excalibur but Arthur
prevailed.”
“I knew that he would.” Vivien’s heart leaped to hear
the news.
“If you knew he was the once and future king why
didn’t you just give him the sword?”
“One reason was that his illegitimate birth would have
caused other royals to challenge his rule. His reign would
have been plagued by constant turmoil, but now they all
know who he is. The second reason was that it means
nothing for you and me to know how special Arthur is. He
needed to know it. You said that he used to doubt himself
and now he never will again.”
“You are incredible,” Merlin spoke dreamily, “how is
it that I am the only one who can recognize you in any
form?”
She ran her fingers through his two-toned hair and
smiled at him. “I’ll just say that you and I have history.”
“What history do you speak of?”
“Telling you would be playing fair and I have no
intention of doing that.”
“Pirates,” Merlin groaned with a smile and blessed
her lips with his own.
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Matthew sat forlornly at the wedding banquet that
evening. His first-place trophy did little to cheer him up.
He supported Percival, but this wedding was hard to cope
with and the banquet was even harder. Matthew’s plate of
food was untouched. His mind was somewhere else.
Everyone looked so happy as they danced, ate, and flirted
with their dates, while Matthew was there all alone.
Moments like this made his heartache for Sarah.
A nurse approached him ceremoniously. “May I have
a word, my lord?”
“Of course.”
He politely excused himself from the festival and she
whispered in his ear. Matthew fled the banquet hall. He
ran downstairs, taking two at a time. He jumped from the
last three and rushed down the hall to his suite in the
knight’s quarters.
“Matthew,” Sarah called to him as she lay propped up
on their enormous bed with a newborn in her arms.
As always Matthew’s very heart leaped to see her.
She had not woken up ten minutes after drinking from the
Holy Grail. It had taken her twenty minutes. He embraced
his wife and placed a loving kiss upon the soft sweet
smelling skin of his baby’s forehead.
“How was the ceremony,” Sarah asked excitedly.
Matthew brandished his first place trophy. “It was
beautiful, but I missed you.”
“I missed you too. The midwives in Camelot are so
strict. They keep all visitors at bay for the first week,”
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Sarah explained. “It seems cruel, but it’s cut the number
of postpartum deaths to a fraction of what it was.”
He nodded understandably. “Whatever it takes. I
can’t imagine losing you.”
“And if you did?”
“I would forge into hell itself to bring you back. I love
you.”
“I love you too,” she swore from the depths of her
soul and they sealed her hearts confession with a sweet
and tender kiss.
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Try this next…

Matthaios is a slave and Sara is the bride of a powerful
dictator. Can love unite them even as Pharaoh and all of Egypt
threaten to tear them asunder…

Prologue:
The final plea

Ancient Egypt, 1806 B.C.
atthaios clutched his handkerchief with a shaky
hand. He used the cloth to dab at the spot of blood
at the corner of his mouth. He sucked in sharply
through his teeth as pain seared across his face. A raw taste
flooded his mouth and Matthaios spat out a bit of blood on the
floor of his grimy prison cell.
In his many years as Pharaoh’s faithful servant, Matthaios
had experienced many of the ruler’s personalities. He’d seen
bratty Pharaoh, noble Pharaoh, fearless warrior Pharaoh, but
never had Matthaios experienced the monster who’d captured
and imprisoned him.
The emperor’s eyes bore a perilous mixture of fury and
disbelief as his fist collided with Matthaios’s jaw in one swift
punch. Pharaoh ordered the arrest of the servant who’d betrayed
him. Of all the women in the world, why did Matthaios have to
go for that one?
Matthaios glanced around the torchlit dungeon. The fires
glowed against the inky night that poured in through barred
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windows. He went back to dabbing his tender and busted lip
until realizing that his efforts were for naught. He threw the
bloodstained rag across the cell. What was the point of fixing
his lip just for his neck to be severed at dawn?
Pharaoh strode into the dungeon with a retinue of
henchman. The noisy prison suddenly quieted, as if falling
under an enchantment. Pharaoh had not come into Matthaios’s
field of view, but the slave boy knew every time his ruler was
near. The air would still around Matthaios as if the world was
rearranging itself to accommodate Pharaoh. Matthaios
preemptively took a knee, and as suspected, Pharaoh appeared.
“Your majesty,” Matthaios respectfully greeted the
emperor, who had vowed to claim his head.
Pharaoh snapped his fingers and a guard ran forward with a
chair. Pharaoh addressed his soldiers, “leave me with the
traitor.”
“Yes, Pharaoh,” the guards replied in unison and filed out
of the prison.
Pharaoh took a seat before the bars of Matthaios’s prison
cell. Matthaios dropped from his knee to sit flat on the floor,
careful to remain lower than his sovereign, as was the custom.
Matthaios asked cautiously, “did you read my plea to spare
Sara?”
“Yes, and I have denied it.”
Matthaios’s heart sank into his stomach and tears welled up
in his eyes. “You don’t have to kill her. You are the all-powerful
Pharaoh of Egypt. Squash any rumors of her running away with
me and carry on with your life together.”
“To what end?” Pharaoh shook his head. “I cannot have a
wife who might be putting any man’s bastards upon my throne.
If I can’t trust her to remain loyal to me, how can I trust her to
remain loyal to Egypt? Do you have the faintest clue of the bind

you have put me in?”
“I know, my lord,” Matthaios spoke humbly with a tone of
defeat.
“I’m going to have to kill you,” Pharaoh spoke without
emotion as if taking a life was as simple as deciding how to
dress in the morning.
“I know, my lord.”
“You have left me no choice.”
“I know, my lord.”
“THEN WHY!” Pharaoh shouted in a voice that could
quake heaven and earth.
Matthaios’s eyes lowered in shame. “You demand to know
how I could betray my emperor, why I would sentence myself
to death over a woman. I would tell you if I had an answer. All
I know is from the moment I met her I suddenly became aware
of my blood being pulled in and out of my heart, the way the
moon directs the tide. I tried to catch my breath, but the more I
inhaled, the more I felt consumed…”

Chapter 1:
Impending Doom
Months ago…
ara, princess of Nubia, gawked at the shadow on a
sundial. She urgently informed her friend, “we must be
going. It’s getting late.”
“I implore you, just one more vendor,” cried the spirited
Princess Sobek, sister of the Egyptian pharaoh.
“Just one more,” Sara agreed, not that she had much of a
choice.
Sobek would have never let it rest. She towed Sara through
the sea of elated faces. This friend of Sara’s was nothing like
what she’d expected of a princess of Egypt. Sobek had only
been in Nubia one night when she convinced Sara they should
disguise themselves as commoners, sneak out of the palace, and
attend a festival in the lower village.
The sun made its glorious descent below the horizon,
bathing the joyous festival in magnificent twilight. There were
magic shows, puppeteers, acrobats, and jugglers. Vendors and
merchants filled the streets, as far as the eye could see. They
sold food, spices, livestock, and fabrics. The scent of sweet
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desserts and salty meats wafted throughout the kingdom. You
could practically taste the air.
Some structures in Nubia were humble. Others soared clear
to the heavens, with mighty pillars, and statues of the gods. All
were swarming with elated figures, drunk on beer, love, and
happiness.
This festival was held to celebrate Wepet Renpet, also
known as the opening of the year, marked by the Nile’s annual
flood. This Egyptian New Year also served as an assembly
period for the Counsel of African Kings. Pharaoh Amenemhat,
a former rival of Nubia, would be in attendance this year. Nubia
offered a warm welcome to Egypt, a symbol of peace between
two nations.
“Why are you in such a rush to leave,” Sobek questioned
as she moved her body to the beat of African drums. “This
festival is incredible!”
“Believe me, you will want to be gone when the Wepet
Renpet bells sound. The closest boy in your vicinity is going to
kiss you, whether you know him or not!”
Sobek laughed at Sara’s paranoia. “I forgot… I will fall
down and die if a man kisses me. I should miss the best
celebration ever because I’m at risk of a boy kissing me.
Egyptian lands are at risk of war, famine, disease, and drought
but the worst plague of all is a boy’s kiss.”
Sara had a good laugh at herself. “When you put it that way,
I sound prudish and fearful.”
“You are.”
“You’re not even a little concerned? We have our
reputations to protect.”
“No one will recognize us, and bystanders will be too
occupied with kisses of their own to notice with whom we are
engaged.”

Princess Sara had skin of smooth mahogany, as was
common for a Nubian. Princess Sobek was tanned, like the
golden sands of Egypt. Both girls possessed raven hair and eyes
of sparkling obsidian. Their beauty earned them lusty gazes as
they explored the celebration.
Sara was surprised and a little unnerved at how differently
men perceived her when they were unaware of her title. Sobek,
on the other hand, soaked up the attention with the consistency
of a sponge, a sign that this was not the first time she’d pulled a
charade like this.
It was urgent for Sara to leave soon. Her uncle, Myron,
King of Nubia, was loaning their castle to every eligible prince
of Africa. Sara knew that she should be home entertaining; one
of these royals would likely be her future husband, but Sobek
was a terrible influence.
“Isn’t this the most amazing thing you’ve ever smelled?”
Sara said as she held an exotic spice up to Sobek’s nose.
“It is remarkable. What is it called?” Sobek asked with a
grin.
The merchant spoke up from behind his stand, “this is a
spice known as cinnamon, my lady. The one next to it is called
nutmeg.”
“I’ll take them both,” Sara said as the enchanting festival
whirled around them.
If nothing else, Sobek knew how to have fun and Gods only
knew how much Sara needed that in her life.
Sara closed her eyes and turned her face to the moonlight,
breathing in the spicy air. She enjoyed the sensation of a warm
breeze as it fluttered the colorful silks of her gown. Sara’s eyes
drifted open as the shopkeeper placed the bag in her hand.
“Thank you,” Sara said politely and he told her the same.
“Alright we’ve gone to our last stand,” Sara reminded

Sobek. “It’s time to leave. I’m hosting a party.”
“I haven’t even purchased fabrics.”
“Sobek!” Sara shouted with glee as her mischievous friend
towed her throughout the celebration.

The royalty of Egypt traveled by camel and chariot, but
their hapless slaves were forced to make the entire journey on
foot. Pharaoh’s servants were just outside of Nubia. The
exhausted slaves took a much-needed respite on the side of the
road, while guards doled out soup and beer. Luxuries like beef
and wine were reserved for the wealthy.
Matthaios aimlessly picked his food. He kept lifting a
spoonful of soup and allowing it to fall back into the bowl in a
series of splats. He had no appetite. All he felt was a pull like
magnetism calling his soul away from this place, and the harsh
iron shackles keeping his body from following his spirit.
He could envision the city ahead, alive with festivity, funny
men, and beautiful women. He could taste the tanginess of the
wine, the sweetness, and warmth of a freshly baked pie.
The wind shifted and blew dirt into the open wounds on his
feet. It stung bitterly. The leather straps of his sandals had
chafed his feet bloody. Heavy manacles had scoured his wrists
raw.
Despite these harsh conditions, Matthaios counted his
blessings. I’m more fortunate than those who labor in the sun
building the pyramids of Egypt. Builder slaves fall victim to the
lash, malnutrition, treacherous falls, and the desert sun. They
don’t live very long. I’ll be in Nubia shortly, treated to a bath,
and serving the brides of Pharaoh.

The echo of persistent clanging caused Sara to spin
abruptly. She collided with a man, much fairer skinned than her.
His shackled arms launched out to catch her. Once steady, her
eyes trailed up to his face, which bore a half-smirk of a smile.
It was the most beautiful smile she’d ever seen.
There was beer pouring from the rooftops like rain.
Drunkards were gallivanting. Fistfights were springing up like
daisies. The cover of night had transformed a lighthearted
festival into chaos, but as Sara gazed into the face of this
peculiar slave all seemed perfect.
He removed his rough sword calloused hands from the
smooth black skin of her shoulders. He bent to retrieve her
sandal. She felt herself exhale as he held her ankle to slip on her
shoe.
He rose with her fallen bag of spices. “My lady.”
“Thank you,” she spoke, nearly breathless as he passed her
the bag.
“No, thank you,” he insisted. His eyes traced the curves of
her face as if trying to brand her image upon his mind.
“For what may I ask?”
“For being the most amazing thing I’ll ever get to touch.”
“You are entirely too bold, slave,” her tone was
reprimanding but her smile gave her away.
“Apologies, my lady.”
His full glorious smile came out and Sara could feel her
stomach flipflop. Her life had been spinning out of control, but
in this one perfect moment, all was calm. For the first time in
her existence, she knew she was in just the right place at just the

right time.
A thunderous BING, BING, BING, echoed throughout the
celebration. The bells were ringing. Tradition demanded a kiss
between them.
His smoothness went out the window and he rambled
awkwardly, “we don’t have to… I wasn’t expecting…”
Matthaios drew in a deep breath and gathered his wits. “Sorry,
I get flustered when I’m nervous.”
“Ancient lovers believed a kiss would literally unite their
souls because the spirit was said to be carried in one’s breath.”
Sara took a deep breath to calm herself. “Sorry, I spout trivia
when I’m nervous.”
They chuckled at the absurdity of it all.
Matthaios shook his head with amusement. What’s one kiss
between strangers in the night? The awkward conversation
we’re carrying on has lasted longer than the kiss would have.
Sara just stood there with a bashful smirk. It’s one kiss of
my own volition before being forced into a lifetime of mandatory
embraces. I doubt I’ll know my future husband any better than
I know this slave.
Matthaios convinced that no beautiful woman would kiss a
man in shackles, politely nodded, “Goodnight, my lady.”
“Goodnight.” Her hope was snuffed out like a suddenly
extinguished candle.
They had bid farewell and yet no one moved. They stood in
silence, waiting for the other person to walk away. Gazing into
his eyes was like falling into the stars, causing Sara to feel
weightless and disoriented.
Matthaios looked deeply into her eyes, searching for signs
of rejection. When he found that her desire mirrored his own he
leaned forward and kissed her softly, a chaste press of his lips
to hers, with an answering push of hers to his. This simple

embrace was like being hit by a tidal wave. It bore the power of
an earthquake and the heat of a volcano. They parted with a
slow exhale.
Life carried on around them, but they were trapped in a
different moment than the other people in the crowded festival.
Matthaios was violently struck in the face with the heavy
handle of a whip, a painful and abrupt end to a wonderful
encounter. Sara shrieked in horror.
“I apologize, my lady,” spoke a slave driver with a patch
over one eye, a sadistic tyrant known as Osiris. “These slaves
are savages. He asked that we stop for a moment, so he may
smell the pies, and he rewards my leniency by harassing a young
woman.”
“This was my fault,” Sara spoke hurriedly. Her hands were
shaking and her mind was flustered. “I bumped into him. He
merely caught me from falling and being trampled by
drunkards… and then the bells went off. The servant was only
trying to help.”
Sara made certain to pull her hood forward and cast her face
in shadow when she addressed the slave driver.
She could not believe it when Matthaios mouthed the
words, “I’m alright.”
He was the one who’d been abused and still he was
comforting her. She’d never known a man who would place her
needs above his own. Now the one time she met a fellow of such
caliber they lived in parallel universes. When his silent words
failed to wipe the concern from her face a subtle nod and wink
did the trick.
“Very well,” Osiris nodded. “Sorry for the inconvenience,
my lady.”
Osiris signaled his guards and they led the single file of
slaves away.

Sara stood mesmerized, her mouth slightly parted in a
smile. She silently urged Matthaios. Look back… glance back
just once so I can recall your likeness in my dreams. And just
as if he’d done the impossible and heard her silent plea, he
glanced over his shoulder with a smile.

Matthaios was drawn from his beautiful memory by the
sound of a metal plate skidding across the floor of his prison
cell. The joyous festival music faded into the tortured cries of
sick and dying prisoners. Beauty and décor transformed to
dreary gray walls and iron bars. Sara’s delightful scent was
replaced by the foul odor of urine and rat droppings.
He stared at the food with disgust. It’s stewed rat or some
other diseased rodent with a loaf of moldy bread. Knowing the
food might give him more sickness than strength, Matthaios
ignored his growling belly and pushed the plate aside. Perhaps
I should have eaten it, might have given me a better death than
decapitation by the sword of an executioner.
The furious Pharaoh, sitting just beyond the bars growled
with contempt, “what happened next?”
Matthaios confessed, “I walked away on that wonderful
night, completely unaware that I had started down a path from
which there was no return and the impending doom that would
follow. All I knew was from the moment I kissed her half of my
heart sang and the other half recognized that I would never be
the same again…”

Two star crossed lovers. One ancient curse…
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